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PREFACE

This report presents the findings of the evaluation of the Title

VII Part B Centers for Independent Living Program which is the first

such national evaluation of the independent living centers. It was

conducted in response to Congress'mandate to describe and assess the

impact of the centers in increasing opportunities for individuals with
disabilities. Congress has long recognized the importance of diiabled

consumers in this program and thus mandated their involvement in the

development and conduct of this evaluation. The measures of "standards"

upon which the evaluation is based evolved from the efforts of indepen-

dent living centers, disabled individuals and other knowledgeable actors

around the country, and represented the first nationwide effort to

develop a consensus about defining and setting priorities for indepen-
dent living services. These evaluation standards embody a vision of
independent living ceaters that reaches beyond the guidelines estab-

lished by Congress and reflects the advocacy and self-help philosophy of

the independent living movement. The evaluation involved collection of

data from the centerP themselves, consumers of their services, and local

community agencies. The instruments used for data collection were
designed to collect the data specified in the evaluation standards.

Thus, this evaluation seeks to understand hcry the centers perform in the

context of the broad vision encompassed by the evaluation standards, as

well as in the context of the Congressional mandate.

The evaluec-ion team wishes to gratefully acknowledge the
contribution of time and energy made by the centers themselves in

providing the necessary data, arranging visits and interviews with
community ageacies and consumers, and pulling together the consumer and

community agency samples for the mail surveys. We'd also like to thank

our tireless Advisory Committee members for the long hours of meetings

and review of written materials that provided us with invaluable
guidance. In addition to the members of the formal Advisory Committee

we'd also like to thank Suzanne Choisser, Rod Pelton, Tony Cavataio,

James Moss and Albert Rotundo of RSA, Sue Betka and Art Kirschenbaum of

OPBE, Mike Harold and Greg Marsh of OSERS, Bill Messori of Rhode Island

VR, Sandra Perrino and the staff of the National Council on the Handi-
capped, and the many other knowledgeable individuals who provided us
with guidance and input.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY'

INTRODUCTION AND STUDY A?PROACH

The 1984 amendmeLts to the Rehabilitation Act required a comprehensive

evaluation of the Title VII, Ptrt B of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Centers

for Independent Living Program; The purpose of the program to provide

independent living services to persous with disabilities and their faMilies

to iperease options for such persons to live independently in the community;

to improve the quality of life for disabled individuals and to maximize their

integration into the mainstream of society, and Whenever possible, to contri-

bute to the vocational outcomes and gains that vocational rehabilitation (VR)

services seek to achieve.

During the first phase of the evaluation, measures -- or "standards" "

were developed to reflect Il specific areas of interest to Congress. The

process for developing the evalation standards ensured broad input from

centers for independent living, consumer advocacy organizations, researchers,

and policy makers; The evaluation standards then were approved by the

National Council on the Handicapped for use in the evaluation; In addition

to their x,.le in the national ev,iaation, the standards were also designed to

serve as a self-evaluation tool for the centers.

This report describes the evaluation't key findings. The study draws

upon data acquired through: a mail survey of all 156 Part-B-funded centers,

to which 121 centers responded; on-site interviews with center staff, con-

sumers, and community agency represent,tives at 40 sample sites; a mail

Survey of 2,700 consumers selected from 36 sample centers, to which 1,030

consumers responaed; and a mail survey of 180 local community agencies; to

WhiCh 100 agencies responded. Findings presented are based on analysis of

survey respondents;

Study findings primarily reflect data from the 1984-85 project year,

during which the 156 centers received Part B funds totaling $21 million, at a

average award of $134,600. The average Part B funding for the 121 resionding
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centers was $133,900 with a median of $130,000. Overall, the centers can be

described as consumer-oriented organizations, focusing oh Coati:dimity changes

as Well AS indiVidual, client services. Their primary goals are to increase

independent living options for individuals with disabilitiee, and to promote

the tiaiciMUM integration and participation Of thi. s population in society.

Stnte vocational rehabilitation (VR) agencies act as the Part B grantee

fOr 79% of the 121 centers responding to the survey, generallY subcontracting

to loCil Community organizations to provide services (69%), although a fel,: VR

agencies operate independent living prograMS.thethaelV-c6 (10% of the centers

Ake 166ated within VR agencies). The remaining 21% of the centers (25

center:0 received funds directly from the federal government. 1

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS RELATED TO SECTION 711(c)(3) REQUIREMENTS

"(A) the number and types _of_handicapped individuals- assia-ted d-''(B) -the-

extunt to-whih individuals with var i handica 1 n conditions were served"

The 121 centers responding to the survey (78% of all Part B centerS)

reported serving more than 48,000 persons with disabilities during 1984-85,

as well as 14,000 nondisabIed individuals (family and friends). Thede cen=

ters reported that nearly 56,000 additional individuals rAceiNed information

and referral assistance.2

The Title VII Part B centers provided servil:eF -o a population with a

wide range of disabilities. As estimated, 75% of the 990 consumert

responding to the survey were severely disabled (as defined by receipt of

SSI, total blindness, or use of attendant care).3 Individuals with orthopedic

diSabilities were the largest group served (24,000 or about 48%); followed by

persons with hearing impairmentS (8,100 or about 17%); "other" disabilities

(7,400 or ithout 15%), inclueing diabetes, epilepsy, stroke, and head

injuries; and visual impairments (5,700 or about 12%). Mental illness and

mental retardation were the categories least frequently reported, together

conwising only 8% of the consumer population (about 3,900). Two=thirds of

the 121 centers served at least five of the six major disability groups,
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allocated to direct client sérvices.b The cost per consumer receiving

direct services averagee $433 annually, of which $191 was provided by Part B.

!qn-hew-services providen contribute-to-theAtaintenanCe of Or the increased

independence of handicapped ihdiVidUala iSsisted"

Unlike vocational 1-ehabilitation progratia With i focus on employment

outcomes, the independent: living centers do not have a single goal or Meaeure

of success. Rather, they respond to a wide range of partiCular needs and

goals expressed by their consumers) ranging fret' housing and attendant care

to enhanced Self=,direCtio- and personal growth. Mit) the liaSeeament of

program effectiveness must include k Wide range of measures.

The 121 responding centers repo..!..ted that their efforts contributed to

raising more than $7.5 million in additiOnal fmading for attendant care,

adding over 3,000 qualified attendants to local attendant pools, and helping

5,000 individuals secure attendants; making more than 1,800 housing units

accessible, and helping 2,50 people improve their housing accessibility;

developing over 1,000 jobs, and helping 1,150 individuals secure jobs; making

over 2,300 ramps am: curb cuts, and helping 2,000 people MOVe to less

restrictive environments2 These types of community changes are directly

related to disabled individuals achieving equal access to society as well as

their ability to either achieve or maintain an independent lifestyle;

The responding centers reported a total of 58,000 positive individual

consumer CAMCOMeti achieved.8 ConstiMettO self-reports of outcomes were even

hi3her.9 Over three-fourths of the 990 conaUtet teependents achieved at

least one improvement in housing, inceMei transportation, education, or

employment situation. Almost 90% (880 consumers) reported ati Outcome in at

least one of the following areas: person01/sOCial change; acquiring adaptive

-Aida, benefits, and/or servI-es; developing skillS; and ACquiring knowledge

associated with living more independentlY. Over 90% (n=906) reperted eitner

a situatioual improvement or some other type of gain.
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While only 11% (13 centers) reportedly served a single clisability group.

These latter centers Were funded apecifiCally to serve individuals with

Visual impairments.

"(C) the tYPes of services provided"

The Title VII Ptrt B centers provided a Wide range of independent living

support services.4 Almost all of the 121 responding cetters provided the

services specified it the evaluation standarde -- advocacy, independent

living skills training, peer counseling, and information and reflrral. Meat

centers offered a vide range Of other types of assistnnce to facilitate

-conSUMer goal achievement, including services related to housing, atten-

dant/homemaker assiatance, transportation, equipment, and social/recreational

AttiVitieS. A Majority of the centers also provided otter types of non-pear

counseling, and communication assistance such as interpreter and reader

Seriiii:es. Finally, over one-third of the centers provided vocational, educa-

tional; and family support services.

"(D) sources of funding" and "(E) the_lercentage o_feur-c-cs committed to

each type-of-servi-ce"

The responding centers' total annual budgets (N..111) ranged from $43,000

to $1.3 million, with a median of $240,000 and an average of $323,000, of

which the Parr B share was about 44%.5 The secoud largest source of funds

Wag state monies, received by 67 (57%) of the centers and comprising approxi-

mutely 24% of the centers' total program funding. Almost half (58) of the

centers received funding from private sources, which comprised about 8% of

overall center budgets. Other federal funds and local funds accounted for a

very small portion of the centers' budgets (each less than 6%). The longer

centers were in operation, the less heavily they tended to rely on Part B

funds.

Centers devoted an average of one-fourth of their resources to community

change and capacity-building activities, with the remaining three-fourths
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Statistical analyses showed that positive outcomes were more consia-

teutly associated with the types and amount of aerViceS reCeived than with

tenter Organizational fact'ars or individual consume: charac;etiatica, and

that center services had contributed substantially to consumer gains in

independent living; 10 Moreover, about half (n=467) Of the thhAutier Survey

respondents directly attributed the improvements they had Achieved to help

they received from a center."

!TO-extentto tai-ch handicapped individuals participate in the managewent

And decision-making in the center"

A zajority of the 1V responding nenters had a disabled director; 55%

(66 centers) had Boards with a majority of digabled tetbera, and -on Average

51% of centel. Staff had diaabilitiesJ2 The community agencies surveyed

confirmed that involvement of disabled individuals in center policy direction

and matagetent Was emphasized by most centers.

Thirty-two percent (318) of the consumers surveyed repotted Some kind Of

involveMent ih center operations; including serving on a Board of Directors

or an advisory committee, working as paid ot VOliihteet Staff, -cir Lvaluating

services. Consumers rated the centers as highly effeCtiiie in involving dis-

abled individuals in running the center;

However, among the centers there were a substantial number that

exhibited less participation of individuals with disabilities. In almott 30%

of the 121 responding centers, less than a fifth Of the board members had

digabilities; Most of these centers operated within an umbrella organi-

zation; While disabled individuals in these centers freOuently were involved

in Staff roles, they were much less likely to be involved in policy iirection

and management roles;

9



(11) the extent of capacity-building activitive-includng-coliaboration with

other a encies-and-or nizati-ons" and "(1) the extent of catalytic activities

to promote community awareness. involvement, and assiatance"

Study findings indicated that the 121 responding centers were involved

extensively in capacity-building activities, including collaboration with a

wide range of other community and public organizations13. A majority of the

centers reported tbat they had provided information to other agencies working

with persons with disabilities. Yearly two-thirds of the 100 responding

community agencies reported receiving information and teehhical assistance

from centers; 75% of these agencies referred consumers to centers, and over

half had cooperated with centers in service provision and advocacy.
_

The centers' reports of their community development efforts were

confirmed by the community agency responses, which indiCated that centers had

substantially expanded personal care and transportation options, and had

prolihted disability awareness in the community. ()Vet half (55) of the

community agencies also reported that contact with a center led tb an

increase in their own efforts to improVe coMtunity optiona for Persons with

disabilities.

Finally, almost three-fourths of the 100 responding coMMunity agenCiei

rated the centers as very good or outstanding advocates in their communitiet.

Centera that allocated more resources to community efforts and that involved

more consumers in the management and operation of the center were more likely

to have greater community impacts.

"(i) extent of outreach efforts and tho-impact-of-mch efforts"

For centerS Serving rural areas, outreach often involves staff effortt

to reach consumers' homes in order to bridge the diatances and physical

access bartiera associated with rural living for people with ditabilitieS.

For urban areas, outreach more often refers to publicity effOrts and culti-

vating contacts with private and public community agencies and professionals

to ensure their referral of disabled individuals to the center. The results

10
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of center outreach efforts were reflected in the Conguther survey responses --

622 Of the 945 consumers responding reported they had learned AboUt the

center from other agencieS, 15% had heard Of the Center directlY from center

staff And publicity, and 23% learned by word of mouth from other consumetS.14

While the impact of outreach is difficult tei aBsess, the diSability distri-

bution of consumers served by centers is similar to that of the nation as a

Wik40.15

OTHER MAJOR FINDINGS

Center-Manattemomactices

Centers within umbrella agencies tended to have more sophisticated

management practices, and generally had adopted the procedures of the parent

agency, or simply had the umbrella administration conduct certain activities

for them.16 While most of the 121 responding centers collected data appro-

priate for assessing performance, the data were not alway8 readily

retrievable or comparable because of the lack of standardized service defini-

tions and outcome measures. This was particularly true among Smaller centers

with limited resources, centers that were not required to report such data on

an ongoing basis to funding agencies, and those whose records had not been

computerized.

Factors Contrlbuting-to Succass-

Analyses were conducted of the effect of service, organizational, And

consumer characteristics on consumer outcomes.17 The most significant factors

influencing consumers' success were the service characteristics. These

included the types of services received, the overall amount of service, the

consumer's personal and continued contact with the center over time, the use

of central case managers, and the provision ol! peer role models to '7onsumers

via contact with disabled staff, and all contributed to consumer outcomes,

regardless of the consumer's characteristics. The centers that reported

higher outcomes were those with higher percentages of staff with disabili-

11



tieS, higher percentages of funding from nonfederal sources, and thote that

received their funding directly from the federal government. The consumers

whc reported higher outcomes tended to be younger; had disabilities other

than mental retardation, were (or had previouSly been) VR cliencs, and lived

in supervised settings.

Conclution

The Title VII Part B Centers for IndepenCent Living Program is success-

fully helping large numbers of disabled citizens maintain or improve their

ibility to live independently in their communities. They accora?ligh this

through individual and direct services, referral to other resources, and

activities targeted towards community change. There remains much diversity

among centers in targeted client populations, services offered, management

practices and systems in place, and involvement of individuals with disabili-

ties in center planning and manage.-,: -t. Some of this diversity is an

appropriate response to variation in local needs. However, it also am)ears

that many centers would benefit from increased guidance and technical

assistance, greater information exchange with other centers, and increased

levels or stability of funding. Also, the centers collect a wealth of

information about their services and the consumers they serve tbut could be

more valuable to program planners and policy makers if defiritions and

measures were uniform across centers.

12



FOOTNOTES

1For this section, see Chapter II, esp. pp; 19-21;

2See Chapter III, pp. 25-26;

3
See Chapter III, esp. pp. 26-28 and Appendix D, pp. D-17 - D-I9.

4See Chapter IV, esp. pp. 36-39 and Appendix D, pp. D-49 - D-53.

5See Chapter II, esp. pp. 19-22.

6e Chapter II, esp. pp. 22-23.

7See Chapter V, eap. pp. 56-58 and Appendix D, pp. D-29 - D-43.

8Ibid.

9See Chapter V, esp. pp. 58-67 and Appendix Di pp. D-=29 D=43.

10See Chapter 1,_pp. 67-74; Chapter X, pp. 110-117; and APPendix D.
pp. D-63 - D-66.

11See Chapter V, PP. 58=59, 64.

12See Chapter VI, pp. 77-83 and Appendix D, pp. D-63 - D=66.

13See Chapter VII, pp. 85-96.

14See Chapter VII, pp. 90-93.

15See Appendix Di pp. D-II - D-I3.

16See Chapter VIII, pp. 101-107;

17See Chapter IX, pp. 109-129; Chapter V, pp. 67-74; ChaPter VIII
pp. 99-98.
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of Title VII Part B, Of the Rehabilitation Act as

Amended, Centeia for Independent Living Program described it this report

ia the first such large national effort to describe and evaluate the

effectiveness of independent living centers. The Centers for Indepen-

dent Living Program is a small discretionary grant program) adMitittered

by the Rehabilitatión Services AdMinistrationi that provides support for

a range of independent living services with the goal of Meeting the

needs bf itdiViduals whose disabilities are so severe that they do not

presently have the potential for employment but uay benefit frOM ser-

vices Alia enhance their ability to live and fUnCtion independently in

the community.
_

In 1978, Title VII Part B Of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 vas

amended to establish a grant program for independent living centers. In

1979, fuuding for the firat ten centers was allocated. The Title VII

Part B program zurrently provides $21 isillion in grant funding tO 156

agencies and COMtunity-based organizations around the country. These

funds support a variety of individualized services and community activi-

ties designed to maximize independent living options for disabled

ihdiViduale. The independeut living centers respond to a variety Of

needs expressed by diabied indiVidUálti by rehabilitation profes-

Siondla, as well as by a general societal commitment to improving the

quality of life for people with disabilities and maxiMizing integratin

into the mainstream of society, They are based on the belief that A

range of SetVicea not krovided by existing programs could prevent

institutionalization and, just as importantly, facilitate full partici-

pation in the lotal community. To achieve these goals, centers offer

Aesistance in areas such as learning to uae public and private
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transportation, general household and financial management, b-seeking,

and obtaining needed public assistance.

This repOrt pretenta tbe findings of a comprehensive evaluation of

these centers that was undertaken to: (1) provide information requested

by COtigtet8 aboUt the operations and effectiveness of the national

program; (2) explore the fattors contributing to the success of the

program; (3) tOntribute to a better understanding of how independent

living centers function; and (4) assist the federal government, the

state grantees and the Cetters themselves to bitter manage the program.

The teMainder of this Chapter describes the 1984 evaluation provisions

and study purposes developed in response to these provisions; the

Methoda used to conduct the study; and the organization of this report.

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

As publit funding for independent living centers has increased,

increasing demands for accountability have been placed on the téTiterFJ.

The current directiVe (PL 95-602i Sec. 711) mandating the program by

COngresS Section 711(c) of the Act, stipulates that applications for

funding shall:

"provide assurances that handicapped individuals will be

substaotially inVOlved in policy direction and management

of such center, and will be cmployed by such center"; And

"Contain ASSuranceS that the independent living center to

be assisted by such grants shall offer handicapped indi--=

VidUalt a tOmbination of independent living services,

including..." 14 different specified services with the

latt tarViCe being a general category specifying i,."such

other services as may be necessary and not inconsistent

with provisione of this title."



That Same legislation specified that the Secretary of the Lepartment of

Education would "develop and publish standards for evaluation consistent

with..." the prOViaions of the legislation, and directed the Secretary

to submit a report based on a "comprehensive evaluation" of the Cehterai
_

to include "recommendations for the improvement and continuation- of

grantees and the support of new centers. The evaluation standards ,.ete

to be "consistent with" the overall "standards" previously specified by

Congress and were to be developed by obtaining and considering the

recommendations fOt Stich standards "from national organizations repre-

senting handicapped individuals and independent liVing prógrarni; and

from independent living centers, professionals serving handicapped indi-

viduals, and individuals, associations, and organizatithit engaged in

research ia independent living." The evaluation standards were further

to be reviewed and approved by the National Council On the Handicapped

for use in the evaluation.

In response to these provisions, this study was designed to ad-di-eta

two broad purposes: (1) development of independent living evaluation

Criteria for use in the national study and for use by independent living

centers in their telf-tValUdtion of operations and performance; and (2)

conduct of a comprehensive national evaluation of the Centers for

Independent Living Program based on these criteria. The first of these

purposes was addressed during the early months of the study during Which

evaluation criteria vete developed to address the study questions raised

by Congresa in the amendment:). These were reviewed with the study's

Advisory Committee and over 500 respondents, revised, and subsequently

ApproVed as evaluation standards by the National Council Oh the Handi---

tapped in January 1985. The evaluation standards are listed in Figure

1=-1, and a description of their development is included in Appendix A.

The Second litud purpose was addressed by the development of a

study design and analysis plan based on the evaluation eandards, the
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Figure I-1

Independent LiVint EVAluatiOn StandardS

PRTLOSOPHY

Standard No. 1 : The Center shall promote and practice the
Independent Living Philosophy:

TARGET POPUtATION

Standar4 -Nn. -2: The Center shall have a clearly defined target
population that includes a range of disabilities;

OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS

Standard No. 3: The Center shall increase individual consumer
achievement of Independent Living goals.

Standard The Center shall increase the availability and
improvt the quality of community options for Independent Living.

SERVICES

Standard No. 5: The Center shall provide to disabled individuals
within the Center's target population and/or their families Independent
Living Services.

Standard No. 6: The Center shall provide Information and Referral
Lo all inquirers including those from outside the Center's target
population.

Standard No.-7-: The Center shall conduct activities to increase
community capacity to meet the needs of individuals with disabilities.

-ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

_ Standard No. 8: Qualified disabled individuals shall be
substantially involved in the policy direction, decision-making, service
delivery, and management of the Center.

Standard No. 9 'The Center shall _eStablish clear priorities
through annual and three-year program and financial planning objectives.

Standard No-10: The Center shall use sound organizational and
personnel management practices.

Standard No. The Center shall practice sound fiscal
management.

EVALUATION

Standard No. 1-2: The Grantee and the Centers shall conduct annual
self-evaluations and shall_ maintain records adequate to measure
performance on these Independent Living Center Evaluation Standards.
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collection of quantitative and qualitative data, and the analysis of

those data as prescribed in the design. The study wes intended to

provide information that would assist program planners and policy

makers, as well as the centers themselves.

OVERVIEWOF TEE-SIVD1-DESIGN

The two major activities mandated by Congress for this evaluation

-- development of evalnatinti 8tandatdri for use by independent living

programs and coriduCt Of a Comprehensive evaluation of the program's

overall achievements -- were intended tip generate infortatiOn on 11

areas of interest tO Congzeas about the center program:

(a) the numbers and types of haudicapped individuals

assisted;

) the extent to which tndiViduals With varYing

handicapping Conditions were served;

(c) types of services provided;

(d) sources of funding;

(e) the percentage of resources committed to each type of

service;

(f) how services contributed to tht maintenance or the

increased independenee of handicapped individuals

assisted;

(g) the extent to which handicapped individuals participnte

in the mategetent And decision-making in centers;

(h) the extent of capacity-building activitieSi including

talahntetiOn With Other agencies and organizations;

(i) the extent of catalytic activities to promote comtunity

awareness, involvement, and assistance;

(j) the eXtent Of outreach efforts and the impact of such

efforts; and



(k) the comparison, when appropriate, of prior year(s)

activities with most recent year activities.

In response to the mandate's specifications, the independent living

center evaluation standards developed at tN: outset of the evaluation

address these 11 areas of Congr'ssIonal interest; The 12 standards are

Organized into six major areas: (1) philosophy, (2) target pOpolationi

(3) outcomes and impacts, (4) SerVicea, (5) Orgaiiiiiitiónal management

and adiainiStration, and (6) evaluation; The specific relationships

among the areas of Congressional intereeti indeendeLic living center

evaluation standards, and issues addressed by the comprehenaiVe evalua-

tion are described in Tabla I-4. As the table shows; although the

evaluation standards and data elements build upon Congrattional ques-

tions and concerns, they go further to specify to grantees and centers

A broad range of criteria identified as essential to evaIllatiog per-

formance; The specific data elements operationalize the Congressional

questions, enabling centers to measure their achievement of each stan-

dard. Tab:e I-1 illustrates the complexity of the evaluation and the

broad range of activities and outcomes it measured. Unlike most

rehabilitation programs with their clear employment focus, there is no

single desired outcome fur independent living centers. Since the

centers address a broad array of individual needs, a variety of

different outcome measures are needed. Sine they address the special

needs of their local communities, centers are extremely varied in their

characteristics.

These issues present a unique challenge for conducting a comprehen-

sive program evaluation. Figure 1-2 presents a conceptual model of the

evaluation approach. The analysis builds on this conceptual model in

two ways: (1) the data are summarized to provide a description of each

of the different types of inputs, processes, and outcomes; and (2)



Teble I-1

Relstionship Ittitet-Itteptftdent living Center_Evalustin Standards end Leeislative Requirements

Section 711 (c)(3) Requirement Standard

-----
Data Element

(A) The:number and typee of handicapped

individuals assisted

(8) The extent to which individuals with

varyik handicapping conditiOns Wert

served

1, 2, 9, 12

(addressed-in

Chapter III bf

thiS report)

1.5; 1.8 -- Promote equal-acceel:to societyiirtnge of

servicee to all people vith disabilities

2 -- Clearly defined target population including range

of disabilities

-- Specific objectives for numbers and disabilities9:3
.

of individuals to De served

12.1 -- Document number and types of individuals served

(C) The types of services provided 1; 5; 6; 9, 12

(addressed in

Chapter IV of

thie tepOtt)

12, 1.31 -- Promote consumer control of own oervice_objectives,

1.6 self-help/self-advocacy, peer relationihips afid

reit models

5.1 - 3.14 -- Provide advocacy, ILS training, peer coueeeling;

may provide:legel, other counseling, housing,

equipment,:transportation, eocia4recreational,

educations1; vocational, communication, attendant/

homemaker, electronic services

-- Pteliide informetion and referral

9.4i 9.5 -- Annual and three year planning for service

ptiotities, typo hf oervicel, service delivery

procedures

._ .

12:1 -- Decumeet types tad Units of service

(D) The iiiiitii bf funding

(8) The pacentige Of resources committed

to each type of service provided

11,12

(iddteteed in

Chapter-II-of

this report)

11,1, 11,5 -- Annual budget thst identifies funding-sources and

allocetioniscrots eervices, determination of costs

of service. and ictivitiii

12.6 -- Maintain financial records

(F) lov services provided contributed te

the Tight-mike or the increased

independence of handicapped individuels

essisted

3, 12

(addressed in

Chapter V of

this report)

3.1 - 3.2D -- Increase consumer goalitchievelent in housing,

living Minden; fiiiiiitei, triaipnitation,

personal care, nutrition, houeehold menegement,

matilityi.begth; migrate devices, education,

employment, community involvement, family life,

recreation,iperionel growth, social skills,

communication Wile, self dittction, consumer and

legal rights

12.3 Document individcel outcomes



Table I-1 (continued)

seCtiOh 711 (t)(3) Requirement

_

Standard Data Element

_ . .

:G) The Met tri Whidi_hiiidiCipped 1, 8, 10, 12 1.1 -- Promote consumer control of polity direCtiOt and
individuals participate in manage-

ment and decision-making in tht

(addressed in

ChipteriVI of

iihageMent

tenter this report) 8.1 - 8.3 -- Involve disabled in policy direction, decision-

iiking, ervice delivery, management; disabled

given prefereoce_ao board members (minimum SU),

manager. and Stiff

10.1 - 1.6 -- Specify roleliof Board nd Itaff; job descriptions;

clearlines of authority; pereonnel reference

appraisal, equal opportunity and affirmative action;

staff and Board training

12;7 -- Consumer evaluation of program

-------------

(R) The.extent o apacjty-bui1ding

activities ittluding collaboration

1.4, 1.7 -- Prbibti equal acceie to society, address specific

needs of local community

With other agencies and organizations

Iii4, ();.7, 11,

(1) The extent of titOtir. SetiVitiei (addriiiid in

12 4.1 - 4,12 --
_

liCrease community-options-in housing, trans-
!

portation, personal care, education, employmeot;
to promote community mamas, Chapter VII_of

involvement and assistance this report)

communication; reduced barriers, disability aware-

neis, coniumer involvement in community, health

care; legal ler6ces
(3) The extent of outreachieNrt, dud

the impact of such eiforte 6 -- Provide information and referral

7.1 - 7.4 -- Providt advocacy and TA, public information,

outreach; establish role in disabled community

11.4 --
.

Resource development acticties

12.4 -- Document community impacts

------ _-._

(X) A comparison Ain ipprOpriiti, Of prior 9, 11, 12
, . _. . _. 9.1 - 9.6 -- Annual:end:three-year planning for gOili; Oak *6;

year(i) aitivities with most recent (addressedin specific objectives, service priorities, service
year activitier ChopteriVIII of

this report)

delivery procedure.; and budget projections

11;1, 11;2; -- Aiiiiiial bUdget, budget monitoring system, annual

11.3, 11,5 auditi-determination of cote of services and

activities

121 - 12;7 -- Document nusiber and types of individuals; types

644 Aiti of aorviceu NItcOMell; client records;

financial, legal, adii4istrative and perronnel

records; Wenger evaluation of program.



Figure 1-2

A Conceptual Model of Independent Living Services
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multivariate analysis is used to explore the extent to which outcomes

are influenced by service, organizational, and consumer variableS.

Through this approach, all of the Congressional questions and evaluation

standards are addressed.l Table I-1 also indicates the specific chapter

of this report in which each set of issues has been addressed.

OVERVIEW OF STUDY METHODS

The findings of the comprehensive evaluation are based on analysis

of data collected through:

(a) a mail survey of 156 center grantees for the most

recent project year;

(b) interviews with center project directois and staff, and

observations of projects in 40 centers selected on a

random basis;

(n) a mail survey of 2,700 past and current disabled con-

sumers of center services, selected on a random basis

from 36 of the centers visited; and

(d) a mail survey oi 180 cammunity agencies in the communi-

ties served by the 36 sample centers.

Th !se data callettiOn instruments are included in Appendix B. Data

Collection occurred in the summer and fall of 1985. Table 1=2 preterits

the response tate for each of the evaluation'a data collection efforts.

A detailed discussion cf the study design and methods i pregetted in

Appendix C, ittluding an analysis of nonresponse patterns.

The analysis of the nonrespondent cmisumers indiCated that the

teatans for nonresponse were principally that the consumer had misplaced

the questionnaire or neglected to respond out Of diginterest. When 245

sample nonrespondent consumers were probed concerning their experience

with the center, the answers indicated that nottebpondentifi Wete as

positive toward the usefulness of center services as survey respondents.
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Table 1-2

Response RateS for Data Collection Activities

loilt-A C011eCtión Method
Number
of Cases

Responses 1

1. Center Site Visits 40 40 100%

Center Mail Survey 156 121 78%

2. Consumer interviews on Site 80 80

Consumer Mail Survey 2,700 990* 37%

lionrespondent Follow-Up 330 i45 74%

3. Community Agency Interviews on Site 40 40 100%

Agency Mail Survey 180 100 56%

*Surveys continue to be receivesLeven four months after initial mailing.
At the time of writing, an additional 40 responses had been received,
too late for inclusion in the analysis.
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An analysis of 22 nonrespondent centers indicated thAt they were very

Sitilar in CharaCteristics to responding centers. (See appendix C for a

more detailed analysis of notresponsei Because the cOMMunity agencies

otitveyed Were SaMpled from /ists recommended by the centers; a forma'.

analysis of nonresponse vas aot conducted, especiallY -since the response

kite WiS quite high. The respondents did include a broad cross-section

or community agencies of the kinds cente's collaborate With, and no

Ovious biases were visible in terms of the kinds of agencies

represented.

As mentioned previously, the evaluation design and analytic plan

underlying the surveys was complex and extensive, probing hot merely
_ _

ftequthcieS of national response to the various questions; but the

mu.tivariate impact of organizational charattérititiCS Upon services

reneiVed and outcomes, and the impact of organizational characteristics,

services, tnd consumer characteristics upon out-cor06. The findings from

thOSe ink-Sly-666 shape and qualify the reportEng of frequencies in the

following report, and are the bases for a Summary Section on 'Zactors

inflUenCing center operations and outcomes in Chapter X. Appendix E

provides a more detailed review of these analyses; The data base

developed it this evaluation is the firSt large-scale national data base

on independent living programa; their consumers; and outtomes.

In regard tO the survey findings, several cautions are necessary.

First; because RSA has not previously required unifOrm infdtMAtion from

_

the prOjettS, the comprehensiveness and accuracy of information

available at the project level vary. The surveys treated a common aet

of queStions to which centers responded. The extent to which centers

estimated data for the survey's categories betaUse their own data

teCordb did nOt fully conform to those categories has been reported

here Second, for various questions (e.g., sevetity Of disability),

there is no Common definition across projects or nationallij; the bases

35
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for defining severity from the iaformatiou that :..onsumers could provide

on themselves is described in the descliption of center consumers in

Chapter III. Such definitints ate not used for the center survey,

piecisely becauce of the lack of common definitions bein3 ed by the

centers.

Third, many different types lf analyses are dl:awn on in the report

frequency counts, cross-tabulations, correlations and multivariate

regressions. Patterns which one might observe from frequencies are

sometimes (though rarely) negated by the more complex analyses. We have

emphasized statistical significance throughout the report, showing bo:h

.05 and .20 levels, to reduce the risks of overlooking important fac-

tors, as is appropriate with a demonstration program trying out new

approaches 2
.

Last, because there are so many different types of outcomes which

can represent legitimate gains for consumers, it is not simple to define

what constitutes a "successful" cen:7er- Most factors seem to contribute

to some types of euccecs and not others. Some centers seem to target

some types of outcomes and other centers emphasize others. Almost all

consumers responding to the survey reported gains, but the nature and

extent of gains varied dramatically. While most rehabilitation programs

simply measure success by whether an individual has obtained employment,

independent living services address essentially all aspect!i of life from

housing and employment to personal development, and thus can result in

changes ranging anywhere from an ability to manage money to a complete

change of living situation and lifestyle.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The analysis plan for this study called for the analysis Of

findings for each of the 12 evaluation standards. These standard-by-

standard findings are presented in Appendix D. The main body of this

38
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report, however, is organized according to the original Ceitigressional

questio*t iibi-ch combine information across two or more evaluation stati

dards. Each chapter begins with a reference to the CongreaSibbal qués

tion(s) and evaluation Standards being addressed. Occasionally the

reader is referred to the standard-by-standard analysia in the appendix

fat more detail.

Following the presentation of fiPdings in response to the COngres-

sional question it a chapter delineating some of the program management

itaues and policy questions raised during the conduct of the study.

This is followed by a discussion of the faCtori influencing the opera-

tibias and success of the program and brief summary concluSiOnS. In

addition to presenting detailed standard-by-standard findings (Appendix

D), the appendices also provide a description of the developtèfit of the

evaluation Standards (Aptiendix A)i the data collection instruments

(Appendix B), a description of the study methodology (Appendix C), and a

detailed dieCUSSiiiti of the multivariate analysis (Appendix E).

Deacriptf-Ne statistics for services, outcomes And charadteristics of a

"typical" centet are included in Appendix F.
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F-OOTNOTES

'The last Congressional question soliciting a comparison, when
appropriate, with previous years' activities was not addressed directly
F'nce the evaluatian standards are newly developed and standardized
reporting_has not been required; However, the eva:!uation standards do
require data that iwould eventually make cross-year_comparisons by
project feasible in the future. Thus, this issue is addressed by
assessing centers' current data collection and reporting mechanisms.

2Th- e choice of an appropriate significance _level for testing hypo-
theses involves _a conscious traderoff of the costs of Type I and Type II
errors. In academic research, the costs associated with the error of a
"false positive," prematurely accepting a relationship which may
later prove to have arisen by chance, are deemed very high_ as they
misdirect future avenues of research; thus, the tradition of .01 and .05
significance levels have emerged, which_ treat the _costs of "falae posi-
tives" as roughly 20-100 times as great as the cost of "false nega-
tives." In policy analyses and program evaluations, where decision-
malers are trying to determine which of several courses of action or
program_ strategies to pursue in a context of pressing social problems,
the _casts of "false negatives" are much greater, i.e. prematurely
rejecting a relationsnip as arising from chance, when the relationship
may_later prove valid. The .20 level of:significance still treats the
costs of "falso positives" as roughly five times_more severe than the
costs of "false negatives," but gives_ greater emphasis to avoiding
"false negatives." The .20 level roughly corresponds to a t-ratio of
1.0, and:in statistical modeling corresponds to that_ level of stability
in a relationship where the inclusion of an independent variable
increases the overall prediction of the dependent variable more than is
lost by the reduction in degrees of ifreedom.i Cf. Stuart S. Nagel_ and
Marian Neef, "Determining an Optimum Level of Statistical Significance,"
Evaluation Studies-Review Annual (Sage Publications, 1977), pp. 146-155.
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II. OVERVIEW OF TRE-GENTERS-FOR-L-NDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM

NISTOPAND-DFAIIMTENT-OF THE CENTERS-FOR-INDEPENDENT LIVING

The role of the federal government in funding the independent

living centers has been one of greatly enhancing and dramatically

in-creasing the rate of development of centers across the country. The

Centers for Independent Living Prograt fUnded through Title VII) Part B

of the Rehabilitation Act has represented a national effort to

operationalize principles ard programs that Actually predste the federal

funding by a number of years.

In 1962) four students with severe ditabilitieS frtt a diaabled

atUdetta program were transferred from an isolated nursing home to a

modified home closer to their campus) the UniVeraity of Illinbis at
_

Champaign=Urbana. These early pioneers helped make the University of

architecturally accessible And treated A 661f-help policy that

beCate an important first step in what has come to be called the

"independent living movement."

In the early 1c70'8, the independent living movement was given a

second and more dramatic boost when several students via SeVere dis-

abilities at the University of California at Berkeley created the Center

for Independent ng (CIL). They incorporated it 1972 aa a aelf-help

group and iieke motivated by the philosophy that disabled persons ve.a

best able to determine their own needs and should Manage their inde06n-

dent livihg aérVice delivery programs themselves;

Since then) more than 300 independent livibg ptogtats have eMerged.

Most are nonresidential and virtually all include a focus on developing

the community environment to bettor suit the needs Of persons i4ith

disAbilitiet. Each prOgram offers its own unique combination of

community and self-help services. Programa prOVide 6erVicea ranging

from peer cOunaeling, tranaportation, and self-help skills training to
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attendant care manapment and health maintenance. They also help

educate the public about the needs and capabilities of individuals with

severe di5abilitie5. It additiOn, there is a fOCua on developing a

Sena-6 of Self=worth and ability in disabled consumers themselves,

helping them to become more effective ontributOrt in their own families

And communities.

The importance of independent living SuppOrt Services was first

AtIcnOledged by Congress in che Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as part of a

shift in program priorities towards individualSW:.th the Most severe

ditabilitieS. The ACt was first vetoed by the President; in part

because of concern that the inclusion of provisitina for an independent

livibg fOcUS for some disabled clients might defuse the employment focus

of the Vocational Rehabilitation program. Proponenta of the program

Arvad that independen t'. living services would, in fact; contribute to

vocational outcomes and the Act was affirmed over A preaidential veto

with the disCretiOnary independent living provisions intact.

In 1978, Title VII, Part B of the Rehabilitation Act eatablished a

grant program for independent living centers. In 1979, funding for the

first ten Title VII, Part B centers was allocated. New centers were

added it 1980 and 1981. During the 1984-85 project year, 156 Title VII,

Part B independent living centers were funded thrOUgh 84 grants.

The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1984 extended funding for all

current centers for one year and provided for A neW role for the

National COUncil on the Handicapped. Also included were the

requirements for developing evaluation standarda for the Title VII, Part

B Program Centers for Independent Living and the conduct of the Study

described in this report.

The Title VII, Part B funds are distributed in the fOrM of grants,

mostly to designated state units (VR agencies). The state agencies



generally select orgAiiiiiiticinS Within their states with whom they

SubtontriCt for the delivery of independent living services. The StAtea

haVe considerable leeway in selecting SetVice=delivery organizations to

carry out the Title VII, Part B provisions. These providers are not it

All cases the consumerbased freestanding notprOfit agencies typical

of the early pioneers. Rather, in some cases, more traditional

rehAbilitation or social service agencies haVe been choSen to develop an

independent liVing program under their auspices. As theoe programs

Mature, &me evolve into freestanding agencieS. In some cases, the VR

agencies have eleCted not to participate in the program, but rather to

alloW local organizations to apply directly for the funds. (The Act

specifies thAt if the detignated state unit does not submit an applica

tibn, RSA May receive applications from and Make grants directly to

local public ag:encieS bt priV:qe nonprofit organizations.) Thus, the

tehtera that make up the current Title VII, Part B program are extremely

varied in their characteristics.

DESCRIM-ONOP ATE CURRENT PROGRAM

ESA awarded 84 grants for the IJ85 fiscal year that supported

activities -tit 156 independent living centers. Among the 121 centers

reapoild.Lng to the center mail survey, most had been ih operation for

five years or tOte (71%) and 29% had betn in operation Aix years or

tore. Sixty percent of the centers had been receiving Title VII, Part B

funds for five bt tix yeart since the first two years of the program.

All ten of the first centers to be funded under Title VII were still

reeing funding through the progrsm.

Th reMainder of this chapter describes the organizational

characteristics of the centers. The services they offer and the

cOnavmers they serve are described it subsequent chapters. Appendix F

inclut1et detailed tables describing center characteristics.
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Organizational Structure

For most centers (79%), the state VR agency operates aa Part B

grantee, subcontracting with the centers for service delivery. The

remaining 21% receive their funds directly from RSA. Only seven percent

of the centers responding to the survey are operated directly or

indirectly by state VR agencies. (Of the nine programs operated by VR,

ivio identified themselves as direct granteea and the other seven are

receiving funds through VR.) Mott of these subcontractors are free-

standing organizations (62%), vith the remaining programs operating

within umbrella organizations. Some centers were established by an

ambrella agency and then became independent later. Thus, those centers

which operate as free-standing organizations tend to have been in

operation longer (6.8 years on average) than thoSe in ',mhrella agencies

(4.7 years). Also, their annual budgets tend tr) be larger (an average

of $436,000 compared to $180,000), and they tend to be lest; dependent on

Fart B funding (an average of 43% of overall budget compared to 75%).

Of the 38% of the centers within umbrella agencies, 73% are under

non-profit umbrellas and 27% are within government agencies. Thus,

overall, 90% of the centers are non-profit organizations and 10% are

government agencies (of which three-fourths are state Vk agencies).

Sources ofFunding

As shown in Figure II-1, the Part-B-funded centers overall

received about 44% of their funding from Title VII, Part B grants, with

over half of their funding coming from other sources. The total federal

share of costs, including other federal sources was almost half the

total budgets of these centers. The state Share compriged about 24%,

with local governments contributing 5% and private sources contributirg

almost 8%. It is important to note that Title VII, Part B grants

provide funding to about half of the independent living centers

42
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Figur:: II-1

Sources of Funding-far the Part B

Centerg for Independent Living

(7.7)11119N,

STATE (

PRIVATE %

OTHER (1 3.9%)

LOCAL (5.1 51

PART B (43.5%)

OTHER FEDERAL (5.9%)
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operating nationwide. Those programs not receiving Part B funds during

1984-85 were not included in this study, but other sources suggest they

may be similar in terms of range of funding levels. If this were the

case, then Part B funds would account for about one-fourth of the total

costs of independent living programs nationwide.

The median budget of respondent centers was $240,000 (mean =

$323,182) and ranged from $43,000 to $13 million. About a third of the

centers had budgets under $175,000 a year, while another third operated

on over $300,000 a year. Less than half (44%) of all center& received

more than two-thirds of their annual funding from Part B, while over

one-fourth (28%) have less than 33% funding from Part B. This dittribu=

tion may indicate that most centers address priorities and objectives

other than or in addition to those set by the federal government.

Part B funding grants per center ranged from $1,500 to $400,000 and

from 6% of center funding to 100%, with the median grant being $130,216
_

and the median percent of funding from Part B being 58%. The smaller

the center, the higher the proportion of funding that came from Part B.

-Ust, of Part B Funds

The extent to which Part B funds various activities or components

of a center's budget varies dramatically. Among respondent centerS) 24%

reportedly use their Part B fuoding for Specific disability groups, and

39% for Specific staff. Most centers merge Part B with other funds in

their internal accounting of expenditures; thaa, 68% of centers report

that their Part B funding is used across all center activities, while

32% reported using the funds for specific services. When Part B funda

are specifically targeted, the services supported most often are

independent living skills training, counseling, and administrative ser-

vices. Advocacy and information and referral services are also

frequently supported by Part B monies.

4 4
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Among centers using Part B funds for specific disability groups,

most often funds are targeted to serving individuals who are blind or

visually impaired; Some centers also target Part B funds to other

groups such as individuals who are mentally retarded, mentally ill, or

br-ininjured or to those who are deaf or hearingimpaired. A feta

centers reserve funds to serve people with multiple disabilities.

Among the centers that use Part B funds to support specific staff

positions rather that merging those funds into the center's general

budget, a fourth of the staff positions supported are administrators, a

fourth are support staff positions, and half are direct service

positions.

In summary, the Part B funds vary dramatically from center to

center in their importance, and in how they are used. The more years

the center had been in operation and the larger the overall budget, the

more that Part B funds are used to fund specific services. The fewer

the years in operation, the higher the proportion of a center's budget

Part B is likely to constitute.

Cost Per Consumer Served

The average cost of direct services across the total program was

$433 per consumer served (median $353) over the last year, of Which

44% (or $191 per consumer) was provided by Part B funding. The range

among the centers was quite large, however, extending from an annual

cost of $37 to $5,000 per consumer served. Centers with the highest

cost per consumer receiving direct services tended to be those (1)

deVoting more of their efforts towards information and referral activi

ties, (2) those in operation fewer years, (3) those with larger annual

budgete, and (4) those centers serving exclusively rural areas (see

Table IX-3).

4 5
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Staffing Patterns

During 1984-85, a total of 1,564 individuals were working during

1984-85 in the 121 centers responding to the mail survey. On average,

each center had 13 ataff positions. Of the total staff for the centers,

182 filled administrative positions (an average of 2.4 pet center), 45%

provided direct services (an average of 5.9 per center), 20% filled

support staff roles (an average of 2.6 per center), and 17% held other

types of positions. In addition, the centers reported the participation

of 1,675 volunteers in their 2rograms, or an average of 14 volunteers

per center.

Geographic-Service Azeti-

Independent living centers funded by Part B are located in all of

the 50 states, the District of Columbia, as well as in Puerto Rico, the

Virgin Islands, and American Samoa. Some 20% of centers are set up to

serve their entire state, rather than being responsible solely for

metropolitan, rural, or suburban areas. Of all respondent centers, 24%
_

serve exclusively rural areas, 46% serve urban (central city) areas, 10%

suburban areas, and 20% mixed areas (principally statewide centers

including rural, urban and/or suburban areas).

4 6
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III. CHARACTERISTICS OF CENTER CONSUMERS

In response to two of the evaluation issues outlined by Congress in

Section 711(c)(3) of the Rehabilitation Act, this chapter describes the

characteristics of the consumers served by the Title VII, Part B inde-

pendent living centers. Specifically, Congress has required information

about: "(A) the number and types of handicapped individuals assisted";

And "(B) ithe extent to which ndividuals with varying handicapr,ng

conditions were served."

The evaluation standards, developed for this study using the basic

framework provided by the Congressional questions, include three stan-

dardd that Address these issues in more de*:ail: Standard 2 (Target

Population) states that centers should have a "clearly defined target

population that includes a range of disabilities," Standard 9 (Planning)

includes a criterion that centers set "specific objectives for numbers

and disabilities of individuals to be served, and Standard 12 (Evalua-

tion) states that centers should "maintain documentation of the number

and types of individual6 served."

The following discussion is based primarily on data gathered

through mail surveys of centers and consumers. The consumer population

is described in terms of the numbers of indiViduals Served by the

centers, the types and severity of their disabilities, and other

selected demographic characteristics.

NUMBERS OF CONSUMERS SERVED

The 121 Part-B-funded centers that responded to the Center Mail

Survey reported providing services to approxiwately 48,100 consumers

over a one-year period, and to an additional 13,800 individuals who

were tot disabled (e.g., family, friends). Centers variea dramatically

in the number of consumers served (ranging from 28 to 8,000), depending

4
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On their bildget size and other factors, but on average provide direet

services to 400 disabled individualt annuallY (With the median center

serving 219).

The centers surveyed also reported at additional 56;000 individuals

to whOt they had provided informational and refe-ral assistance; many

centers did not collect demographic data -oh these individuals and many

dO nOt consider them to be "consumers." Thus; while information And

referral is an important component of the eenters' service package (and,

it, in faet; identified ass primary service in the eValUirtiOn stan-

dards), individuals who received On-11 infOrMation and referral

assistance are not included in the population described here.

TYPES-AND-SEVERITY OF DISABILITIES

As illustrated in Figure III-1, Part B centers provided services to

A cross-disability population, with orthopedically disabled impairments

being the largest group served (48%). The second largest group was deaf

hearing impaired (17%), followed by "other disabilities" (15%) Whicn

included diabetes, epilepsy, stroke and head injuries, and by visual

impairments (12%). Mental illness and mental retardation were the

smallest groups reported, together maprising 8% of tle consumer popula-

tion.

Slightly less than half of the centers Served consumers from each

of the sixmajor disability groups, and 88% served more than one dis-

ability group. Only 11% of the centers limit their services to consu-

mers in one major disability category. (See Standard 2 in Appendix D

for more detail on these findings.)

A large majority (58%) of center consumers became disabled before

the age of 22. There is an equal diatribution (29%) between those

disabled since birth and those who became disabled as children, adoles-

cents, or young adults.

4 8
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Figure III;=1

Primary_DIsabilit-i-es -of
Independent Living Center Consurers

N = 48,063

HEARING (1 6.9%)
(n = 8,146) Z

VISUAL (1 1.8%)
(n = 5,676)

OTHER (15.4%)
(n = 7,412)

MENTAL ILLNESS (4.8%)
(n = 2,300)

ORTHOPEDIC (47.8%)
(n = 22,964)

MENTAL RETARDATION (3.3%)
(n = 1,565)
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_

Because centers have never been required to maintain records that

identify consumers by the severity of their digabilitY, it iè difficult

tb determine the proporticn of consumers who have severe disabilitiOS.

Data from the consumer survey, however) provide several int:licit-Ors that

Cdt be used to estimate the number of severely disabled consumers.

First, 57% of consumers receive either SSI or SSDI, receipt -of WhiCh

indicates the presence of a severe disability thit its the ability to

work. An additional proxy was constructed by totaling the ntinbet Of

individuals who responded positiVelY to at least one of the following:

major disability of blindness; use of an electric or manual Wheelthair)

use of a Seeing eye dog or white cane, or use of an attendant.

According to these indicators, 75% of consumers have severe diti=

abilities.

DEMOGRAFHIC-CHARACTERISTICS

The consumer mail survey provided demographic detail about

consumers from the 36 sample centers. This section discusses findings

relating to age, gender, ethnicity, educational attainment, income

levels and sources, vocational rehabilitation client status, and living

arrangements.

Independent living center consumers were distributed almost equally

among males and females, with females slightly predominating (54%).
_ _

Table III-1 presents the age distribution of center consumers. The

median age of consumers was 38, and 80% were between the ages of 21 and

60. However, centers also served a sizable portion of adults over the

age of 61 (14%).

50
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Table 111-1

Dietributiou of Center Consumers by liAe

2

Under 21 54 5.5%

21-40 504 51.5

41-60 281 28.7

61 and Over 140 14.3

TOTAL 979 100.0%

Ethnicity

As Table 111-2 shows, over three-quarters of center consumers are

white, and the remaining racial and ethnic groups each are represented

by less than 8% of the respondents. Table 111-2 also includes a distri-

bution of ethnic groups iu the general U.S. population which illus*rates

that each minority group is under-repreeented among this sample of

center consumers except for those in the Native American category.

Several sample centers were located in areas with a high concentration

of Native Americans. Blacks appear to be the minority group most under-

served by independent living centers.

Educational-Attainment

Slightly over one-third (34%) of consumers have not completed high

school, and one-fifth (19%) have no formal training beyond the ninth

grade (see Table 111-3). However, over one-third (34%) of center

consumers have received at least some college-level education.
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Table 111-2

Di-stribution-of -Center Constnners by Ethnic.Lty

Compared to the-Geueral Toyulation

RacejEthnicitv
Consumer urv-ey-Re-s-POri-d-ert-t-S-

--%--
% of General

PoPulatiOn (1980)1
White 768 78.4% 83.1

Black 69 7.0 11.7
Hispanic 56 5.7 6 .4

Atian 9 .9 1.4

NatiVe Atietitati 55 5.6 ;6

Other 22 2.2 3.1

TOTAL 979 100.0% 106.3

Source is U.S. Census, 1980. Total is greater than 100% since
Hispanic people may be of any race.

Täblê 111-3

Educational Attainment of Cnter Consumer-s*

Education Level- # %

Legs than Ninth Grade 85

Some High School 67 15.0

High School Completion 135 30.2

Some College 103 23 .0

College Degree 28 6 .3

Some Graduate Work 22 4.9

TOTAL 447 100 .0%

*At time of first contact with independent living center, Total II is

smaller than for most data items because the question was asked of

only thoSe Who reported a change in educational level since frst con.=

tact with the center.
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Income Lev-els-and-Sources

Table 111-4 shows that nearly four out of five consumers (79%) haYe

an annual income of less than $7,200 and that over half (58%) report

recelving less than $4,800 per year.

Table 111-4

Income Levels of Center Consumers*

Monthly Income # %

Less than 099 96 22.2%

$200 to $399 155 35.8

$400 to $599 92 21.2

$600 to $799 29 6.7

$800 to $999 25 5.8

$1,000 to $1,999 25 5.8

Over $2,000/month 11 2.5

TOTAL 433 100.0%

*At time of first contact with independent living center. Total N is

smaller than for most data items because the questicin WAS asked only of

thOse Who reported a change in income level since first contact with

the center.

As Mentioned earlier, 57% of consumers reported that their incithe

source is Supplemental Security Income (SSI) ot SOCiAl SeCurity Disabi-

lity IntUrance (SSDI). Nearly one-fifth (19%) of consumers receive some

income from earnings (for more detail see Standard 2 in Appendix D).

Vocational Rehabilitation-Client-St&tus-

Over two-thirds (70%) of consumers are now or have been in the past

VII clients, and nearly one-third (30%) currently have an open case file

With VR. Many of these consumers vse independent living centers as a

complement to the VR services, and many became VR clients through

referral bY a center.

5
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Livingj Arrangement&

Table 111-5 displays findings related to consumer living Arrange-

ments.

Table 111-5

Living Arrangements of Center Consumers
*

Living Arrangement i %

Institution/Primary Care Facility 107 13.2%

Parent's Home 236 29.1

Supervised or Transitional Residence 23 4.2

Cooperative or Shared Residence 30 3.7

In Own Home or Apartment 374 46.1

Othet 30 3.7

TOTAL 811 100.0%

*At time of first contact with independc.nt living center.

Although 94% of consumers are over the age of 21, only 46% live in their

°fen home or apartment. The institutionalized population, though a small

proportion of consumers served by centers (132), it atill d sizeable

group, indicating that at least some centers are targeting this group

for services.

SUMMAR/

Independent living centers responding to the survey provided direct

services to more than 48,000 disabled individuals this year. While it

is difficult to describe a typical center consumer, that person is

likely to be white, orthopedically and severely disabled, about 40 years

old, and nearly as likely to be male as female. The average consumer

probably has not participated in post-secondary education and survives

on a very low income, more likely than not from SSI or SSDI. Finally,
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the consumer most probably hAS been or is currently a VR client, and in

equally likelY to be living independently as in a supervised tsttiag

(including with parents) at the tim of firSt contact with an indepen-

dent living center.

In addition to providing direct grvies tb ditabled consumeis, the

cttatt6 repOtted providing services to almost 14,000 nondisabltd

individuals (parents, friends); They AltO prrrui.ded information and

referral ASSittance to an additional estimated )00 individuals over

th_ last year;

The above summary numbers of clients serVed are for the centers

OhiCh resPönded to the survey questionnaires, some 121 of Coe 156 tibtal

centers funded ender Part B. atrapOlations to the total population of

Part B centers Ere feasible, if one multiplies the survey response

aggregates by A fattor of 1.28, representing the ratio of the total

funding for Part B centers to the total Part B fOnding received by the

centers Whith teaponded to the survey. The assumption is that the

fUnding level of a center is an important measure of how much service

Ind client and COMMUnity iMpacts a center can achieve. (The analyais Of

nonresponse suggests no obvious differences betWeen the 121 responding

centers and the tostasphadests.) The respondent centers comprised 77.6%

of all the Part B-funded centers, and 77.2% Of the total federal fending

for Part B tOlt6rt; we thUS Will assume their achievements conserva-

tively comprise 78% of the total achievementr, of Part B Centers in

services deliVered and ciient and community impacts. Gives thit astim20-=

tiosi we would project that the Overall Part B centers program

tatinnally prOVided direct eervices to more than 61,400 diSabled indi=

viduals, and to some 17,900 toadiseled individuals (parents, family),

At Well AS information and referral-only assistance to An additional

71,700 individuals during the last year.
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IV. SERVICES PROVIDED BY INDEPENDENT-LIVING CENTERS

In section 711E0(3) of the Act, Congress has Cilled for a deScrip=

tion of "the types of services provided by the independent living cen-

ter-s." This chapter describes the extent to Which VariddS typeS of

services are provided, and variations in provision of services to dif-

ferent kinds of consumers; The legislative ,--ovisions suggest a range

of possible services that centers might provide. TheSe Were speCified

in more detail during the development of evaluation standards. Standard

5 designates three services as fundamental or "core" SerVices

independent living skills training, advocacy, and peer counseling -- and

suggests 11 other services which centers may choose tb provide. stab-

dard 6 designSts information and referral as an additional primary

service.

Services were grouped into major categories (such as housing or

transportation, etc;) rather than identified as specific sérVitet within

each category (such as housing modification or housing search assis-

tance). If the latter approach had been used, the number of different

services studied would have been prohibitive not only in terms of

analysis but in terms of survey data collection burden. However, during

site visits more detailed descriptions were obtained in order to provide

examples of the service approaches being used.

The findings presented in this chapter are based on data collected

through mail surveys of centers and consumers, which _re supplemented by

qualitative information collected during on-site visits; In the mail

survey, centers were asked to provide data on the numbers Of indiVi=

duals receiVing services in each category and the number of service

units provided. As anticipated, in the abdence Of StAndardiied

reporting requiteMentS there was variation across centers in the defini-

tion of units used to report service data. While several fairly common

5
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alternatives have emerged from the field (e.g., contacts, hours, Znd

time increments), in total, more than 40 different types of service

units were reported across all of the services and centers. No more

than a third of the centers used the same unit measure to report ser-

vices delivered for any of 18 services surveyed. (See the Standard 12

discussion of service unit data in Appendix D). Thus, it is ir- asible

to measure the extent to Which services were provided by aggregating the

number of units of services provided across centeis. Most centers (over

802 for all but four of the Services) providing each service, however,

did provide data on the numbers of consumers receiving services. In

addition, consumer mail survey respondents were asked to indicate the

services they had received from the center.

THE EXTENT TO WHICH "CORV SERVICES-WERE PROVIDED AND RECEIVED

Table IV-1 illustrates the broad range of services provided by the

centers and the numbers of individuals reported by the centers as

receiving each. While centers varied greatly in terms of the range and

particular combinations of services they provided, there are a number of

services that were common across most of the sample. The three ser-

vices Irovided by the largest percentage of centers were independent

living skills training (93%), advocacy (87I), and peer counseling (86%),

the three services designated as "core" in the evaluatiou standards (see

Figure IV-1). Moreover, 75% of the centers cIffered all three of these

services.

While centers obviously varied in the number of consumers served in

each area, depending upon center size and other factors, over the course

of a year, centers provided advocacy services to an average of over 200

consumers (median 80), aad independent living skills training and peer

cr eling tb oVet 100 Consumers (medians = 70 and 40, respectively).

Tht _dentification of these services as "core" services by the major
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constituencies involved in developing the evaluatiou standards under-

scores the fact that these services have emerged as common themes in the

delivery of services to promote the achievement of independent living

goals. However, the distribution of services received by consumers was

somewhat different from that of services offered by centers (see Table

IV=1). While the service received most frequently by consumtrs (indepen-

dent living skills training) was also reported as being provided by the

highest number of centers, more consumers reported receiving housing

and social/recreation services than the two other "cOre" services (advo-

cacy and peer counseling). Less than 50% of the consumers who responded

to the survey participated in any of the core services (independent

living skills training, advocacy or peer counseling). Thus, While these

services from the centers' perspective seem to be necessary to meet the

service needs of the consumer population as a whole, on an individual

level they may not always be required. In fact, consumers tended to use

a selection of services from among the many offered and seemed to vary

widely in terms of the particular combination of services they used.

While the core services were offered by the majority of independent

living centers represented in the study, site visit data revealed many

variations in how these services have been defined, organized, and

delivered by individual centers, as described in the following sections.

Advocacy

The concept of advocacy support to coasuisers hat tWo dithettgions.

First, center staff encdursge consumers to take action on their own

behalf, assisting in problem solvitg, siigosting Strategies, and, in

sOme Cases, providing formal advocacy training; This type of assistance

is provided to consumers individuallyi AS Well AS in group settings

where peer interaction is felt to enhance the process. Second, the
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Table IV-1

es of Services Offered -Centers for Inde endent

Living-and Consumer-Reported Receipt of Services

Service

Center-Reported
Consumer-
Reported

% Centers
Providing
Service # Consumers
(41121) Served

% Congumert
Who Receive
Services

IL Skills Training 93% 12,142 28%

Advocacy 87 20,142 23

Peer Counseling 86 10,855 28

Professional Counseling 29 1,297

Other Counseling 56 3,731 208

Legal and Paralegal 20 1,294 8

Housing 82 9,606 29

Equipment 61 4,204 25

Transportation 67 9,162 29

Social/Recreation 62 4,534 29

Educational 39 2,337 14

Vocational Services 43 3,323 13

Interpreter/Reader/

Other Communication 53 4,673 6

Attendant/Homemaker 69 7,385 30

Electronic Services 9 616 5

Family Support Services 38 1,980 --

Information and Referra 84 52,395 64

Other 31 4,233 6

aInclddeS professional counseling and family supOort service
categories.
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center staff may take direct action on behalf of consumers when this

seems appropriate, i.e., to make cans to or meet with relevant parties.

Advocacy was the servite that centers reported providing to the

latgett nuMbék of consumers (20,142) other than information and

referral; As illustrated in Table IV-2, advocacy services were used by

All diaability groups, although somewhat more by individuals with ortho-

pedic impairments than other groups. Table IV-3 shows the statistically

significant correlations between consumers' primary disabilities and the

services they received. As shown in this table, there appears to be no

significant differences in the use of advocacy services across

disability groups.

Independent Living_SkiIls Training

Altibilt All (93%) independent living centers offered some type of

independent living skills training, but site visits highlighted SubStan=

tial variatioas in who conducted the skills training, content; where

training occurred; and the extent to which training is formalized. In

some centers, there is A trend toward hiring registered nurses and

occupational therapists to provide health- and self-care-related Skills

training; other staff tOver non-self-care areas related to consumer

righti, financial management, or coping with personal iStUeS. Some

centers prefer tO etphasize a peer role modeling service approach rather

than offering skins training as a separate service becauSe theY feel

that it puta Staff in a teaching role, taking away from the "peer"

aspect of the relationship.

Independent living skills training may occur at ,.he center, in

consumers' homes, or at a community location. Some centers visited

-offer ttaihing through groups, others only on an individual basis, while

others offer both; There is a trend for centers whti Offer Mote Stru-&-

tured types of skillt training to develop formal written curricula or

61
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Table IV-2

Extent of Consumer-Reported Receipt

Core Seryiees_by_Yrimary_Disability

Disability Total

Percent Consumers Receiv_ag

ILS-TrainingAdvo_cany_
Peer

-Counseling

Visual Impairment 210 22.9% 33.32 25.2%

Rearing Impairment 126 17.5 27.0 21.4

Orthopedic Impair-
ment 676 26.0 25.6 28.3

Mental Illness 54 22.2 44.4 40.7

Mental Retardation 52 17.3 61.5 23.1

Other Disabling
Conditions 260 21.5 31.2 26.9

Multiple Dis-
abilities 169 18.3 30.8 23.7

All Clients 990 23.0 28.2 28.0



Table IV-3

Services Received/

Disabilit

I and R

Advocacy

ILS Training

Peer Counseling

.

Other Counseling

Legal

Housing

Equipment

Transportation

Social/Recreational

Educational

Vocational

Communication

Personal Assistance

Electronic

Other

Visual Hearing Orthopedic Mental Mental Other Disabling

I_LpuairmentIrtIllners Retardation-- Conditions

.028

-.045

i008*

=..009*

.008* .001*

.014*

.027

.007* -.049

.027 -.044 =.001* -.001*

-.040 .046

.005* .001*

-.034

.007* .011

.037

.001*

.00:*

-.004*

- 040

.038

1
based on Pearson Correlation Coefficients; relationship si. Li;,:nn. at .05 level

*Relationship significant at .01 level
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training sequences, especially if they offer training in groups. These

centers reported greater success in obtaining fee-for-eervize funding

from other agencies than centers with more informal or unstructured

approaches to independent living skills training.

In addition to being the service that is offered by the greatest

number of centers, independent living skills training is also the

service which the largest proportion of consumers reported receiving

(28.2%). As shown in Table IV-2, independent living skills training was

received by at least one-fourth of every disability group, and bY Oven

larger proportions of individuals who are mentally retarded or mentally

Peer CounseLimw

The central concept in peer counseling is that persons with dig-

abilities who have struggled for independence can best help others who

are trying to cope with that struggle. Peer role modeling is thus at

the heart of the peer counseling process. As with the other core ser-

ivices, however, site visits hlghlighted extensive variatIons n how this

service is implemented. One LTea cf variation is in the definitiOn Of

"peer," or who delivers peer counseling services. In some centers,

peer counselors are unpaid vOlunteers 00 work with their disabled peers

under the supervision of center staff, or as part of a network of peers

who are available to each otber for support within the disabled

community. As unpaid ,olunt, rs, chey remein true peers by remaining

distinct from paid staff In e,*oir centers, paid Staff r-iith

ties provide peer counseiag, oltd in some cases are rcoired to have

counseling or other professional ki.lalificatir-..s. There art also varied

degrees of emphasis on the :Aisability of the eer counseloi with some

centers carefully mating -.Tpes, others e-.couraging

consumers to get to know inc1 5th othe.. types of disatilities,

riq
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and still others determining the importance of disabiIitymatching

according to the consumer's specific objectives for the peer relation-

ship.

A second area of variation in peer counseling approaches explored

during the site visits was in how services are provided. In some

centers,i peer counseling sessions are set up on a regular basis in much

the same way as more traditional professional counseling uerViceS, While

in others peer discussion groups may convene, or one-on-one counseling

might occur on a more irregular, as-needed basis. In some cases peer

counseling is highly structured; with establishment of specific coun-

seling goals and careful monitoring of progress. Finally; in some

ce%ters, peer counseling is viewed as occurring naturally as part of r'

service delivery process involving all staff with disabilities in

ongoing work with consumers, :ather than as a distinct service cc

ponent.

Peer counseling services were provided by 86% of the centers silt-

veyed, and were received by almost as many consumers as receiVed

independent living skills training (28Z). As shown in Table IV-2; peer

counseling services were received by over one-fifth of indiVidUalt in

every disability group, with somewhat wore utilization by individuals

having mental illness as their primary dikability (40.7%). Table IV-3

confirms that this is a statistically significant relationship, and

indicates that individuals wich hearing impairments were less likely to

receive peer counseling services than other groups. This confirms site

visit findings that individuals with hearing impairments continue to

receive many of their services through other programs and, while often

relying heavily on in&Tenent living centers Eor specific services, tend

to be part of somewhat insular community and participate les6 in more

interaCtive services such as counseling and recreation.

65
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Information and Referral

In addition to the three core services defined in Standard 5

(advocacy, independent living skills training, and peer counseling),

information and referral was also desigrated as an additional primary

service. Centers reported providing information and referral assistance

to an average of over 200 individuals per year, a much lerger number

than any other service. Many of these individuals received only I & R

services and are not considered by most centers to be consumers in the

same sense as individuals receiving other, more direct services. Many

centers visited did not follow a formal intake procedure for individuals

merely requesting informaLion and referral, and some did not bother to

collect identifying or demographic information. Other centers placed a

greatir emphasis on I & R and used follow-up proced-res to track the

extent to which individuals' I & R needs were met. In fact, some

centers encouraged individuals who requested I & R more than once to go

through the regular intake assessment process because repeat I & R users

often had unmet needs ths tle center could help with more directly.

The consumer sample was constructed to exclude "I & R only" consu-

mers because: (1) it was expected that I & R by itself would contribute

only indirectly to outcomes, (2) identifying the sample would have been

impossible for those centers Who do not collect identifying information

from I & R callers; and (3) it was anticipated that individuals with

such limited contact with the center would be less likelY tO take the

time to complete and return the survey. However, consumers of dirert

services also make use Of I & R assistance. Almost two-thirds (64%) of

the consumers responding to the mail survey reported having reeeived

I & R assittance.



07HER TYPES OF SERVICES PROVIDED

Legalatid Paralegal Services

Legal and paralegal servicet ate próVided to assist consumers in

administrative appeal proCeSses and protecting legal rights; Some of the

Centers visited provided consumers with the införthation needed to enable

them to act on their own behalf in matters that involve an appeal or

legal process. Often the matters of COntern related to financial bene

fits 0t SOcial assistanCe programs with clearly specified appeal

processes; In other centers, staff teperted ASSisting more directlyi

acting on behalf of the COfibuther, and may have consulting arrangements

With an attorney in the community for mbre complex issues. Center

survey data indicateS that 20% Of Centers provided some form of legal or

Paralegal assistance; Only 8% of consnmer reSpondents reported

receiving legal or paralegal ServiceS.

Housing

_
_Referral service to accessible and/or subsidized housi ng i,. the

community was the most frequently cited form of housing assistance
_

m2ntioned by the centers visited. lhis service often also included

assisting consumers to obtain eligibility for subsidized housing and

developing extensiv:.: rAationships with property biiners and houiiiig

assistance agencies. Another 4)pr-6/Itch eMployed by centers to maximize

housing options was to provide roommate matching Services. Some centers

had special funds to assist COnsuMerS iü making necessary home modifica

tions, others referred consumers tb aVailel?le resources in the

community. While obtaining permanent housing was the goal of most

housing efforts, some centers maintained directories of emergency

housing serVices and hotels. Emergency housing vouchers, often
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coordinated through local welfare agencies, were provided in emergency

situations for short-term stays.

A few centers provided housing directly, either on-site (often as

part of a program coordinated with an umbrella agency) or in selected

housing facilities in the community. Housing services were provided bY

most centers (82%), and these services were received by 29% of the

consumer raspondents. As shown in Table IV-3, there were no significant

correlations between type of disability and whether housing services

were received.

Equipment

Most equipment services to consumers involved loaning or main-

taining and repairing mobility and assistive aids such at wheelchAirS,

walkers, and commodes. Centers also served as a referral source for

consumers interested in obtaining or selling used equipment. A majority

of centers (61%) reported providing equipment services to consumers.

One-quarter of the consumers responding to the consumer survey reported

receiving these services. Consumers with visual impairments were more

likely than other disability groups to use equipment services, while

those with mental illnéS were leSS likelY to tee these services.

Transportation

Some centers which were visited provided transportation directly

and operated vehicles primsrily used to transport consumers to the

center for appointments and activities. It a few centers, a center van

was also used to transport consumers to medical appointments. Site

visits reveLltd, however, that insurance and maintenance costs have

forced come centers to discontinue provision of this rvice.

Instruction and information about available accessible ptivate Sad pub-=

lic transit services was another transportation service offered to
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consumers. Hu,ocv9r) some communities had limited options for consumers

and the lack c:f accessible public transportation remained a serious

problem. Transportation services were provided by 67% of the centers.

Twenty-nine percent of consumers reported that they received transporta-

tion services.

Social and Recreational Services

Formal and informal opportunities for socialization were provided

by many centers. Some centers visited reported regularly scheduling

social or recreational events for consumers. Centers provided

encouragement for consumers to engage in attivitieg they might net

pursue ordinarily because of physical limitations. Soule centers were

also important clearinghouses for informtion about recreational activi-

ties at the community and state level that are specially adapte: to

encourage participation by distbIed people. Social and recreational

activities were provided by many of the centers (62%). Consumer Mail

Survey data indiuttes that 29% of respondents participated in social and

recreational Activities offered by their centers.

Educational-Services
_

Some centers offered services to assist consumers in pursuing their

educational goals. These varied from assistig families of disabled

children with the IEP process; to providing educational couzseling And

learning support services to college students. One center visited 411:;o

offered remedial education to adults wishing to complete their high

school equivalencies. Educational services were provided by 36% of the

centers. Fourteen percent of Ciniguter8 reSponding to the survey

reported receiving educational services.
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Family Support_Sarv ices

Geared to family members of disabled consumers, these servicet

provide counseling support and information. The tre.rsition to indepen-

dett living is often facilitated for many consumers by family under-

standing and support. This service vas provided by 30% of the centers.

Vocational Services

Most centers that providee vocational services did not have multi-

level vocational programa that wurk with consumers at all stages of

vocational development. The i,w that did were often part of umbrella

agetAes that had long-staildir vocatal programa. Cettrs Often

coordinated services with such as the state agency

and local employment deve1upr Tams. A few centers offel:ed .pre-

vocational adjustment programv prepare consumers for trai. Other

centers assisted consumers with resume wrig ttd job nt!:ch skills atd

provir' ' placement f011Ow-up aJrvices. A few ,:.0,.:,ters had received

grants to start specialized training programs in areas ff.4:12 as computer

training and telephone answering or to develop trlinitg programs for

specific eisability groups. Vocational services we::e provided by 43% of

centers and received by 13% of consumer respondents.

_I tnterpreer,--Reader r,and Otho Communication Servi ce s

was

Tbe zost common communication service provided by centers visited

telephone assistance for hearing-impaired consumers through

relay. The center was often a consumer's primary mechanism for informa-

trot exchange. Some centers also provided interpreter services for

hearing-impaired consumers, or maintained referral lists of

interpreters. In addition, many centers assisted consumers with visual

impairments through braille services and reader rEferral. Slightly more

than half (53%) of the centers provided communication services. Orly a
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small percentage (6%) of consumer spondents reported receiving

communication services.

Attendant and Homemaker Services

Most of the centers visited provided attendant and homemaker

services through maintaining a registry of available attendants for

consumers :A:, hire. While centers recruited and screened potential

attendants, it was most often the consumer's responsibility to select

and approve the attendant. Many centers provided consumer training in

selecting and managing attendants. Consumer t ls are often developed

by centers for this purpose. Some centers ran training programs for

attendants to increase the attendants' knowledge of disability-related

issues and to teach attendant care skills. A few centers administered

personal care attendant funds directly and determined consumer eligibi-

lity. Slightly over two-thirdS (69%) of the centers provided attendant

and homemaker services and almcst one-third (30%) of consumer

respondents reported receiving sucb services.

Electronic-Services

Electronic services involve providing consumers information about,

ac,ess to, or loan of electronic equipment such as specially adapted

computers or environmental control systems. Only 9% of centers provided

this service to consumers, and only 5% of the consumers in our sample

reported that they received such assistance.

CENTER SERVICE PHILOSOPHY

While many of the services described above are similar to services

provided by other social servic.e agencies, the delivery of services

through the centers fest Independent Living F:ogram is considered

distinct from other approaches in terms of service philosophy. The

71
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evaluation standards specify several components of this service philoso-

ov cálisidered important to the program: use of peer role models, promo-

tion of self-help and self-advocacy, consumer definition of his or her

Ofin Servide '-iectives, and consumer control of his or her own service

delivery. As shown in Table IV4, centers generally reported a high

degree of erOlasis on these service approaches; with 93% of respondent

centers reporting a strong emphasis on use of peer rcile MOdels, and 97%

Strongly emphasizing consumer self-help and self-advocscy; Data from

the runity agencies confirmed that the independent liVing service

47;thy was indeed emphaSized by most centers (Table IV-5).

SUMMARI

The Title VII Part B Centers for Independent Living Offered a Vide

range Of diffet'.nt types 6' services, with variations in how individual

servicei iia hov service recOrdS Were teiUtaihe-ri.

Almost all cedLeri ollered each of the "core services identified as

fundamental services in the evaluation standards (independent living

skills training, peer counseling) and advocacy), And three--46Urthe

pioVided al) tZree of these services. On the other hand; less than half

of the wnswers :eyed received any of these services. Thus, 4hile

it msy be essential that centers offer this set of services, they ate

not necessarily "core' ifrom the ndividual consumer's viewpoint, given

the diversity of consumer needs.

Most centers offered ,'.4ormation and referral services, as

stipulated in Standard 6; AlDost two-thirds of direct service Ctlatiltett

also received I & R aèrvicés, in addition tO the many individuals

receiving only I & R services who were not surveyed by the eValtiatioh

mid, in il.any cases, who were not ientified or counted as consumers by

the centers they contacted.
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Table IV=4

Center-Reported Emphasis-on Independent-Living SerVice-PhiloSnphy

% of Agencies
Giviog High

Philosophy Component rating (4 or 5)* Mean
(N = 121) Ratin:

Peer role models 93% 4.6

Self help and self advocacy 97 4.7

ConsuMers define own service objectives 82 4.3

Consumers control of own service delivery 81 4.2

Average across all four components 4.5

*-
Based on rating scale of I (not an emphasis) to 5 (strong emphasis).

Table IV-5

Community lizecy Assessment-of-Center EMphasis on

Independeni Uving Service Philosophy

Philosophy Component

% of Agencies
Giving High
Ratitg-(4 or
(N =-1-0D)

Mean
Ratine

Peer role models 75% 4.1

Self help and self advocacy 84 4.2

Consumers define own service objectives 59 M
Consumers control own service delivery 51 3.6

Average across gll four componentS 3;8

*-
Based on rating Scale of I (not an emphasis) to 5 (strong emphasis .

73
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All but one of the other 11 services inclUded i the evaluation

standards (professional and other counseling, leg81 and par--Algal 66r-

vices, housing, equipment services, tr.k7-%pcztation, sociel and recrea-

tional services, education, family support, vocational services, inter-

preter and communication services, attendant And hOMeMaker Seri/ices, and

eleCtrónic serv zes) weie provided by at least a fifth of respondent

centers.
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V. CONSUMER OUTCOMES

Perhaps the most important aspect of evaluating the Centers for

Independent Living Program ig the assessment of its Affecte on

individuals receiving services. In Section 711(c)(3) of the Act,

Congress asks "how services prmvided contributed to the maintenance of

Or the incteased independene of handicapped individuals assisted."

Unfortunately, there are no simple and widely accepted measures for

the outcomes of independent living efforts Akin t6 the employthent and

earnings measures used for vocational rehabilit ion programs Histori

cally, independent living programs have focused their data collection

and reporting efforts largely on numbers of individuals terVed And the

number of contacts or units of service provided. After much considera

tion, the National Council's Standard 3 callg for iisilessi4 increated

consumer achievement of independent living goals in areas "such as, but

not limited to" 20 different arcaa;

This chapter reports on the achievement of consumer outcomes in

theS0 many varied areas. Achievement is measured in several ways.

First, in the center mail survey all centers were aaked co report the

nUMber of consumers achieving specific posit:Are outcomes based on center

records. Accountability for specifiC can-sit-Ater outcomes represented a

diethatic deistrture for many centers from their traditional data collec

tin and reporting practices. Even those centerf which were already

MOnitoring outcomes did not have data collection and monitoring proce

dures designed to provide direct data for eath bf the AreaS Of cianCern

in the evaluation standards. Thus, a data category used by a center

might merge several of the requested cAtegotieS into One. Still other

centers may have lacked some data items altogethfr, lacked an ability to

readily access 'heir data, or perhaps not have targeted that type of

consumer goal. Estimates were permitted in these caset but reanalyied
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by the evaluation to ensure cousistetcy with other data reported and

with site visit observations. (The analysis found no cignificant dif-

ferences in levels of achievement between those centers uaing eittet

records and those providing estimates, suggesting that estimating pro-

duced no obvious biaS towards over- or under-reporting.)

Because the lack of common out::ome measures was anticipated, the

study also collected survey data directly from the consumers thettelveg.

The consumer mail survey examined outcomes in two ways. Ohe group of

questions asked consumers whether they improved or maintained their

situations in five key areas (housing, education, employment, income,

and transportation) since first contact with the center, and the ektent

to which the center helped to bring about any improvements. A Set-od

groiap of questions probed a wide range of other gains that consumers

tnitht have experienced in the areas specified in the standard.

CENTER=REPORTED OUTCOMES

Table V-1 summarizes consumer achievements as reported by the

centers. Over 58,000 positive outcomes were reported by the responding

centers, in many different forms.1 The most frequently reported

achievement is securing services for consumers through referral tb Other

programs, reflecting the extensive information and referral efforts

Observed during the site visits. (These referrals are in additiOn tO

other assessment, case manegement, counseling, and other services

received by the consumer from the center; consumers who reCeiVe only

referral Services (I & R) are not considered clients of the centers in

this analysis and are not included in the counts of outcomes being

reported here.) Over 5,000 consumers were reported as achieving each of

the following outcomes: learned to use public or other transportation,

obtained fitantial benefits, acquired assistive mobility tiod/ot

communication aids, acquired attendants or homemakers, and acquired

6
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Table V-1

Ctinsumer Outcomes Reported by Centers for independert Living

T e of Outcome

# of Consumers
Reported as
Achievin: Out_comos_Outcomos

% of Total
Achieved

Obtained Housing Modifications
to aprove Accessibility 2,254 3.9%

Moved from Institution to Less
Restrictive Setting 2,030 3.5

Obtained Financial Benefit 56542 9.:,

Learned to Use_Public/Other
Transportation 5,941 10.2

Acquired License to Drive 264 .5

Acquired Att-mdtntS, HamOmakerS,
Etc; 5,033 8.6

Acquired r;eaders or Interpreters 5,021 8.6

Obtained Services by Referral
to Another Program 15,210 26.1

Became Able to Carry Out
Household Chores 3,653 6.3

Acquired Mtibility, Communication
-or Visual Aids 5,472 9;4

Achievec Educational Goals 1,818 2.7

Obtaited Employment 1)548 2.7

Registered to Vote 2,639 4.5

Gained Membership in Community
Groups 1,170 2.0

Other Outcomes 692 1.2

TOTAL 58,287 100.0%

7 7
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readers or interpreters. Over .1,500 t!oLsumers w to hal,e.

become able to carry out househola c.r.d al-rppinb es. weil over 2,000

COnsumers were reported as moving (-Jut of illativ4tioas :- ,t,Ote indepin=

dent living situations. EVen though employment is not cc-monly seen as a

major objective of center servicas, ce-Aers ou average e,.c..1 ntSiSted 13

individuals t yeat to secure employment -- presumLilly by supplementing

the services of vocational rehabilitation programs with add.tional inde-

pendent living servy. They each on average also helped deinstitu-

tionaliie 20 individuals a year.

The diversity of outcomes reported by the centers illustrates a

baSit diffiCUltY in evaluating independent living services -- that each

disabled individual presents a somewhat different constellation of needs

and thus has different goals appropriate for services and achievement.

Centers beginning tO deVelop their own outcome measurement systems

tended to focus on individual goal achievement measures in order to

reflect the individualized nature of the program. Some used indivi-

dualized written independent living plans (IWILP) akin to the indivi-

dualized written rehabilitation plan (IWRP) used in VR programa. How-

-ar, tenter Staff teported that the process of identifying intended

outcomes for independent living services was oftez very different from

the IWRP process. Consumers of independent living services were ieSit

likely to have a clear idea of their goals than VR consumers. anl many

found the concept of goalsetting to be unfamiliar if decisions ht,A1

previously been made on their behal: by someone else. Often goal p3tp-

hing Wza an evolutionary process rather than a first step. Sometimes

the establishment of goals was an outcome in and of itself.

CONSUMER-REPORTED OUTCOMES

The consumer survey also reflects the diversity it cblithird6r goals,

but haa the advantage of being able to comprehensively gather similar

'78
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data fron a1 msumers regardless uf the information system that may

have been used at the center where the c,Insumer received serviceS. (The

Consumer Mail Survey instrument in included in AppeLdix B.) Consumers

were asked if they had experienced improvementE in their housing, educa-

tion, employment; income or transportation situationii. They Were also

aaked if ContiCt with the center had helped them to experience gains in

knowledge; skills, aids, benefits or SerVicet, or perSonal/SOCiS1

growth. Over 90% (91.5%) of the COnsumers resOotiding to the survey

reported gains in at least one area.

In additiOn, the survey asked consumers if their own major purpose

in seeking center services was to gain additiOnal independente or to

maintain a current level of independence. Nearly one-third (32%)

identified themselves as 'gain" consumers, 38% topotthd thhy vété ttyihg

tb maintain independence, and the remainder were seeking information or

had other purposes. Further analysis shows that "gain" consumers tend

to be younger than 'maintenance" consumers and more L-equently received

independent living skills, housing, transportation, education, vocs-

tional, and personal assistance services than "Maintenance" consumers.

Maintenance conriumers e more likely Lo be those who bockimé ..sabled

as adultg.

Table V-2 summnrizes consumer responses about whether they had

experienced improvements in their housing, education, :Ipployment;

income, or transportation situations during contact with the center, atd

whett the bolihvod the center helped theta in miikirig the gains they

achieved. Almost 75% of the respondents reported impth-Ohtnehtt in at

least one of these five areas, with almost two-thirds (65%) crediting

the center with helping make at least crie bi the iMprOvéMents. Housing

wai by far the area in which most disabled consumers reported gains;

with 69% reporting that their current houging eitbatibn alloWed moth

independence (Ewa as thrc increased accessibility or a move to a new
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Table V-2

Consumer-Reported Improvements or-MaintenanceofSituation

Area of
_Im9rovement

Reported
Improvement--

Reported
--ImprOVink-Situation

# of
Consumers

ILC Holp

Total
-N*

in

%_of

JConsumers-

# Of
ConSUMers

Total
N*

% of

Consumers

Housing 578 8U 69% 292 875 33%

EdUCAtibu 221 90 22 107 906 12

Employment 105 892 12 78 897 9

Income 296 917 32 97 912 11

Transportation 237 915 26 224 925 24

At Least One
Improvement 740 990** 75 478 740** 65

A-r-e,

'm Tovement --Consumers

Reported Maintenance
of Current Situation

Reported Either Improved
or Maintained Situation

# of Total
--N*

2 of

ConSUMera
# Of

Consumers
Total % of

N* Consumer_s

HouSing 150 841 18% 728 841 86%

EdUcation 688 909 76 909 909 100

Employment 700 87i 80 805 877 91

InCtUne 532 907 59 828 907 91

Transportation 619 911 68 856 911 94

Maintained three
Or More 590 990** 60 --- --- ---

Maintained All
of the Above 68 990* 7 --- --- ---

*"Total N" inCludeS consumers responding "yes," "no," or "not
Applicable" to questions about changes in situation.

**Also includes missing caset.
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residence). Even though employment is generally not thOUght tO be a

priority among independent liVig ServiCe Consumers, more than 12% of

the consumers reported an imp:oved employment situation (e.g., had

become employed, had increased hours of employment, had become employed

at A taore deSikable job).

The consumer evaluation of the helpfUlness o. center services in

AChieVilig Situation improvements varied across typeS of itpröVeMentS.

Most consumers did credit their transportation (96%) !and employment

giine (72%) to center services, half credited center aerVicea for their

housing and educational gain, and only 33% Credited center services for

their ih-cOme gains. This suggests a realistic differentiation by dis

abled consumers of those improvements in their 1iVes WhiCh thay haVe beeh

diie to the centers' assistance and those which were likely to have been

influenced by other factor8 ( . ., cost of liVing increases in SSI

payments).

The consumer survey data also provide estiMates of the numbers of

individuals who maintained their current situation since the time they

first contacted the center. Consumers were nSidered to have main

tained their 6ittiAtioid if they reported that t. - current situation was

neither better nor worse than whet they first had contact with Cue

center. As illustrated : Table V-2, on average, 93% of consumers

reported that they had either improved or maintainkA their current

aituatitin in each a the five AreaS.

Tables V-3 through V-6 summarize the consumer responses concerning

a broad range of additional gains and improvements which they explicitly

attributed to center services. Four general categories of change were

OrObed in the survey: personal and social changes (Table V-3);

increased knowledge of the type likely to facilitate independent living

(Table V=4); increased Skills in meeting their own needs (Table V-5);

and the receipt of r nefits and services (Table V-6). Within each



# of CotsuMers
Re iortng Change

_

427

375

454

62

TabIe V-3

Consumer-Reporz.ei Personal or Social Changes

Through Contact w-th Center

Area of Chan e

More Comfortable in Public

More Comfortable Socially

Cope Better with Disability

Feel Better 'iegarding Sexuality
and Relationships

Belong to More Community Groups

Have More Friends

Feel More Self-Confident

More Assertive

Pattitipate in More Sports

More Dealthy and Physically Fit

Other Changes

255

177

325

488

402

157

240

75

Reported at Least One of Above 676

Z of Consumers
Reporting Change

48.6%

42.7

51.5

28.9

20.1

37.0

55.6

45.7

17.8

27.3

9.2

68.3



Area of Knowled

Tali:e V-4

Ccnsumer-Reporte0 cai.,s in KnowledRe

Throtli,t_i22Eract wil) Center

of Cousutn_ers % of Cousumers
-tin -Chan e Re ortin

Education/Training Opportunities

EMployment Opportunities

firmative Action

Benefit Programs and Financial
Assistance

..:_Optio-s and Home
2essibi1ity

Personal Fealth

Personal Care Assistprr-e

Equipment Options

Social/Recreational Activities

Transportation Options

Other Knowledge

312

219

193

317

337

283

359

326

340

334

42

cquired at Least One of th Above 643

35.5%

24.9

21.9

36 0

38.3

32.2

40.0

37.1

38.7

38.1

5.2

75.1
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Table V-5_

Consumer-Reportedilla-AtQuired

Through Conact with Center

Type -f Skili Acqtired
-Ceut-et ASSistiace

Ability_to_Confront Infringement
of Rights

Manage Personal Finances

MedicalCommunity Services

Carry Oil,. Household And ShOOPing
Chores

Acquire Household Support SerVices

Manage Self-Care Routine

Manage Attendants

Use Equipment/Aids

Use Community Resources

Atquire/Use Transportation

Develop Career or Life Goal Plan

Other Skills

Acquired at L- One o the Above

:onsumers
..-ting Skill

%_of Consumers
Reporting Skill

334 38.2%

216 24.7

328 37.z

2511

26.2

226 25.8

244 27.9

222 25i4

317 36.1

298 34.n

208 23.7

4i 5.9

693 7U.0
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Table V-6

Consumf-r-Reported-Alds, Benefit- - __Services Received_

Thrcugh rantact

Aids, Benefits; or Services
Received Through

# of Consumers
Receiving
Services

% of,i.sumers

_Center-Assis-tance

Atteadant 267 20.97.

Reader 32 3.7

Interpreter 40 4.6

Mobility Aid 179 20.8

Communications Aid 98 11.4

Adaptive Equipment 120 13.9

Equipment Rapair 153 17.8

Legal Services 199 2'3,1

Other Aid or SetVice 112

Received at Least One of Above 614 62.0
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category, nine to 12 cific areas Of Change were probed. Overall; 89%

of consumers reported at least one change across the four areas. There

was relatively litLle variability across the four general areas, with 62

to 75% of consumers reporting at least onc gain in each area. The

average number of aanges for each consumer was one to three in each of

the four ieneral areas: persona/social changes (3.4 ezianges on

average), aids (1.2 changes), skills (3.0 changes); and usefu._ knowledge

(3.1 change6). TTi mo: frequently rc.ported achievements were within

the personal/social change cluster (Table V-3), with ' majority of

consumers reportini, greater self-confidence (56%) and cc better with

being disabled (52%) as a result of their center cont t. 3hen asked

about knowledge gained (Table V-4), consumers most frequently reported

having learned about social/recreational activit...es (39%), housing (38%)

and transportation options (39%) The three most frequently acquired

skills reported by consumers (Table V-5) were skills In confronting

irfringement of rights (38%), acquiring medical and community services

(37%), and learning how to use communi.ty resources (36%). The most

frequently reported aids; benefits or services (Table V-6) were atten-

dant services (31%), legal or advocacy ServiceS (23%), and mobility aids

(21%).

The review of 3tandard 3 i Lppc iix D presents in detail the large

variety of outcomes probed in the contex of the 20 areas, of improvement

lai :.ut in the standard. For each areai at lrsst 20% of consumers

reported improvements on at least one outcome related to that area.

One-third or more of the consumers reportei gains in 11 of the areas:

living arrangem- tE (69%), self-direction (66%), persona] grcdth (57%),

social skills (441), communication (46%), personal care (41%), recrea-

Li3n (39%), housing (38%), transportation (38%), assistive deviceS

(37%), education (36%), and income and financial management (36%).

86
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As an overall summary question about the impact of colter SerViteSi

consumers were asked to tato ot a -stele of 1 to 5 the extent to which

they perteiVed the centers as helping increase their indep.nr:ence. A

majo7.7.y (57%) gave the maximum "5" rating, and A% gave ratiligs of "3"

or above.

FACTORS-CONTRIBUTING-TO-SJCCESS

Tables V-7 through V-10 summarize the fitditgs of the multivariate

pnalysis described it Mcire detail in Chapter IX and Appendix E. As
;--
illustrated in these tables, the most important factOrt COC.,:lbOting to

consumer outcomet were '1-12 services received. Organizational and

consumer characteristics also had an effect cn tome otacomes, although

most factors tended to have a posiiive effect or.., ri outcomes and a

negative effect on others.

Which SerVices klade the Biggest Difference to Consumer-OutcomeaT

As i1lustr. in Table V-7, all of the tervices received by consu-

itert bad A i:::;itiVe effect on consumer aclent in at least one Of

ccnsumer-reported outcome areas. F some differences in

effett Were Observed. Housing services bad the greatest observe,

effect; as they were associated Wl_h greater achievement iu all seven

consumer reported outcr..2e areas. Advocacy, independent living tkills

training; peer counecling, and equipmett serVices also were each posi-

tively Attociated with four of the seven areas. Vocational, electronic

and "other" services had more tarrot4 effects, each affecting only one

bittcOme area. None of the services were negatively associated with

achievetoent in any of the outcOme Areas, with the exception of legal

services, which was negatively associated with situational improvementb

This may simply reflect the fact that consumers requiring legal assis-

'ance may face greater barriers than thote not needing legal help, or
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Ti..1.4e V-7

Effect or-Services Rez-eiv-ed and Service Characteristics

Upon Consumer-Report ; ga

Characteristics

# of Outcomes
Positively
ssociated

# of Outcomes
Neg-tively
As.ociated

# of
Outcomes
Unrelated

Service Received:

Information and Referral 2 5

Advocacy 5 2

ILS Training 4 3

Peer Counseling 4 3

Other Counseling 3 4

Legal 3 3

Housing 7 0

Equipment 4 0 3

Transpoftation 6 4

SOCiAl/Recreational 4

Educational 4

Vocational 0 4

Communication
5

Personal ASSiStanCe 3 4

ElectronL 1

1 6

Cosracteristics:

Frequenzy of Contact 5

Personal/Ditct Center ContaCt 4 3

Length of Service Period 3 4

Loug Service Period (4+ years) 3

Case Management 6 1

Staff with Similar Disability 0 6

Staff with Different Dibabilit) 3 4

ConSumet Volunteered at Center 3

TOTAL 75 6 87

aBased on multivariate analysis.
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Table V-8

Effect of Services Offered

Upon Center-Reported Outcomesa

-SetVite Offered

# of_Outcomes
Positively
Associated

f_of Outcomes
Negatively
Associated-

# of
Outcomes
Unrelated

Advocacy 1 2 4

ILS Training 2 1 4

Peer Counteling 1 i
, 5

LegAl - 1 4

P,.,:essional Coun-,;eling 1 2 4

Other Counseling 1 2 4

Uousing 2 0 5

Equipment 0 4 3

TransportatIon 2 1 4

Rereation 2 1 4

Educaional 1 2 4

Vocational 1 -.1 6

Communication 0 5

Attendant 2 .

Electronic 3 1

Family Support 4 1 4

I & R 1 3 3

Other 1 2 5

TOT.1. 25 33 69

aBased on multivariate analysis.
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7 0

V-9

,1;:mer Characteristics Upon

Outcamesa

# of Outcomes
Positively
,Assoclated--

# of Outtdmet
Ntgatively
ASsociated

# Of
Ontcom s
Unrelated

Consumer Characteristics:

Past Work Histori,

Age

Sex-Female

MinoritY/Ethnic Group Member

Time Since Onset Of Diatibilit!.

Living in Supervised Setting

Living with Parent(s)

VR Client Status

Someone "se Completed Survey

Goal -of ImPrbVing versus

Maintaining

Presence of Disability;

Severity of Disability

Visual Impairment

Hearing Impairment

Mental Illneea

T'!.:rital Retardation

Other_

TOTAL

e

2

7

4

6

2

1

3

0

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

6

1

5

6

6

7

5

3

5

7

5

5

30 19 63

ar sed on multivariate analysis.
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Table V-10

Effett of Center ChL.,',ezteristics and Management Practices-

Upon Center- sad Consumer-Reported Outcooesa

Cbaracteristirs

Center-Re-totted OuttoMea
# of Outcomes # of_Outcooes
Positively Negatively
ASSOCiate8 Assotiated

Gent't Characteristics':

Free-Standing Agency

Total Agency Budget

Years in Operation

Part B a 2 of Budget

Community Devlopm-lat as
2 of Effort

Rural Service Area

DiliblEd DirettOr

Disabled Staff

Direct Grantee

Nonprofit Organization

Partial State Service Area

Percent of Osnsusers
Referral Only

Diaiblid BÔIrd

1i Philosopby

-Cmater-Managememt-Practices:

Defines Specific Service
Objective.

Determines Ave:age Oast
Per Service

Documents Consumer
Goal Achievement

TOTAL

3

3

2

0

0

0

1

3

3

0

3

2

2

1

25

2

0

2

3

0

0

2

4

1

1

25

ted Outcconts
# of
Outcomes
Unrelated

# of Outcomes
PositiN-rely

Associated-

of Outeetes
Negatively
Associlated

of
Outcomes_
Unrelated

2

1

7

4

5 2

5

6

0 6

4

4

0

7 3

3 0 0 7

2

3 0

1 5 2

I 5

5 2 0 5

69 24 19 76

.ZArd on oultivariate analysis.
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have complex problems. Table V-8 shows that -whether or tot a center

offered a given service was not Consistently related to center-reported

.

outcomes. This is partially due to the fact that center data dO not

allow teating direct re7-.:?!tionships between services and outcomes.

Ceuters were only asked which services they offered, not which se7-

were used by their consumers achieYing gains. taportant to note;

however, that centers offering a broad arra.: ,ticts tended to haYe

higher outcomes. General1-h services received by consumera had the mosi
_

statistically signi f'. impact on outcomes, relative tO CbtlEilttt and

center characteri (See Chapter IX for a fuller explanation of

this finding.)

For WIY:ch Kinds_of_Consumers-Were-Cetteta Moat S..'eCeaafe.?

Because consumers varied so much in their needs and goals, consumer

characteristics that appeared related (in a sLatistically sigtificatt

way) to one kind of outcome proved unrelated to another outcome (see

Table V-9). Several general patterns across many (though never all

outcomes) were apparent, however:

Older consumers vete less likely to improve and more

likely to maintain their current aituationa. Younger

consumers were more likely to experience personal/social

changes than older consumers.

Consumers who are currently or were previously Vocational

Rehabilitation clients were more likely to experienCe

gains than other consumers.

Type cf di6ability generally made few consistent differ-
_

ences in achievement. Hovever, consumers with mental

retardation were less likely to AChieve outcomes in most

areas (although more likely to achieve peraotal/aotial

changes than other groups). Other disability groups were

92
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more likely to repol ing experienced gains ir some

areas, while less li. _v in other aras (see also Table

Consumers living in LiDre rettrictiVe set-

tings were more like1 to report gans consu-

mers. Consumers living w:th thelr parentE re more
_

likely to report gains cn .e outcome measures. (Such

consumers were more likel have an identified goal of

improvement rather than ma Ili=enance, and wel-e likely to

have greater needs and roor for improvement than indi-

Viduals already living independently.)

The severity of a consumer's isability, as measured by A

com ité of a variety of ptoxy measures (see Chapter

III) was not associated wits. conaumer oUtcote8 for Mbst

measures, though it was negatively related to some situa-

tional improvements (like housing), and positively

related to gains in skills Individuals with the most

severe disabilities, as indicated by the need for someone

elae to Complete the survey on their behaL.f, were less

likely io experience gains t'llan other consumers.

Thus, the centers appear to be effectve for a broad lenge of consumers

both in increasing and maintaining their independence. The consistently

positive relationship between VR client status and outcomes suggests
_

that the comb:nation of services from both types of programs may be

particularly efiective.
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What Kinds of Cen_taralier-e Noal Suoce-ssful inAssistig Consumers tc

Achieve-IttlaWident Living Outcomes?

Because the center-reported data are based on 121 centers, while

the cOnSuMers surveyed represent only 36 centers, the reIationshipS

between center characteristics and outcomes are more powerful waen using

tbe cenier-reported outcome data. Table V-I0 summarizes these

relation-ships. Me major findings of the multivariate analySiS include:

Centers with a higher percentage of disabled staff had

higher number Of gains, even when controlling for service

and consumer characteriStics. Alao, consumers reported

higher outcomes when t staff they worked with at the

center were disabled.

There was no conclusive Nidence that either the preSeirce

of a disabled ditedt,-, or a disabled majority on the

hoard of directors U6' ,asential to center Succ88.

Centers less depen& t on Part B funding reported a

higher -lumber of in,i:viduaIs acquiring attendants and

obtaining employment then those receiving a larger pro-

portion of their funuzug from Part B.

Direct grantees tended to report a higher nu-:ber of

outc:nnes than centers receiving their funds through VR

subcontractors.

ThoSe Centers with a strong independent living philoaophy

(as titied in Standard 1) reported fewer consumer gains

than Centers with less emphasis on independent livitig

philosophy, although consumers reported more gains if

they worked with centers which strongly emphasiZed

independent living philoElophy.
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TtUS, while ovll, centers with e greater degree of COtigtimet

part7 'Dation in service delivery report higher outcomes in a nnmber of

areas tna.si centers with iewer disabled individuals involved, the impor-

tance of disabled directors and cotuter-c-ottrólled boards was incon-

clusive. The negative relationship between independent living

philosophy may reflect less emphasis on data collection and reporting

procedures among centers that stress consumer self-help and de-emphasize

more traditional case monitoring and documentation approacheS.
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FOOTNOIE

lAn analysis of nonresponse suggest_s_no_obviaus difference between
the 121 responding centers and the_nonrespondents. Outcome_s far the
total program_(156 centers) can be estimated by s:mply multiplying
center-reported outmames by a factor of 1.28, the ratio of tebtér
funding to respondent funding.
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VI , CONSUMER _PARTICIPATION -Ita TILE CENTERS

Congiess firai identified consnmer participation to be a key

element of the Centers for Independent Living Program by requiring it as

a condition f funding in the 1973 legislation. Section 711(c)(3) of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as Amended stipulates that grant appli-

cations "provide assurances that handicapped individuals Will be sub-

stantially involved in policy direction and management of such center,

and will be employed by such center." Thus, the evaluation as mandated

in the 1984 amendments act calls for an assessment of the "extent to
_

which handicapped individuals participate in management ahd decision-

making in the center." Reflecting the self-help orientation of the
_

centers, these provisions are based on the assumption that individuals

with disabilities recognize their own needs and are best-suited to

articulate how centers might meet those weds. The eval.uation standards

were still more specific about the nature and degree of consumer parti-
_ _

cipation. Standard 8 stipulate, that the evaluation assess whether

disabled individuals are "substantially involved in the policy direc-

tion, decision-making, service delivery, and management of the center,

and given preference as: members of Boards of Directors (at least 51%

qualified disabled persons), managers and supervisc-,rs, and staff."

The findings presented here are based on data collected throu3h

mail surveys of centers, consumers, and local community agencies. Each

data source was asked to indicate consumer participation in ceaters

through:

center information on the ,:omposition of their boards and

Stkff, and the importance of consumer participation as an

aspect of the center's cy:ganizational philosophy;

consumer assessment of the center's success in involving

individuals with disabilities as key members of staff and

9 ,
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management, as well as indicating their own involvement

with the center; and

cowini-tv-agencv assessment of the degree of emphasis

their local center seemed to place on consumer

participation.

In addition, site visit discussions with center staff, consumers, and

community agency staff offered an oppo:tunity to examine more closely

the extent and nature of consumer participation in the centers.

Center findings emphasized the importance of consumer participation

in center management and decision-making as an integral part of program

philosophy. Centers rated the importance of having persons with disabi-

litie3 control center policy direction and management, establish service

priorities, manage center operations, and serve in important staff roles

at an average of 4.5 on a five-point scale (see Table VI-l). The

community agencies surveyed confirmed the center's reported commitment

consumer participation by also rating all of these aspects as major

emphases in their local centers with an average acore of 3.9 on the same

scales.

Consumers were asked to rate the extent to which the centers had

involved persons with disabilities in key staff and management posi-

tions. Based on a five-point scale, the mean response was 4.3. In

Addition, consumers indicated their involvement with providing assis-

tance at centers, either in paid or volunteer positions. Thirty-two

pert-oat Of the respondents noted that they had helped in some way,

includia6 2% who served on the Board of Directors, 3% who worked as paid

staff, 8% who sat on an advisory committee, 7% who assisted in the

evaluation of services, and 14% who worked as volunteer staff.

Finally, consumers were asked to describe staff from whom they had

received services or had interacted with at the center. While 21% of

98



Table VI-1

Community Agency and Center Assessment of Center-Ern-ph-a-84-s-

On Consumer ParticiPaticn

of Commun-
ity Agencia Mean
Giving High Rating Mean
Rating by Com- Rating
(4 oi 5)* Munity by _

*--PhilOSO COm..nent (N = 100' Agencles Centers

Key Staff hive disabilities 75 4;0 4 3

Disabld tannage center operatioris 67 3;8 3.7

Disabled establish center prioricies 64 3.8 4.2

DiSabled control policy direction 71 3-.9 4.0

Based on rating scale of 1 (not an emphaSis) to 5 (strong emphasis).

Table VI-2

Consumer-Participation in the Centers

--Tvne of Participation

Mean #
Per

Center

Mean %
with

Disability

Total
Across All
Centers

%with Dis-
ability Across
All Centers

_
Board of Directors 12 49% 1,447 52%

Advisory Board 7 44 890 72

Zdrector 121 62

Staif:

Administration 2 50 289 54

Direct Service 6 51 702 56

Su2port 3 40 316 39

Other 2 45 267 47

Total Staff 14 52 1,564 51

Volunteers 14 57 1,675 58



the respondents had worked most closely with a staff MeMber with a

similar ditabilityi a larger percent (44%) had contact with someone with

a different disability. However, over half (53%) reported tbit key

staff members had no disabilities.

CONSUNER-MTICIPATION ON BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

The size of the Boards of Directors of centers surveyed averaged 12

nemberti, with an average of 49% members with disabilities (see Tabls VI-

2) Fifty-five percent repurted that a majority of their bbird members

had disabilities. Twenty-five centers reported having, no board mtibeta

with disabilities; and 18 programs reported that they had nci Boards of

Directors. Thus) 43 centers reported no consumer representatiOn in

independent policy-making positiotS.

There does not appear to be a consensus in defining the tert

sumer" when addressing consumer participation among board members. Some

respondents argued that a parent of a person with a disability Who U666

center services be counted as a "consumer," even if the OffaPring were

an adult. Similarly, a reformed alcoholic might be counted as a teMber

With a disibilitY. The rationale is that these individuals haVe firt-

.

hznd experience with a diSabillty and therefore bring a sensitivity to

consumer issues without themselves being consumers of center services.

Respondents at the other end of the spectrum argue that, to be cOUtted,

a board member should have a severe disability And have received ser-

vices or be receiving services from a center;

Y:e extent of consumer participation in center policy making his

been one of the mOst diificult and controversial measurement issues it

the evaluation. While the Congressional mandate simply calla for

participation of individuals with disabilities, proponents of the

100
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independent living philosophy urged placing an emphasis on consumer

control of center policy making, stating in the stiltdarda that a

majority of board members should be individuals with disabilities. One

Contention was that consumer control was essential to promoting self-

advocacy and would therefore lead to greater center succesS. Other

concerns were raised about whether a majority representation on the

board would actually indicate the degree of consumer controi of center

policies, given the varyiag roles of boards in policy making and the

varying degrees of influence among board members.

Study findings indicate that the composition of a center's Loard of

Directors was related tO bthet kinds Of consumet participation. For

exatsplei if nere was a majority of board members with disabilities,

there was a higlier percentage (25% as opposed to 15%) of total ConauMer

itvolvemeht in management and staff positions, and a greater likelihood

that the center would have a majority of disabled staff (59rA as opposed

to 37%).

As centers attempted to find the appropriate balance betWeen

recruiting board members With diSabilitieS and gaining riembrs with

other kinds of expertise, one of the approache: used wat the development

of an advisory board.

CONSUMMRTICITATION ON ADVISORY BOARDS

Seventy-three centers reported having an organized advisory hoard

with an average of seven members, 44% of whoin had i diaability. Some

centers reported having developed advisory boards as a mechatiera fcir

itivolvitg Ocitisumers in the center policy making process. Most often,

these were centers that did not have a majority of members with dis-

AbilitieS on their Boards of Directors, primarily those operating within

1 '1
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umbrella agencies. Advisory boards in centers with less than a majority

Of disabled Board of Directors show an average of 572 diSabled AdViaörY

board members. It cOntrast; some centers with a disabled majority on

the Board of Directors reported recruiting advisory boata tetbeks W116;

rather than being coneumers, could bring other expertise to their posi-

Thus, an average of only 372 of the advisory board isealbets had

awong centers with consumer-controlled Boards of Directors;

REPRESENTATION OF -PEOELEACUER-DISABILITIES AMONG CENTER STAFF

OVek half of the responding centers (522) reported their executive

director as having a disability. On average, centers keported having

two administrators and six direct service staff. The majority of staff

in both Of these categories were disabled indiVidUala (522 and 542,

respectively). In addition, 392 of the support staff employed by the
_

centers were pezsons with disabilities. Centers reported an average of

tWO Other paid staff having disabilities; with close tO half (472) being

disabled; Overall, 49% Of the centers repOrted that a majority of their

Staff had diSabilities;

A major source of cor .umer involvement at some centers was
_

Volunteer Work. Centers reported receiving assistance from 1,675 volun-

teers, with an averce of 56% disabled per center.

Because Standard 8 states that the centers should employ

"qualified disabled individuals," community agencies surveyed were asked

t-o rate the k.Uality of center staff; On a scale of 1 to 5) COmMunity

agenci eJ rated staff quality in relationship to effectiveness, respoo-

siveness, and cooperativeness; AS shown in Table V1-3, from 72=842 of

the community agencies gave the centers high ratings of 4 or 5 across

the three indicators. Mean scores were all 4.0 or better.

02
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Site visit observations indicate that Sete -cantata haVe itrUggled

with hiring Ottlified, disabled ptaff Members. Somz programs operating

under umbrella agencies have not had AdtitaiStretiiie Support for

employing perSonS with disabilines. Some state-operated centers have

faced policies that act as otstacles for affirMatiVe aCtidn hiking; such

as hiring freeZE.S on new employees. Rural centera reported difficulties

With having a smaller pool of potential qualified employees With

disabilities, as well as the additionll diffiCulty of isttraCting "out-

aiders" to potentially less "attractive" communities., Center also

reported that funding uncertainties create Work dis.acenives for a

person with disabilities facing loss of subsidized incete saeh entering

the competitiVe job Market. Overall, however, the commitment to sig-
--;

nificant consumer participation in center operatiOna Appeared to play an

important role in center operationa and was often reinforced trough

Staff development activities.

Table 171-3

Community Agency-Assessment of Staff Quality

suality Indicator
2 of Agencies Givingi

_ _

H. :h-latin:- 4-6r-5)
MOW
SCore*

Effective

Responsive

Goa- -ra t iv e

72%

75

84

4.0

4.2

4.-3

*tased on scale of 1 (leat) tO 5 (more ).

SIMMARY

Study findings inditate that there was considerable participation

Of persons with disabilities in management, decision making, and other

staff and volunteer rolOS, highlighting the fact that centers facilitate
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consumer repteSentation in key decision making and management positions,

as well as in daily center operations. HoWeVer, At one eictieMe of the

range of respondents, centers existed with few or no consumer zepresen-

tatives. Recruiting and traininE persons with disabiliti,es Who Are

highly qualified or whc hive potential for Skill déVelopment to fill

board, ekedutive director, znd staff positions remains a critical issue

for centers.

104
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VII-. DEVELOPMENT-Of COMMUNITY-OPTIONS FOR INDEMDENT LIVING

n Section 711(c)(3) of the Rehabilitatiön ACL, CcingreaS has out-

lined three evaluation requirements relevant to the community-oriented

activities of independent living centera. The Act states thst the

eValuAtiOn Miiat describe the extent of:

"capacity-building activitiet inCluding collaboration

with Other agencies anl organizations";

"catalytic activities to promote coMMunity awareness,

involvement, and assistance"; and

"outreach efiorts and the impact of such efforts. 11

On the basis of legislative provisions, two evaluation standards wEre

developed to refine the evaluation of center cOmmUtity ACtivitieSi

Standard 4 calls for an assessment of the :extent to which centers

develop community options for independent living in 12 areas ranging

from housing and transportation to increased access to legal services.

Standard 7 addresses the centers' community activities such as advocacy

and technical assistance, public education, outreach, and establishing

an active role in the disabled community.

This description of centers' community activities is based primar-

ily on data collected though the mail surveys sent to all the indepen=

dent living centers, and to other agencies in the communities of the 36

sample centers. The Center Mail Survey asked questions about center

relationships with other organizations, target areas for community acti-
_

vities, proportion of time or resources devoted to developing community

options, and center impacts on community options. The Communtty Agency

Survey probed agency relationships with the independent living canters,

imppcts of contact with centers on the agencies themselves, and assess-

melts of center leadership 7oles and efforts in expanding community

options.

1
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Visits to 36 incEvidual centers also provided valuable information

about their community development efforts. While many independent

living centers historically have had extensive involvement in promoting

community options for independent living -- and have for the most part

monitored their levels of activity -- it is difficult to isolate the

impacts of these efforts from those of other local actors. For example,

because most centers work closely with ether agencies, A number of

centers were reluctant to "take credit" for improvements in the com-

munity even if they clearly contributed to those changes. Some centers

in rural areas were concerned about the difficulty of establishing

community impact goals in sparsely populated areas, where very few

"communities" of significant size exist. However, despite these diffi=

culties, most centers did provide estimateS of impacts in a number ef

different areas, including housing units iade essible, attendants and

interpretrs added to the local pool, and number of curb cuts made.

This chapter describes the types and levels ot community Activity,

the impacts of these efforts, and the factors leading to center success

ia expanding community options for independent living.

ACTIVITIESTO-PROMOTE COMMUNITY AWARENESS. INVMDMSTLAND-ASSISTANCE

Table VII-1 presents the community development areas that centers

reported targeting in their programs. Centers most frequently concen-

trated their efforts in promoting awareness and acceptance cif disabili-

ties, developing more houting options for persons with disabilities, and

reducing physical and social barriers in the community. All of these

community goals can involve a variety of activities and approaches,

depending on the center end its particular local circumstances. For

example, some centers work to improve their communities' physical acces-

sibility by conducting surveys to show the level of existing need.

Otaers encourage their disabled members to join city commissions to
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press local officials for changes, While Still others may conduct exten-

sive education or media campaigns, or even hold public demonstrations,

if necessary; As Table VII-1 also shows, 1001 aérVidea And health Care

are tile areas that the fewest centers target, largely because other

local agencies are usually carrying out tb-ase functiona.

Table VII-1

Centers' Community Development Target Areas

Tar:et Area

j of
Centers
Reporting

% Of All
Centers
RePorting

Disability Awareness and Social Acceptance 103 86.6%

Housing Options 100 84.0

Reduction of Barriers (architectural & SoCial) 99 83;2

Transportation Options 85 71.4

Personal Care Availability 84 70.6

Consumer Involvement in Community Activities 83 69.7

Recreation 55 46.2

Communication 53 44.5

Employment Opportunitiet 44 37;0

Educational Options 43 36;1

Physical and Mental Health Care 31 26.1

Legal Services 17 14.3

A11 of the independent livitg célitérg tb.it respOnded to the survey
_

reported some involvement in developing community options for indepet-

dent living; Centers were relatively éVéhly diatributed in their levels

of activity, with nearb, one-third (31%) devoting over 30% of their time

to catalytic activities in the community, Atid A third allocatiag less

than 20% to community development. On average, centers ePtimated devot-

ing 25% of their time to such effortt.
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Community agencies Surveyed b7 the study stated that centers are

working to guarantee equel access to society by individuals with ditiabi=

lirieS and that they are meeting the specific independent living needs

of the local community (agencies gave centers an average 4.1 rating on a

5-point scale for these two activities). These functions receivea

ratings as high as or higher than most other center areas of involvement

and philottophical orientation (see Standard 1, Appendix D).

Nearly three-fourths of the community agencies (74%) also rated

independent living centers as ivery good" or "outstanding" advocates in

their communitieS, Advocacy is the predominlint method used by centers

expand community options for perSons with disabilities, involving

activities such as providing information about the need for personal

care attendant (PCA) funding to state ltgislators and convincing local

officials to increase access to publit; buildings. Public educat n is

another important tool for promoting community awareness of disa611i-

tie3. Center activities in this area vary widely, usually involving

presentations, brochures, videotapes, media advertising, center-produced

newsletters, and extensive staff contact with the public and other

service providers. While it is difficult to measure the impact of

efforts to increase awareness, accordIng to the community agencies

surveyed, these center activities have redulted in educational gains.

Thus, 28% of the community agencies responding reported that their staff

attitudes towards persons with disabilities had changed, and 26%

reported that they had altered their own service approach to disabled

individuals as a result of contact with an independent living center.

It also ie difficult to measure the impact of cetter attivity on

the dieabled community as a viholei and to gauge center succesS in

involving MOte didabled people in community events atd eetivitiee.

ItterVieWS diming site visits, however, provided several examples of how

centers help create and maintain sense of community among d3Sabled
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individuals. To give just one example; a center it a rural area began a

recreational program and found that the aetivity became much more than a

suimthing class. The program proved to be a vehicle for inVOlVing, fot

the first time, many disabled individUalS it the Area in a soCial

activity with other disabled people. The center thus used the program

as a first step towards wider involvement it the ditiabled COMMunity fOr

persons with diSabilities. There were many examplea of centers using

such methods to help develop and sustain communities in urban, Suburban,

and rural areas.

CENTERCAPACITY=BUILDING ACTIVITIES AND OUTREACH

A large portion of center activities in developing community op-

tions for independent living is directed towards other agencies. The

goal is to increase the capacity of other organizationS to reapond to

needs in the local community. Centers also engage in outreach to other

service providers and to consumers to publicize the availability of

independent living options and to expand the target population for

center services.

Table VII-2 presents community agency assessments of the types of

relationships they have with independent living centera. While the

largest number of agencies (75%) report they refer consumers to a

center, the second most frequently reported relationship (60Z) is the

receipt by the agency of technical aseistance and information from the

center.
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Table VII-2

tommunitV Agency Relationships with Centers

T- e of RelitiOnship % of Agethies Respotditk

Refer conSuMera tO Center 75%

Receive TA 60

Cooperate with center 57

Receive referrals froth center 56

Provide TA 49

Coordinate with center 48

LProvide funding 24

Table VII-3 (see next page) shows the types of tenter-reported

relationships with a broad range of other community agencies. Of the
_.__ ____ _

types of relationships examined; centers most frequently report that

they coordinate service delivery with other providers and that they

provide information and technical assistance OUO. At least bef Of the

centers coordinate services with VR ageticieSi pritarY Care fiCilitieS,

mental health agencies, housing agencies, other disability organiza-

tions, transportation services and welfare or social service agencies.
-;_
Similarly, close to or over half of centers reportedly offer TA Or

information to all of the above organizations, as well as to other

independent living centers, advocacy groups, and buSinesSea or corpora=-

tions.

Outreach to consumers and other agencies is typically tted by t64

tatters, centers that provide rural terVice deliVery, and centers with

aMaller caseloads. Established centers with large eage/bada do tot aee

as great a need for outreach when they Are already cperating at

capacity. In many rural areas; outreach is also the tett USed to refer

to a service delivery approach in which staff travel: to consumers' homes



Table VII-3

Independent Liv-inR Center Relationships with Communi4V-Agencies

ii-of A enc.),
Coordinate
on-Services

Coordinate
on Adms_acy_

Provide
Information
-or TA

Receive
Information
or TA

Other Independent Living Centers 39% 70% 53% 52%
State VR Agency 71 40 58 10

Retabilitation Facility 51 32 42 26
Primary Care Facility 61 25 50 25
Doctor or Medical Care Provider 41 16 33 31
Mental Retardation/Mental Health Agency 61 '+ 50 32
Special Education Agency 43 32 43 17

Other Educational Organization 31 30 41 21
Housing Agency 50 38 52 27
Medicaid Agency 31 25 30 28
Advocay Group 41 69 52 40
Lobbying Group 10 45 31 26
Legal Service Organization 32 48 34 40
Disability-Related Organization 54 67 65 44
Agency for Aging 44 37 43 26
Employment Service 29 26 39 21
Transportation Service 55 33 47 20
Social Security Office 28 34 35 44
Welfare or Social Service Agency 55 38 53 28
Private Vendors or Services 41 26 45 33
Business/Corporations 19 20 54 21
)ther

8
6 7 71 I
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in order to bridge the distances and physical anCeas barriers commonly

found it rural areas. For urban areas, outreach tends tc refer tb

püblici.y and making contacts with related private and publlc community

agencies to etigiire their referral of disabled individuals to the center;

StUdy findings suggest that outreach activities have been effeCtiVe

in increasing referralS from various sources. Table 1/11-4 displays the

range of sources -- and the rate of utilization -- for referralS to

centers.

Table V11-4

How Consumers Heard About Centers

N a 945

Source % of Consumer_s

Friend 23.1

MC staff 14.6

Doctor or health agency staff 16.7

School 3.3 62.3

TIR 13.2

Other government agencies 7.5

Media 4.2

Other 17.4

Total 100%

Sixty-two percent of the consumers surveyed reported they learned about

centers from community agencies, indicating that other organizations had

been informed about centers and that they have some degree of confidence

in them. The largest single source of referrals was friends, with 23%

of consumers hearing of centers through friendship. As known in the

business community, satisfied consumers are a good means of adVertise==.

ment and they appear to be a fruitful outreach method for independent

living centers is well.
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The effectiveness of outreach is difficult to assess. Most centers

serve a diverse group of disabled consumers and pr-,vide them With a Wide

variety of services. Moreover, the dietribution or center consumers by

disability approximates the uational distribution of diSabilitieS (See

Standard 1 in Appeudix D). What is not known and has not been examined

is how many other individuals are in center communities whO also need

and tould benefit from services, but who are not taking advanrage of a

center. These individuals might be brought to the center if AdditiOnal
_

or different kinds of outreach were attempted. iever, as long as

centers are at their capacity in terms of curreat resources, such

expanded outreach will not likely be matched by an ability on the part

of the centers to provide the services needed by these new consumert.

CENTER IMPACTS ON COMMUNITY OPTICNS

Despite the already described difficulties experienced by centers

in reporting their community development impacts, there Are A nuMber Of

indicators of success in this area. Table VII-5 summarizes community

agency assessments of center effectiveness in expanding Cáibinunity

options. There was greatent agreement among community respondents that

Center's had substantial impacts in the areas of personal care (63%),

disability awareness (59%), and Transportation (45%). Legal services,

einployment, and health care were areas where other ageocies believed th

effects of tenter activities were least apparenL These were also low

priority areas according to the centers' own reports (see Table VII-1).

Another measure of center impact on the community is the extent to which

other agencies were led to improve their own programs and increase their

CVn itVOlvement it activities for disabled individuals; Neatly 56% of

the community agencies, for example, reported that their contact with a

center helped them create more options for people with disabilities.
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Table VII=5

Community_Agency-Asseasments of Centers' Community Immacts

N = 100

IMpact Area

R .orted Substantial Center-Impact--

-#-of-AgencieS % of Agencies

Personal Care 61 62.9

Disability Awareness 57 59;4

Transportation 43 44.8

Consumer Involvement 38 40;4

HOusing 38 40.0%

Barrier Removal 37 38.5

Communication 36 37.5

Education 28 29;5

Recreation 27 281
Health Care 25 26.3

Employment 18 18.9

Legal Services 9 9.6

Overall, centers reported 27,145 positiVe commuriicy impacts across

the variOUS OUtCOMe areas (see Table VII-6, tekt pAge). The highest

outcome levels were repOtted the two training categories: other

service p viders and health providers trained in the special neeas of

persons with disabilities represented 23% and 19%, respectively, of the

tOtal bUtbek Of outcomes reported. Addii, cvalified attendants to the

community pool: (12%) WAS the third higheSt outcome area r-1)okted.

Indeed, tentera reported raising more than $7.5 milliOn in Add.itionaI

funding for attendant, readerS, and interpreters.

Betause the types of community impacts are So highly varied, it is

difficult to compare tenter efforts across the 18 areas; Fok example,

comparing the number of housing units made acceSSible to how many ser-

vce providers were trained gives little inuicatioe of the intenSity of
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Table VII-6

Center-Reported Impacts for Community Activities

Impact Area

% Centersl
Reporting
Impacts1

# ($) of
Impacts

% of
Total

Impacts

Educational Agreements 79% 846 3.1%

Attendants 78 3,227 11.9

Recreation Programs 78 976 3.6

Building Accessibility 77 958 3.5

Other Providers Trained 76 6,106 22.5

Housing 75 1,806 6.7

Curb Cuts 74 2,302 8.5

Health Providers Trained 74 5,067 18.7

Job Development 72 1,024 3.8

Communication Devices 68 588 2.2

Parking Spaces 64 1,462 5.4

Transportation 61 979 3.6

Additional Funding for Attendants 58 $7,486,669 ---

Educational Resource,: 57 352 1.3

Interpreters 53 280 1.0

Readers 50 335 1.2

Brailled Information 50 541 2.0

Brailled Elevators 50 296 1.1

Total 27,145- 100.0%

'Percentage of total number of centera reporting imPaCt area as
applicable to their program.
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center efforts it thete AteAS precisely because the units of measurement

are SO different. Comparing the social "value" of the CentetS
_developing jobs versus enhancing community accessibility through curb

cuts and trantpOrtation changes is not vitnin the capability of this

Study.

Table VII-6 alao ShOWS the ratio of centers reporting impacts to

centers which stated that the outcome area WAS applicable to their

programs; An average Of 66% of the centers recorded outcomes in rele-

Vant program areas. Those impact areas with the highest percentage of

centers reporting outcome achievement were attendant availability; and

recreational programs.

A number of center characteristics were found to be significantly

related to COMM-Unity outcomes in bivariate analysis (see Table VII-7).

A non-rural setting, presence Of a disabled director, a majority of

staff members with disabilities, serving a range of disabilities,

adherence co the independent living philosophy, a greater community

development focus, and procedures for documenting consumer achievement

were all significantly related to higher level:, of impact for at least

some outcome areas.

Statistical analysis also shows that centers which gave priority to

specific community development goals were more likely to achieve higher

levels of impact in those areas. There Were statistically significant

relaticitshipE betWeen centers that targeted personal care, barrier

keduction, recreation, and communication and their achievement of more

oUtcomes in these areas. For example, centers targeting personal Cate

in their community deVelopMent programs reported adding an average of 49

Attendants to the community pool, tbmpated to an average of 17

attendants for those Centers which did not focus their community

effeitii. For more detsil about these findings, please see Standard 4 in

Appendix D.
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Table VII-7

Average Community Outcomes Reported by

Nfferent Types,oU Centers

Center

Characteristic

Avertge-Repetted Diitcrithea

Housing JobsAttendants turb-Cuts

1. Adherence to IL PhilOaophy
High 30* 21* 50 42
Low 15 13 40 25

, Percentage of Staff Disabled
51% + 22 18 39 44*

<50% 22 15 51 21

. Disabled Director
Yes 25* 23* 45 37
No 14 11 45 28

4. Rural Service Area
Yes 12

**
15 35* 25

NO 25 17 48 35

5. Percentage of Resources_
for Community Development

25%+ 23 17
--*
51 38

<25Z 20 15 36 25

6. Range of Disabilities_Served

4, or 6 Disabilities 23 15 42 34
li 2, or 3 Disabilities 18 25 64 21

7. Documentation of Client
Achievement

Yes 22 15 44 36*
NO 20 22 47 16

*Relationship between variables signifioatt at .2 level.

**
Relationship between variables significant at .05 level.
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---,---The Analysis aIso e ixamned more closely whith Organizational char-

acteristics were associated with higher levels of center impacts. Aft

outtete measure that combined the two areas of highett center-reported

achievement -- training of health and other service providers -- was

used id tUltivariate analysis with a range of SeVeral organizational

variables. This analysis showed that the following kinds of centers

Were tore likely to achieve high levels of center tOttUnity impact even

when controlling for other major factors: free-standing centers as

opposed te those within umbrella agencies; centers with larger agency

budgets; centers that had been in Operation Ringer; direct grantees (as

opposed to ylt subcontractors); centers with more extensive management

and monitoring procedures; and those terVing A lOtal area rather than an

entire State. In addition, centers that placed greater emrhasis on
--
independent living philosophy (as defined in Standard 1) had greater

community impacts than other centers.

CONCLUSION

The study data show that independent liVing centers devoted a

substantial share of their rétio-uktea to catcytic activities in the

eeMMUnity. On average, centers allocated 2.5% Of their level of effort

t0 kith ActiVities, and conceritrated primarily on promoting disability

awareness, reducing architectural and social barriers, and cr!ating more

hoUAing options. According to nearly three-fourths of the Othi

organinations surveyed in their communities, centers were effective

advocates for people with disabilities.

Centers also engaged in a number of activities to build the

eapAtity of their communities to respond to the needs of disabled indi-

viduals. These capacity-building effOrta, Ai; measured by the types and

ektent of center relationships with other community orgarlizations, were

also substantial. Centers were most frequently involved in referral and

10 1 0
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service coordination relationships and -- according to both center and

other agency reports often provided technical assistance and informa-

tion to A Wide range of organizations.

Center outreach to consumers and other agencies appeared to be

efiective. Over 60% of consumers surveyed first heard of an independent

living center from another agency, indicating that these other agencies

were aware of the options available through a center. In addition;

While the effectiveness of outreach is difficult to measure, the range

of disabilities among the consumers served by centers reflects the

distribution of disabilities in the national population.

Centers experienced some difficulties in reporting the impacts of

their community activities; However, an average of 66% of the centers

tould report outcomes in community development areas applicable to their

programs. Community agencies most frequently cited personal care;

disability awareness, and transportation as the areas of greatest center

community impact. Centers reported the highest levels of achievement in

training other providers in the needs of persons with disabilities and

in expanding attendant care options;

Statistical bivariate analysis of the factors leading to greater

center success in community development shows that more positive out-

cor2s are reported when ceuters:

devote more resources to community development;

specifically target their efforts towards particular

areas for community development (especialy true for

personal care and reducing architectural barriers);

agree mure strongly with the independent living

philosophy and involve more consumers in the daily

operations and management of t}e center;

operate in non-rural areas;

serve a wider range of disabilities; and

use evaluation procedures;
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Thete findings indicate that the overall leVel of effort in community
_

development and specific targeting -of certaIn impact areas do take a

difference in what centers achieve, that contuther inVolvement is

critical for center success as a catalytic force in the community, and

that effective management practices Iead to a greater ability to thow

outcome achievement. In addition, these findings show that rural cen-
_

ters are less likely to make an impact on their communitiet, próbably

beCause communities are harder to define and to reach in these areas;

Finally; those centers serving a diversity of disabilitiet Appear to be

Move invOlVed and effective it their community activities.

Multivariate analysis confirmed that philosophy and tome tatagerneht

practices (financial and planning) are signifitantly related to achieve-

ment. Regression results also point to some additional conclusions:

being within an umbrella agency (14hetbei. A nonprofit

agenLy Or A government agency) may limit a center't

COmMunity involvement, thereby reducing the likelihOod of

bringing about community changes;

greater resources help centers pro-dime more results,

suggesting an economy of scale for larger centers;*

more experienced centers are able to AchieVe higher

levels Of impact; and

concentration of efforts within a stallet -06graphic area

is more effective for bringing about community change.

*That is, cost per outcome achieved is lover fejt. larger Centers. As

noted on page 118, cost per consumer seived is actually higher for

larger centert.
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VIII. MANAGEMENT OF CENTERS FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING

Thit thaptel reViews and evaluates the current management practices

within the Part B independent living centers. Four types Of prattice

ate apaeated: (A) program and financial planning; (b) organizational

and personnel management, (c) fiscal management, and (d) keesardkeeping

and evaluatiOn. The concern for center management and reporting proce-

dukei kesponds to the last of the Congressional questions, which asks

for "the comparison, when appropriate, of prior year(S) Activitiee with

Moat re-cent year activity;" The four types of practices also correspond

directly to the last four of the eValuation Standarda (Standards 9-12);

PROGIVatAND-FINAKCIAL-PLAgNING

Standard 9 asks centers to "establish clear priorities through

annual and three-year program and financial planning objectives," which

"include, but are not limited to" a number of specific elements,

including goals, work plans, specific objectives, service priorities,

and budget prOjeCtions. The center mail survey probed the eXtent tO

which centers practiced each of these procedures, and site visits

it-eluded a review of how they were implemented;

Most centers reported having the necessarY planning procedures in

place, b t often did not use them to influence managemant and direCtiOn

of the prograt. The planning that centers do appears to be principally

that which is required of them by potental funding agenCies And the

grant-Writing pkotess. The large majority of centers (82%) engage in

formal annual planning procedures, 73% prepare written WOrk plane With

timelines for achieving objectives, and 92% re0Ort preparing annual

aekvice priorities and identifying needs to address in the Coming year.

Almost all centers (94%) tati providE Writtea de4CriPtions of their

services and service delivery procedures, and 88% report they have

1 2 1
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written policies and proceduzes for board and Staff, tpecifying rolea

and responsibilities. Such written descriptions vary from brochures and

brief descriptions to very elaborate manualS, according td Site Visit

observations.

Tlanning practices thai affect day-to-day management of the centet

were less in evidence that the basic forms just d_sdribed. Thta, while

annual btdget projections are prepared by most centers (98%), fev

centers (35%) make longer range projections. Center adininisttatort

reported during the Site Visits that such projections were not useful

Since funding opportunities change so frequently, creating a teed tb be

opportunistic, flexible and able to take advantage of changing funding

Opportunities whenever and wherever they arise; Similarly, only 59% of

centers reported defining Specific objectives for the numbers and types

of disabilities of individuals to be served, and fewer centers (27%) hid

developed three-year plans for services and consumers. Many center4

also indicated during site visits that the specific objectives WhiCh

they had articulated Were primarily to meet grant requirements, and are

not Often used as planning tools to shape the management and direction

of the centers;

DIWANIZATIONAL-AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMELT

Standard 10 states that "The center stall use sound organizational

and personnel management practices," and specifies six elements for such

procedures. These elements seek to: enhance communication between

administration, board, ard staff; delineate lines of authority; protect

personnel rights; and encourage the ongoing education and training of

involved staff.

A large majority of centers report having the procedures outlined

by Standard 10 in place. All of the centers maintain written personnel

policies and job descriptions, 98% have developed organizational charts,
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93% have written affirmative action and equal opportunity policies and

conduct annual personnel performance evaluations in writing, and 88%

maintain written policies specifying board and staff roles and

responsibilities; While 95% of the centers sponsor staff training and

development, only 73% do the same for their boards.

Field researchers confirmed that documents required to implement

these procedures generally were available, but also noted that many

centers remain in flux as the process of organizational growth and

operational Stabilization proceeds. The personnel practices of centers

operating within umbrella agencies, especially within state government

contexts, tended to be more formalized, highly developed, and in some

cases, even rigid, according to site observations. For example, one

state required all vacancies to be filled first from lists of state

employees who had been furloughed, secone from current employees wanting

transfer, and only third from new applicants, making it more difficult
_

to hire disabled staff. Despite the existence of formal personnel

procedures, many types of centers experienced conflicts and tensions in

providing equal employment and affirmative action opportunities when

disabled applicants, who miLllit not have had in extensive employment

background, and nondisabled individuals competed for the same job.

Finelly, although umbrella organizations diaplayed loVetr levels of

flexibility in hiring and managing personnel, centers operating under

umbrella agencies tended to have well-deVelOped aystems feir Staff

appraisals and clear lines of authority, in contrast to developing and

free-stending centers, which tended to operate on a more informal basia.

FISCAL-MANAMENT

Standard 11 states that "the center shall practice sound fiscal

management, specifying a range of essential procedures. Most centers

reported having in place such procedures as: annual budgets that
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identify funding sources and the allocation of resources across services

and activitiet (96%); a budget monitoring system. (97%); procedures for

managing cash flow (92%); annual audits by independent accouttattt

(86%); grant development activities (96%); financial infórkation systems

that permit the determination of total program cost (97%); and coa by

funding source (95%).

Furthermore, the centers Appear to be engaging in a broad variety

of efforts tti develop income outside of grants. A large majority of the

centers (73%) had established feeforservice agreements With other

agencies, and a surprisingly large minority (43%) were engaged in

businest development. This trend is reflected in the fact that 59% of

the centers reported that a majority of their funding is obtained

through bources other than Part B.

As with the planning activities, however, centers may have somewhat

overstated their fiscal management capabilities. Most of the elementt

reported are the basic systems minimally needed to sustain the

organization over time. However, fewer centers reported the ability to

use fiscal information in the management of center programs through

practicet tuch as analysis of cost per service unit delivered or of cost

per consumer (49%).

EVALUATION

Standard 12 states that "the grantee and the centers shall conduct

annual selfevaluations and shall maintain records adequate to measure

performance" on the Independent Living Center Evaluation Standards,

again specifying a number of specific elements where documentation was

essential. Most centers reported having systems with thete tpecified

procedures in place: maintaining an unduplicated count of disabled

individuals served by the center (99%); documenting the types and units

of services provided (91%); maintaining consumer intake reCórdi (98%),
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service plans (96%), and progress records (98%); preparing annual

evaluation reports that document individual and community outcomes and

impacts (75%); and documenting the specific levels of independent living

goal achievement by individual consumers (75%). Site visit discussions
_

revealed that in many centers, where individuals receiving only

information and referral assistance were not considered consumers, these

practiCeS applied only to direct service consumers.

Maintaining individual consumer service and outcome records is

critical for assessing performance and indicating service strategies

that may improve performance. Eighty-three percent of the centers

offering a service were, on average across 18 different Service areas,

able to provide data on the numbers of consumers provided the service,

and 792 could provide data on the units of service delivered. However,

these are average figures indicating that a number of centers are unable

to provide these data and may require assistance in this area. In

addition, the wide diversity in the types of service units reported

(nearly 40 different types of service units were identified from tne

surveys received) makes it difficult to assess the usefulness of center

service records for self-evaluation purposes.

Most centers provided consumer outcome data (86% on average across

14 different kinds of individual outcomes). However, thole were more

often reported as eStimates than exact figures from center records.

Less than a third of the centers were able to provide exact data

directly from recorLs for 10 of the 14 outcomes. The remaining centers

provided estimates only. Often this was due to lack of previously

established common outcome definitions in the independent living field

and thus the inconsistency across centers in how outcomdt were measured.

Similarly, when 18 different kind of community impacts were probed,

betweel 16% and 24% of the centers were unable to provide estimates of

specific types of impacts.
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Partly because no reporting requirements have been in place, a

common taxonomy of services, consumer descriptors, and outcome measures

has not been developed. Standardized practices are also difficult to

achieVe because of the wide diversity in services delivered and in

consumer goals for outcomes that exist in an independent living center

(in contrast, for example, to vocational rehabilitation programs

focusing primarily on employment outcomes).

Given this diversity in consumers, services and outcomeS, it it

especially difficult to aggregate and assess data for particular

categories When it must be done manually; yet computerization WEIS rare

among centers for consumer records (372) and service records (22%).

Computerization was mo:e common for financial records (60%), though

still not used by all centers. Centers that had computerized aystems
_

clearly seemed to have more planning, riscal management and evaluation

capability; Centers tbat had computerized their financial information

Were thus more likely to be able to determine cost per service (70%

versus 53% of centers lacking computerized systems), and also more

likely to be able to determine cost pet consumer (55% verews 40%).

Centers with computerized service data were more likely to document

torisnmer gOAl6 (89% veraus 72%) and issue evaluation reports (922 versus

70%) than those with manual systema.

The more detailed analysis of Standard 11 in Appendix D prObet

whether management practites Varied under different organizational

settings. AMong the patterns that emerged were that centers were more

likely to have stronger fit-cal Management when: the overall center

budget was larger (thus permitting the center to afferd computerizatiOn

or the staf time for such fiaCal 64pport activity); when the centers had

been Operating for a longer period of time (indicating that i Mere

mature level of operational mAbagement had been achieved); and when the

proportion of total funding from Part B was smaller (indicating perhapa
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that the center was being held accountable by several different grantors

and thut had more demands for financial information and systems placed

upon it). The most complete personnel practices were found in centers

With a disabled board majority, a larger budget, and a lower proportion

of Part B funding. No other patterns of relationship between center

management practices and organizational characteristics were noted.
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IX. FACTORS INFLUENCING CENTER OPERATIONS AND OUTCOMES

IVIRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the findings of the multivariate analyses

that formed a substantial part of the analytic design under which this

evaluation vas conducted. That design not only emphasized the gathering

of information to respond to the COngressional questions concerning the

centers' activities and appraising their performance in terms of the

evaluation standards, but also sought to understand and explain what

fattOta influenced the successful operation and outcomes of the centers.

Decision-makers currently face a number of iMportant poliCy isaues,

including:

What should be the level of funding support for the Part

B program? How important is Part B funding in shaping

the operations and success of the centers? Should Part B

funding be institutionalized as a permanent base of

funding support for the centers or should it remain a

discretionary grant program?

What is the appropriate role of the ylk agencies in the

administration of the program? How has having 7R agen-

cies serve as grantee affected centers, coMpared to

funding centers ditectly?

How necessary is it that the goals of consumer partitipS-

tion and involvement in the management of the centers be

extended to specific goals for a board majority of per-

sons with disabilities? Alternatively, to what extent

has the commitment of some centers to consumer participa-

tion, 4..hich has prompted centers to hire directors arl a

large pror,rtion of staff from among persons with dis-

abilities, influenced their center's performance?
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Findings from the evaluation's analyses should assist policy makers to

understand the impacts on p.ogram consumers of the various policy

choices that might be made.

The analyses supporting these findings are described in detail in

Appendix E. In analyzing the impacts of varioua factors, both bivariate

(cross-tabulations) and multivariate (regression) techticitiet Were USEd.

Underlying the analyses was the basic conceptual Model described in

Chapter I, which saw outcomes -- whether individual or tomaaaity == aa

the tea:WU Of three clusters of factors: organizational characteristics,

consumer characteristics, and services provided. It Was expected that

the aerVieed provided by centers would be explained to some degree by

organizational and consumer characteristita. In fatt, heWeVer, eohadmer

tharacteristics were not closely related to the services delivered.

While there was a somewhat stronger relationahip hetWeen OrganiiittiOnal

tharatteristics and services, services were very much an independent

factor, shaping outcomes in their own right. The laek Of a itienger

telationshi0 between organizational characteristics and services illus-

trates the tendency of most centers, as confirmed by the site evaIua-

tore comments, to be evelving toward a cOmMOn "service model" emphasi-

zing core services and the availability of a broad array of other ser=

vices. ThE lack of a relationship between consumer characteristics and

services supports the field observation that services were highly

individualized, and that service needs varied oramatically across

individuals, even within disability categoriea and demographic grouPs.

Many factors have a positive effect on some outcome measures, and a

negative or neutral effect on others. Thia pattern reflects the diver-

aitY Of iudePendent living outcomes (the lack of correlation between the

different outcome measures used for most analyse-a ia aheiWii in Appendix

_

E). A eonsumer who is likely to have a positive outcome in one area

(e.g., finding a job or an attendant) is likely to be precisely the
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tlient for whom some other outcomes (e.g., obtaining finatiCial

assistance or learning health maintenance techniques) would not be

teleVant.

A second pattern across the analyses is that sometimes different

relationships are apparent when organizational and service factota Are

analyzed with Center Mail Survey data than with the Consumer Mail Survey

data. These differences are due in large part to the structure of the

study design. For organizational characteristica, the Analyeis with

Cotautaer Mail SUrvey data includes only the 36 centers from which con-

sumers were sampled, evm though the responses of nearly 1,000 COnSuMera

are analyzed. The analysis with Center Mail Survey data Involves 121

centers; and thus provides a much larger diversity of center experiente

for detetting patterns of association between, organizational charac-

_teristics and outcomes. The outcome data from the Consumer Mail Survey,

gathered frok all consumers with a common questionnaire; is more'Uniform

than the center outcome data, which are based on centers varied data

t011ettion and reporting systema. Centers reported client outcome data

in the aggregate and o inly ndicated whether or not they offered particu-

lar services, making it difficult to link services provided to indivi-

dual client outcomes; while the Consumer Mail Survey ccilleCted data on

bOth the Set-Vide-0 reeeived and outcomes achieved by the same cliert,

thus permitting a much more direct link between services and outcomes.

Figure IX=1. Provides an overview of the influence of these various

clusters of factors on -consumer outcomes as reported both by consumers

And bY Centers. Overall, the services received by consumers accounted

for a much larger proportion of the variance in outcomea AChieVed than

either organizational or consumer characteristics. Even center-reported

outcomes were substantially infltenced by whether or nct a service is

Offered. Organiiational factors accounted for a relatively large per-

centage of the variance for center-7:eported outcomes but, as expected,

1 11 t)
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S'aowed little relationship to consumer-reported outcomes. consumer

characteristics had relatively little effect overall, although tley did

appear eihibit a relatively strong relationship with

shopping and household skills.

Tables IX=1 through IX-4 summarize the findings of the multivariate

analyses, showing the effects of specific characteristics vichin the

organizational, elient, and service clusters. A plus (+) sign means

that the presence of the factor WILF associated with a higher level of

OUtttitii66. A flatus (-) sign ;Leans that the presence of the factor was

associated with a lower level of outcomes. If there is no sign, then the

rolationship ftUnd by the

therefore not repozted;1

While theSe tables show the effects

analysis 'as not statiscically significant and

of certain characteristics on

other characteristics -- and the consistency or statistical significance

of the relationships -- they do not provide information about the

Strength of the effects indicated. The magnitude of these factors'

influence on each outcome is illustrated graphically in bar charts

(Figures I7=2 through IX-15) at the end of this chapter.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DO SERVICES AND SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS MANE?

Table IX-1 shows the relationships between the types of services

coutumers received and their reported outcomec; All of the services

received had a positive effect in at /east one of the outcome aread.

The service that most consistently affected outcomes was housing, which

was positively associated with all seven of the consumer outcome areas.

Advocacy, independent living skills training, peer counseling and equip-

ment services also were generally positively related to oUtcbilieS; each

of theM associated with higher outcomes in four of the eeven areas;

With the exception of legal services, none Of the Seriliees

received by consumers was negatively associated with any of the
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Table IX-1

Cbtsumer-Retarted Outcomes by Services Rece-iv-e-,4- n-dS-ei-Avree- Chardtt. istics:

Rerults of Separate and Cambined Block Multivariate Analvaial

Al Consumers Who Experienced:

1--

Characteristics
Indei:codent
Losing_

Life
Personal/
Sciciall

Situation Changes

Gains
In

Skilla

Aida,
Benefits.
Services

Gains
In : _

RbOWledge

Percexed
Caint id
T-_cle.enclence

'Service-Receive!:

Information and keferrai 4

Advocacy (+)a 4 (+) (+)

ILS Training + + (4) (+)

Peer Counseling (+) (+) (,)a 4:41

Other Counseling (4)

Legal 4.a _ 4 (+)

Rousing 4 (+) 4 (+) 4

Equipment (+) (+) (+)

Transportation (+) 4
(+)

Social/Recreational (+) (+) (+)

Educational (+) 4 4.

Vocational (4)a a
(+)

Communication (+)

Personal Assistance (4) (+) (4.)

EliCtronic (+)

Other
(+)

Service Chitaczerill+i-ts:

Frequency of Contact + (+) (+)

Personal and Direct Center
Contact + (+) (+)

Leigth af Service Period

Long Service Peridd (4+ yeari)

+ () +

.F! - a

Case Management (+) + + (+)

Stiff With Similar Disability

Staff with DiffCtent Disability
+ + +

Consumer Volunteered at Center
+ +

yEY

+ or - relationship significant at .2 level

(') or (-) relationship significant at ;05 level or bitter

4 lases statistical_significanceiwhea blocks bf
variables arc combined in Multivariate analysis

In the_MUltiVitiate analysis, services, consumer charaCtetiitics, snd organizational characteristics ore all Usedai variables, oot merely the variablei fdt WhiCh results are reported on this page;
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consumer-reported outcomes. Consumers teteivihg legal services were less

likely to report situational itprOveirients. Their need for legal

assistance perhaps implied greater barriers to success that would

account for fewer outcomes.

Table IX-1 also shows the relationships between selected service

characteristics identified by consumers and their reported outcomes.

Case management, which was positively associated with higher butOoMeS in

five of the seven areas, exhibited the MoSt cOnsistetit effeets of all

the service characteristics tested. The frequency of consumer contact

with the center and the nature of that cortact (i.e., terViceS Were

received in person rather than by phéne) also consistently influenced

Outcome levels in several areas. A longer service period, working

primarily with a staff person that had A different disability, and

volunteering at the center made a difference in the nvtber of achieve-

tents reported in a total of three areas. However, consumers who worked

with centers for an especially long period -- four Or MOte yeats Were

less likely tO report outcomes in a total of four categories, implying

that the benefits of center services may diminish after a certain point

(or that these consumers are those indiViduals least likely ever to

achieve an independent lifestyle); Generally, controlling for the

effects of other factors, service chAraCteriStiee Provide a powerful

ekPlAnatioa for differences in consumer achievement.

_
Table IX-2 shows the relationship between center-reported outcomes

and services offered by the centers. There Were nb COnaiStent relation-

ships between whether or not a given service was offered and the nutber

of outcomes reported; Each servide v;i66 p:citively related to some

OtiteciteS and negatively related to others, implying that the mere avail-

ability of a service explains very little abbitt the N-iariatiOn it Out

comes reported. Note also in Figures IX-9 through IX-15 (at the end of

the chapter) that the effect of servicet Offered is quite mill. in
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Table 1X-2

Center-Reported_OuttOmes by Whether or- Not a Service-A-a-Offered:

Results of Sezarate and Combined BloCk Multivariate Analysisl

TJtal Number of Consumers: Other Outcomes

Obtaned Taught to TaUght Professionals Cost
HOUting iiii Trine- Acquired Household Obtained Trained_About PerSerViCe Offered liodificationa--mortation Attendants Chores Employment Ditabilities Consumer-

Advocacy - () +

ILS Training (4) +a

Peer Cbunseling 4 a
-

Legal + + (-)

Profession ngal Counseli +a .a

Ottgr Cotilieliig + (-) (-)

Housing 45

Equipment _a
- (-) (-)

Transportation 4

Recreation - 4 +

Educational -a
- (-) +a

Vocational _

Communication - -

Attendant 4-
_A - (-)

Electronic +a -a

-aFamily Support +
(+)

Ill& () (-) 4

Other +
;,A

(-)

4. or - relationship significant at .2 level
_

(+) or (-) relationship significant it ;05 level or better

loses statisticalisignificance when blocks of:
variables are combined in multivariate analysis

1
In the multivariste analysis, services,consumer characteristici, end Organizational characteristics are ail Lsei
as variables, Obt Merely the variables for which results are reported on this page.
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magnitude compared to the direct effect of an individual receiving

specific services.

THE EFFECT OF FUNDING LEVEL ON CENTER PROGRAMS?

Funding level; and especially its certainty over timei seems to be

A critical factor in center success; Centers reported duritg Site

visits that funding uncertainty caused mejOr diffitiatieS in AttraCting

and retaititg Skilled and experienced etaff; it also often delayed

meaningful implementation of planning, fiscal management arid ev:ilUati-on

procedures. Centers expended a great deal of adminstrative effort in

securing continuing or new funds for the following year frOt adurCeS

other than federal grants, such as county cr state agencies or private

foundations. These activities thus distracted centers from broader pro-

gram deVel6pMent eCtivities end day-to-day management oversight.

Centers with larger budgets tended to be the Cettett Which had been

in operatiot lotger, had a lower percentage of Part B funds; were free-
;

atanding or nonprofit umbrella agencies rather that VR-adMinittered

programa, and hi! .lisabled board majorities and staff directors with

diaabilitiei. Their service areas were less likely to be entire AtAteg

or rural areas; and they were less likely rO al16i.:ate large proportions

of center resources to commnuity change rather than to direct Aérvice

activities. CettAtS with larger bUdgets were more likely, however, to

express a stronger consumer control philosophy.

Centeta With larger budgets also tended to serve a broader range of

disabilities than those with mnaller budget& Thit ia pattly due t6 tbe

fatt that larger AM6unts of Part B funds w9re allocated to programs

designed to serve a broader range of consumers. The larger centera ala6

off ered A broader Array of services and were more likely than other

centers to provide independent living Ocilla training, iiduaing, equip-

Merit, tranaportation, educational, vocational, attendant, electronic,

and information and referral servicet.

13C
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Center budget size was positively associated With thiMberS Of indi-

viduals obtaining housing modifications, learning to do shopping and

household chores, ana numbers of professionals trained abbut digabili-

ties. However, centers with larger budgets reported fewer ind iduals

obtaining attendants or employment. Larger budgets were associated Wits

higher costs pet cousumer, a finding which contradictS the expected

economy of scale.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THE PROPORTION-JOY-FART B-FUNDING WITHIN A CENTEWS

BUDGET MAKE?

Centers with a higher percentage of their funding from Part B

tended to be newer centers with emaller annual budgetS, operating as a

subcontractor to VRi never, serving rural areas, and allocating a

smaller portion of resources to community change; They were lets likely

tb have disabled board majorities or a disabled director or to express

philosophies emphatiZitig consumer controL However, they were equally

likely tO have staff with disabilities.

The greater the dependence on Part B monies, the higher the likeli-

hbod the center served a high proportion of -ihsumers with visual

impairments and mental retardation. This suggests that Part B fUnding

may be a key source of funding for thosq centers that are specializing

in serving persons who are blind or cievelopnentally disabled.

As shown in Table IX-3, greater dependence on Part B f riding vas

negatiVely associated with two of the tonter-r4Orted oUttcme measures.

Centers with a larger proportion of their funding from Part B tended to

report fewer consumers acquiring at :.th dant s or obtaining eMPloyment.

This was consistent with Other study findings showing that centers whith

Successfully obtained their funding Orough a range of different sources

tended to be the centers with the most effective managetent pratticeS

ahd service delivery apprctIveS. A1SO, given the need to respond to

various repOrting requirements imposed by other funding sources, they

were more likely to collr:ct. and report outcome data.
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WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES DIRECT FEDERAL-FORVIVAKE?

While the tajority of centers operated as subcontractors to state

VR agencies, a substantial number received their funding direttly from

the federal government. In several of the sites visited, the state VR

agency had recently decided (or was currently opting) tot to apply for

Part B funds; and several centers were becoming direct grantees for the

fikat time. However, most respondent centers that received their Part B

funding directly at the time of the survey had alWaYs been direct

grantees.

Direct grantees responding to the survey tended to receive a larger

proportion of ther funding from Part B, had been in operation longer,

and were more likely to serve principally rural areas than centers

sUbcontracting through a VR agency. They were less likely to have a

disabled director or a high proportion of staff members with disabili-

ties. They were also less likely to express philosophies emphasizing

consumer control over center operations, but were equally likely to have

a diabbled majority on their board of directors.

Direct grantee centers were more likely to Offer the three core

serVites (independent living skills training, advocacy, and peer tOutt-

seling). All centers were equally likely to offer the other types of

aerVitea regardless of whether they were subcontractors or direct

grantees.

Centers subcontracting through ylt tended to have more formalized

and extensive management procedures in place, atcording to Site visit

observations, especially if they operated within an umbrella agetty.

In some cases, the VR agency provided guidance and technical assistance

tb the center in data collection and record-keeping, atd VR Often

imposed reporting requirements. Since the Analyais of the relationship

between center characteristics and center-reported outcOtea is baSed on

the centers' Ability to generate their own reports, centers
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subcontracting through VR would be expected to report a higher number of

outcomes. In fact, in the bivariate analysis, there was a fairly con-

sistent relationship between funding arrangement and outcomes, with VR

subcontractors reporting a higher number of outcomes. Once the effects

of. differences in management praztices and services were controlled,

funding arrangement vas no longer a strong predictor of outcome achieve-

ment. However, centers operating as subcontractors to VR had fewer

employment outcomes and trained fever professionals about disabilities

than centers receiving their funds directly from the federal program.

These findings are consistent with site visit reports that some YR

agencies discourage subcontractors from providing employment services

lest they duplicate VR's own efforts, and that they tend to emphasize

direct consumer services rather than community change activities such as

disability awareness training.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES CONSUMER CONTROL MARE?

The evaluation included four pri-zary measures of consumer partici-

pation in and control of center operations: (1) presence of a director

with a disability, (2) the percentage of board members with

disabilities, 9) the percentage of staff with disabilities, (4) and the

extent to which canters emphasized consumer-oriented independent living

philosophies (as defined in Standard 1). There was generally a positive

correlation among these elements. Centers with majorities of

individuals with disabilities on their boards were more likely to have

disabled directors, a higher percentage of staff with disabilities, and

a stronger independent living philosophy emphasis than those with less

disabled representatives on the board.

Cebtets with a higher percentage of disabled board members were

more likely than other centers to serve consumers with visual impair-

ments, although other consumer participation measures did not show this
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effect. This is consistent with site visit observations that some Of

the agencies specializiag in serving consumers with Vitual itpaietheati,

though s3Mewhat more traditional in service philosophy than other

independent living centers, do tend to emphasize the involvement of

IA Busily impaired individuals on their boards of directors. All four

consumer control characteristics are associated with serving fewer con-

sumert Who Were mentally retarded or mentally ill.

Centers with greater consumer participation, as measured by any of

the four indicators above, were more likely to provide peer counseling

and information and referral services, and three of the four measures

were associated with a greater likelihood of providing attendant ser-

vices. Centers with greater consumer participation were allIo likely to

report more community impacts such as houses modified, attendants added

to the local pool, or accessible vehicles added to local trantportation

systett.

As shown in Table YI-3, the effects of the consumer control indica-

törs on outcomes were somewhat inconsistent in the multivariate

analyses However, the percentage of staff with ditabilitieS had S thore

cOnsistent effect on outcomes than the presence of a disabled director

or percentage of the board with disabilities. centers With g utget

prop:ortiod Of disabled staff reported higher numbers of consumers

obtaining housing modifications, learning tO do Shopping And hoUtehOld

thotegi And obtaining employment, even when controlling for the effects

of services and consumer characteristics. The importance of disabled

staff at the centers was also confirmed by consumers, who reported

higher outcomes when the center Staff membert With whOm they had the

most contact had diaabilitiet.

The presence of a disabled director is associated With Centers

repOrting a higher number of consumers learning to use public transpor-

tation when the effects of other organizational characteristics are
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controlled. However, this effect lOses statistical Significance when

controlling for the impacts of gprvirp sand rnnaumpr rharsectoriotict.

The higher the percentage of board metbers with disabilitiéai the higher

the reported independent living outcomes in a total of two areas, but

the lower the number of individualS Obtaining ett;lOythent And the nuMber

of prOfeSSionals trained by the center in disability awareness.

Centers with a greater emphasis on the VatiOUS coMpOnehtt Of

independent living philOsophy reported fewer consumer outcomes than

other centers. Site visit observations suggest that this may be due to

less extensive service planning and data reporting procedures. The

Self-fielP 66:if-I Of EhO independeni living philosophy and the oniphatis ot

consumer control of one's own service delivery may reduce the likelihood

that the center stresses concrete goal setting and dOcUMetitiiticiii Of

achievements. The independent liVing philosophy also stresseli providing

a broad range of services to all persons with disabilities, which

involves serving s wide array of ditabilitieS taid need8. It May be that

centers that fully embrace this approach have more div(rse impacts and

fewer outcomes in any one area.

These findings from the Center Mail Survey are som2what confounded

by the fact that the influence of each aspect of consumer participation

essentially is reversed in the findings from the consumer-reported data.

Thus, consumers reported fewer outcomes when their center had a larger

proportion of disabled staff and board members, and higher outcomes when

the center emphasized the independent livibig philOSophy. While thia May

indiCate that the independent living philosophy is more critical to the

types of outcomes reported by consumers than tO the center-reported

outcome measures, a more likely explanation cf this inconsistency is the

small number of centers included in the consumer outcome analysis. Note

in Figure IX-1 that the amount of variance it consumer-reported OUtcomes

explained by organizational factors as a whole is extremely small.

14J
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In summary, then, it appears that the role of disabled staff Met=

bers in delivering independent livine services may be mere important to

COnSdpet Outcomes than control of center management and policy-making by

individuals with disabilities. The independent living philoStiphy of the

center does influence to some degree the staffing patterns, services

provided and the service delivery methods used by the center. Otte the

influence of that philosophy on staffing and service has been con-

trolled, the philosophy in and of itself does not appear to poSitiVely

affett outcomes. In fact, centers with a greater degree of emphttit ot

the consumer self-help philosophy actually reported fewer outcomes.

While consumer participation is associated with higher outcomes in some

areas, there is also evidence that centers vith little conSumer partiCi-

pation tat also have high outcomes.

Thus, it may be that the ideal center structure is one that com-

bine0 highly qUalified management with a strong sensitivity to the needs

of disabled individuals atd the presence of diiabled stiff in direct

delivery Of services. Certainly the site visit observations confirmed

the importance of consumer involvement in the centers from the perspec-

tives of Staff, consumers, and local community agencies. However, while

participation is clearly an essential component of the ptograti theke iS

no clear evidetce that either the presence of a disabled director or

dxsabled majority on the Board of Directors ensures more consumer

gains.

Inagr DIFFERENCE DO OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS MARE?

One of the issues raised by some center staff and directors was

whether it was important for centers to operate on a free-standing basig

rather than within umbrella agencies. Concerns were raised about the

Ability of centers operating within other agencies to be autonomous,

ensure effective consumer participation, address community advocacy

14 4
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issues, and meet the needs of the local community when these goals may

at times conflict with the priorities of the parent organization.

Study findings supported these concerns end indicated that free-

standing centezs tended to have a higher percentage of both board

members and staff who were persons with disabilities, were much more

likely to express a strong consumer participation philosophy, and

directed a higher proportion of their efforts to developing independent

living options in the local community than centers operating within

umbrella agencies. Some other differences also emerged. Compared to

centers within an umbrella agency, free-standing centers tended to be

those that had been in operation lOnger, had larger budgets with a

smaller proportion of funding from Part B, and served part rather than

all of a state. They also tended to serve fewer consumers who were

visually impaired, mentally retarded or mentally ill than centers

under umbrella agencies. Free-standing centers were more likely to

offer peer counseling than other centers, but were less likely to Offer
.

independent liviug skills training other counseling, equipment, recrea-

tional, educational, vocational, communication, and electronic services

than other centers;

There were consistent relationships between this aspect of organi-

zational structure atd some outcomes, including some relationallips that

persisted even after the other organizational and service characteris-

tics related to free-standing status were controlled. Free-standing

centers reported higher numbers of consumers getting jobs or obtaining

housing modifications, and higher numbers of professionals trained in

diSibility awareness than other centers. On the other hand, they

reported fewer consumers learning to use public transportation or do

shopping and household chores;

In addition to the free-standing or umbrella status Of the cen-

ters, two other aspects of organizational structure were examined for

1 el
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possible relationships with outcomes: length of time in operation, and

whether the center was a nonprofit organization or a government agency.

Major findings of these analyses included:

The longer a center had been in operation the lower its

average cost per consumer. Older centers also reported

training more professionals about disabilities, and

conSumers from older centers reported more situational

improvements and perceived gains in independence.

o Whether a center was a nonprofit organization or a part

of a government agency did not significantly affect any

of the center-reported outcomes when controlling for the

effects of all other factors, and the influence on

consumer-reported outcomes was mixed.

VHAT DIFFERENCE DOES EMPHASIZING COMMUNITY CHANGE OR INFORMATION-AND

REFERRAL SERVICES_MAKE?

As detcribed in Chapi:er VII, almost an centers devote sothe of

their efforts towards increasins access and community options for people

With ditabilities. There was speculation that these efforts might

detract from the centers' provision of direct services to consumers. On

the other hand, others contended that community change activities were

seen as essential to meeting the needs of consumerS andi in faCt, May

contribute to increased individual consUmer outcomes. Neither perspec-

tive is completely supported by the data, since there VAS nO signifiCaht

relationship between the level of center efforts devoted to community

change activities and center-reported outcomes, once the effecti Of All

Other fattor8 Were controlled. However, there was a positive relation-

ship between community change efforts And the numbera of consumers

reporting Situational improvements.
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Most centers provide information and referral assistance to indi-

viduals in the community in addition to direct services t-o consumers.

There was speculation that consumers from centers devoting a large

proportion of their efforts towards information mid referral rather thah

direct consumer services would achieve fewer outcomes. To construct a

proxy for the level of effort devoted to I & R adaittanCS, tettert Were

asked what proportion of the individUalS they served received only I & R

SerViCes. Those centers with a high proportion of I & R consumers did

report significantly fewer direct Service outcomes than other centers.

It appears, then, that greater emphasis on I & R services may detract
_ _from cohsumer achievement. However, this finding probably also indi-

cates that centers are less likely to track and record the outcome

_ _ ___achievements of I & R consumers. Centers with a high proportion of

I & R consumers were also more likely to have a higher average cost per

direct service consumer.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DO GOOD MANAGEMENT-PRACTICK-MAKE?

Study findings do not indicate consistent relationships between

managemcnt practices and outcomes when controlling for the effetts of

other factors. Such practices may have an indirect impact on outcomes

through their influence on service mix, SetiliCé deliVery apprOaChes, or

consumers served. However, once the effects of these consumer and

service aspects were controlled in the'analySiiii, feW differenceS in

outcomes remained that could be attributed to management procedures

alone.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THE GEOGTATHIC-F0-CUS-0E-A-CENTER MAKE?

Center-6 Serving their entire state, rather than just part of the

aLate, were more likely to be nonprofit agenties oi Operating under a

non-,profit umbrella agency than to be governmental agencies. They alSo
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tended to allocate a larger proportion of their resources to community

change than centers with a smaller service area. They were more likely

to have a disabled director, but otherwise were no different from other

centers in their degree of consumer control. Centers serving an entire

state were more likely than other cente-s to offer advocacy, housing,

and attendant services, and less likely to offer professional coun-

seling, electronic, family support, and I & R services. They tended tO

serve a smaller proportion of the visually impaired, but otherwise had

caseloads similar to those of other centers; Once the effect of these

factors were controlled, the relationships between geographical service

area and outcomes were inconsistent across outcome areas.

Those centers serving exclusively rural areas were more likely that

other centers to have smaller budgets with higher proportions of Fart B

funding, and to receive federal funding directly. They were equally

likely to involve consumers in center operations aad to allocate

resources to community change and information and referral efforts.

Rural centers tended not to specialize in serving particular types of

disabilities, but did tend to offer a smaller range of services than

oiller centers. They were likely to have a higher cost per consumer and

reported fewer consumers /earning to use public transportation or do

household chores than other centers. Rural service delivery failed tO

be positively associated with any of the outcomes areas reported by

either centers or consumers. This finding is consistent with center

reports during site visits that overall., centers serving rural disabled

populations confront more difficult service problems than other centers.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DO CONSUMER, CHARACTERISTICS MAKE?

As illustrated in Figure IX-1 earlier, on the whole consumer char-

acteristics exhibit a very small effect on outcomes relative to the

effects shown by services and organizational characteristics. Consumer
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Characteristics made the greatest diffezence in situational improvetentS

(positive change in housing, income, employment, éducatiOn, or transpor-

tatiOn). Figure 1X-3 at the end of the chapter provides a closer look

at the significant consumer characteristics affectitg Situational

improVesients. The factor with the greatest influence on this type of

outcome was age; younger consumers were much more likely that Older

Contumer6 to improve their life situation. COnsumeri living in super-

vised settings when they first contacted the teater altid Vete Satire

likely to achieve improvements. Individuals with severe disabilities

and visual impairments were less likely to report situational improve.=

mentS.

Table 1X-4 shows the relationships between each of the conSttiet

characteristics and all consumer-reported outcomes. Several character-

istics uthibited consistent effects on this range of outcomes:

consumers who were currently or had previously been VR

Clients were more likely to achieve outcomes than those

who had never been served by VR;

consumers who lived in a supervised setting when they

first contacted the center were more likely to report

gains than those living on their own in the community;

and

COnsumers for whom another individual (e.g, parent)

completed the mail survey were less likely tO be reported

ai achieving outcomes than those completing the survey

themselves.

SUMMARY

The most significant factors influencing consumere suCtetS Were

the characterittics of services received: the Overall amourt of

service, the consumer's personal and continued contact with the center
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Table IX-4

Consumer-Reported Outcomes by Consumer Characteristica:

Results of Separate and Combined Block MuItivariate Analyeisi

Individual Consumers Who Experienced:

More
Independeot

Improved
Life

Personal/
Social
Changes

Gains
In

Skills-

Aida,
Benefits,
-Services

Giini
In

Knowledge

Perceiv

Gains i
Indepen

Consumer Characteristics

Fast Work History

Age (-)

Sex-Female

Minority/Ethnic Group Member

Time Since Onset of Disability +4 + a

Living in SuperVised Setting (0 (.0 (+)a (+) + (.08 +a

Living with Parent(s) (011 (+) +

VR Client + + + *

Someone Else Completed Survey (-) (-) (-) (-)

Goal of Improving versus
mintaining (Oa (+)a

Presence of Disability

Severity of Disability (08

Visual IMpairment +a

Hearing Impairment

Mental Illness ( )

Mental Retardation (-)a

Other

ElY

+ or relstierlihip ignficant st .2 leWel

(+) or (-) relationship significant at ;05 level or better

a loses statistical significance when blocks of
variables are combined in multivariate analysis

lIn the multivariate analysis, services, consumer characteristics, end organizational characteristics are all
as var:.ables, not merely the variables for which results are reported on this page,
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over time, the use of cellt-ral case managers, ana the provision of peek

role models to consumers through contact with disabled si:sff. The

centers that reported the highest outcomes were those with the highest

percentage of staff with disabilities, the highest per.:entsge of funding

from nonfederal sources, and those that received their funding directly

from the federal government; The consumers who reported the highett

ot_omes tem:led to be younger, had diSsibilitie6 other than mental

retardation, were (or had previous:4 been) VR clients, and lived in

supervised settings.
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FOO TN OTE

lit should be emphasized _that Tables IX-1 _through IX-4- are
reporting _multivariate analytic_resultsi_which show each factor's asso-
ciation with an outcome _when controlling for all other factors. Thus,
it is possible that a pattern which is apparent when looking at only two
variables may_ no longer be significant when the effects of other varia7
bles are _controlled. To draw on a common example from vocational
rehabilitation, looking only at the age of a_ consumer and whether that
consumer found a job, one might conclude that it is easier to place
older people in jobs. However, controlling for past work history, the
relationship may reverse, and one may find that it is more difficult to
find jobs for older people.

Tables IX-1 through IX-4 _indicate signs only_ if the_ factor or
variable is statistically significant in analyses conducted with_concep-
tually similar variables (i.e., variables_within_ the services, organiza-
tional characteristics, or consumer characteristics_ cluster) or in the
analyses conducted with all three clusters of variables. These proce
dures are explained at greater length in Appendix E.

When reviewing center outcome data, the folluwing interpretations
are appropriate:

a_ + sign for an_ oz7ganizational characteristic means that
the prssence of this ar_ganizational, factor -- or of a
higher level _cif_ _the_ factor -- is associated with _a higher
levelof reported aggregated outcomes per 100 clients;
controlling for other factors;

a + sign for a service variable means that if this type
of service is offered at all within the overall service
package available_to conaumera at a center (regardless of
bow many consumers are provided tbe service), the level
of reported aggregated outcomes per 100 consumers will be
higher, controlling for other factors;

a + sign for a consumer characteristic means that as the
percentage of consumers with this characteristic
increases, the level of reported aggregated outcomes per
100 consumers will be higher, controlling for other
factors.

When reviewing consumer outcome data, the following interpretations
arc appropriate:

a + sign for_ an organizational characteristic means that
the presence of this organizational factor or a higher
level of this characteristic at the csnter where_the
consumer is served will increase the number or level of
outcomes for a consumer, controlling for other factors;
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a=4- sign for vservice variable_means thar_receipt of
this service_ (regardless of_ the_ratal amount of the
serVice received) ar the _experience of thisitype of
service proaessi_increasen the number ori_level of Out-
comes for that consumer, controlling for other factors;

a_.+_sign for a consumer characteristic means that if a
consumer has this particular characteriatic or a higher
level of this characteristic, that consumer will have a
higher number or level of outcomes, controlling for other
factors.

1 GO
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X. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Many comments and recommendations came forth concerning improVe,-

ments in the CetterS for Independent Living Program overall in the

course of interviews with administrators and staff at 40 sites, the

center and consumer mail survey:i and ongoing review of the evaluation

effort by bah the national aiivisory panel and the National Council on

the Handicapped. Comments #:ocused on the overall operations of the

program, the utility of the evaluation standards being developed and

other aspects of program management; This chapter summArizes ard syn-

thesizes those comments and suggestions. The recommendations are organ-

ized according to the following topics: (1) the implementation of

program-wide guidelines and associated reporting requirements, including

refinement in federal policies concerning acceptable project organiza-

tion, services and outcomes; (2) the need for technical assistance to

facilitate acccmplishment of project goals; and (3) possibl.e revisions

in and future uses of the evaluation standards.

PROGRAM GUIDELINES-AND-RHPORTING-REQUIREMENTS

The discussions with national review groups and with independent

living center administrators make it cleat that there are some major

policy issues which remain unresolved. The lack of resoluticin iS abt

necessarily bad, bilt it is clear that when different actors are brought

together for discussions about independent living at the national 10/01,

the issues continue to emerge and be debated. A determination needs to

be made about whether the federal program should assert leadership on

any of the issues, or whether to continue allowing local discretion

within the federally-assisted program. The folloWing issues need

contideration:

161
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whether to define a particular ittodeI" for the Centers for

Independent Living Program and focus fUnding; guidelines,

and policy toward that model;

whether to require that centers serve a broad array of

disabilities, as now specified in the standards; or

whether to fund some centers that focus only on a par-

ticular disability group or a narrow range of disabiii-

tiea;

whether to require that centers ensure maximum consumer

participation by giving preference to disabled

individuals as board members and staff, or whether to

allow the current inconsistency in degree of consumer

participation;

whether to specify a given level of consumer involvement,

such as the current direction in the evaluation standards

that BOards of Directors should have a majority of dis-

abled members, yr whether to allow state and .11. dis-

cretion in establishing acceptable levels;

whether to specify a minimum set of servicet tO be

Offered by all centers) such as those currently included

in the evaluation standards;

whether to suggest or set priorities among the kinds of

disabled individuals to be served by a center) given that

resources are likely to remain limited and insufficient

for serving all those who might need services. (Should

centers focus on the most severely disabled, those at

risk of institutionalization or trying to deinstitu-

tiOnaliZei those for whom independent living assistance

may supplement vocational reLabilitatiOn SerVices) the

young transitioning from special education, or Other

162
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groups? Should centers be serving the elderly, members

Of the disabled individual's family, those only

temporarily disabled or with very moderate impairments?);

and

whether to create guidelines for definitiong of services

and outcomes so that centers use a common language in

describing their activities and accomplishments.

_

The current pattern of great flexibility and diverse historic

evolution in different states has yielded an array of approaches tO

independent living service delivery. Most seem to be Working, thOUgh

some work better than others -- depending on the definition of "success"

used; A common service model is evolving, according tO the evaluation

findings, yet that evolution is much too slow in the perspective of soime

program leaders and advocates.

If RSA takes a more active role in shaping the program, it 4ill be

important to determine to what extent these prioritieS should be

reinforced by reducing or eliminating funding to centers which do tot

reflect the thrust Of these policies, and over what tithe fraMe SUCh

Shift in emphasis would take place; (Many of the centers studied would

be able to achieve the exitting Standarda given an appropriate

transition periodJ

In addition, it is very clear that independent 1ving centers have

not had basic "models" and definitions of how to ceJlect and record

data on services, consumers, and outcomes. As a result, each center

has had to create its own systems, an expensive and redundant develop

ment effort not wellsuited to producing information systems that meet

management needs and outside accountability demands. In some cases,

centers adopt wholesale systems from umbrella agenciea. Where the

umbrella is a VR agency, there may be some comparability in data across
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centers Ent for the most part, the infornstion available across

individual centers is not coAparable;

Many centers expressed a desire for more common definitions and

measurements for consumer characteristics, types of services and ser-

vice units, and consumer atd community outcomes; They similarly

expressed an interest in gaining access to information systems used

successfully by other centers) systems for managing cash flow and

billings to agencies paying fees for services, and models for consumer

service planning or for conducting self-evaluations. Self-evaIuations in

the absence of comparative performance information from other similar

centers are less likely to lead to discoveries of how to improve activi-

ties and outcomesi

This interest was not generally a call for federally-promulgated

reporting and administrative requirements (though some centers

apparently would not object if reasonable commitments to ongoing funding

accompanied such requirements) Rather, many centers expressed interest

in adopting datL collection and reporting conventions on a voluntary

basis if such models and conventionswere developed. The vehicle fot

development of such recommended models might a federal agency (eigi,

NCH, RSA, Or NIHR) or an association (e.g., NCIL, NRILN, or CAREL An

accreditatioLi process, similar to that which was used to improve

rehabilitation facilities in the mid-1970s, perhaps might be used. Such

a process would emphasize standards development and evaluation by peers,

With the goal of helping the program improve its operations.

Finally, a recurrent theme in centers across the country was that

funding resources were small relative to the need and demand for ser-

vices; At the same time, centers viewed fede'cal funding as very unstable

and uncertain. It was noted earlier that long-term planning was gen-

erally considered infeasible, with centers exploiting any opportunities

that might come along for funding. Even personnel management waS
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reported to be affccted; Such funding Uncertaivtli 16 not likely to be

easily reSOlved in the Current context of overa71 federal fiscal uncer-

tailty, but the evaluation must at least acknowledges that this was

repol7ted by centert to be an obStacle in the path of improved center

management.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE_, LINKAGES AND OUTREACH

A number of centers expressed the need for technical assistance and

Other type, of tuport to help them improve their operations, increase

their effectiveness in working with -Other public And private organiza-

tions on removing barriers to independent living, and increase their

effectiveness in assisting indiVidUalS to AchieVe their independt?nt

living goals. Some technical assistance is already being secored by

some centers with the help of local resouttet. PriVate VétidOrt offering

computer softwaie uniquely tailored to the needs of center management

and create0 for use with affordable microcomputers are beginning to

enter this program field.

In the absence of strict federal guidelit, state-level grantees

have had gre..^t flexibility in determining how funds will be used. While

in a few cases state VR agencies Operated their own programs, generally

the funds were subcontracted to local centers. There was tremendous

diversity among 6t6t86 visited in tetMs Of Criteria for selecting these

subcontractors and for programmatic or reporting requirements placed on

them. In some states, fierce debates have arisen between sLate 'VR and

consumer advocates over the extent of consumer participation or control

that sllould be required, OVet State-Mandated reporting requirements, or

sithply OVer the degree of autonomy the centers should have and the

appropria' ' role fOt VR. In other states, VR and the centers have

COmplementzry and close working relationships. One model that seemed

particularly effettiVe Was that in which VR allowed the center greaL,_r

flexibility in the services it delivered and in it6 community Advocacy
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roei but imposed Standard repörting requirements and sound management

praCtices as a condition of funding, and provided technical assistance

to the center to help it comply.

While this flexibility and diverSity tay be édVantageous for

eucouragin6: ;entert to respond to the needs of their own local

communities, in the current environment; few mechanisms exiat fOr States

and centers to share informatiOn and learn ft-OM each others' experience;

It may be an appropriate federal role to provide assistance to Part B
_

grautEes in developing a common set Of COnVentiOnt for measoarirg ser-

vices and outcomes and 3h.iring performance data, even if deciding

against providing strotqfer direction for the program.

INDEPENDENT LIVING-CENTER-EVALUATION STANDARDS

Most center directors interviewed in the site visitS :,:oir;:ed ale

notion of national evaluation Standatda AS 6 Management tool, .;:d wel-

comed the evaluation standards developed as part of t:.hiAi etqdy and

promulgated by the National Council the Hauditappee. A nUMber of

centers reported revising their internaI reporting systems and procesSeS

to achiev greater consistency with these standardg. In additión; some

state VR agencies -- on their own initiative -- have be n exploriUg the

utility of the evaluatiou stand.mrds as a tocl for aasessing funding

applitations and center performance.

The information collected fOt the natiönal eValuation of the

Centera for Independent Living Program was designed to aedress each of

the elements cont2ined it the independent living eValuation standards

and Serves as a baseline for use by RSA in tr;.cking er,e future progress

of the program. It should alto dOtiSt centett in their indivival self-

evaluation activities. If the evaluation standards continue to be used

by RSA over time, tAey will facilitate for Congress "comparison, when

ai.propriate, of activities in prior yeara With activities in the most
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tecent year," which proved infeasible in the current national evalua

tion. Finally, these standa:ds constitute a framework for prograt

guidelines which many center airectors felt would help them improve

their operations in serving pe with disabilities.

However, prior to implementation, refinement of the eValUation

standards is needed. Several areas of further work were identified

during the course of the ev:Auation:

While the evaluation standards for th :.! first time spell

out the range of consumer and community outcomes that

centers should monitor and the rauge of services to be

.ta-fered, th tual monitoring of Services and outcomes

requires further delincation of specific measures (e.g.,

the of services, the vay S t4hich OUtctiMet of a

giveu type should be measured). These measurement for

mats need not necessarily be part of the eirálhatiOn

standards, but some recommended format for such measures

needs to be developed;

A number of evaluation standards list basic and important

management systems (Standardb 9 through 12) lAlich Cehter6

should have in place. The systems listed are generally

unassailable, and a center lackitg such systets Should

appropriately be provided assistance. In addition, the

quality and effectiveness of alternative forms for those

systems can vary dramatically; Similarly, other aspects

of center operations, such as extent of consumer partici
_

pation, cannot be easily assessed sttply by exatiting

center characteristics such 4s percentage of board mem

bers with a disability. In these instances, implemen

tation of the evaluation standa:ds would be enhanced by

More indepth site ieview permitting assessment of the
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quality of systems in place, and by the SpetifiCation Of

adte "ideal models" or examples for emulation drawn from

the best practices of existing centers.A simple diked-

tion that centers undergo such intensive site reviews at

least once every three or four yet Whether by their

state VR agency or by some other group, might be a work-

able approach.

A number of evaluation standards (e.g. those specifying

that centers serve a broad array of disabilitieS, that A

broad array of services kw! c:;:.-Ared, or those specifying

Substantial consumer pert:i: .:.pation) are not currently

being met by some of LiLle ..:enters that receive Part B

funds. Where the national evaluation standards do not

tbhfört to RSA funding policy, either Cc: policy or the

standards should be changed, with an sL.

period to alloW these centers to come into c--qrligrce

The extensive Site visits to 40 centers, and the evaluation

findings fOr the data submitted kl consumern and center staff for the

centers across the tibubtry indiCate th-t the Part B Centers for

Ihdet)endent Living are successfally respo,iding . the teeda Of Many

disabled cititettl. At the same time, overall program management can be

improved in several ways. The centers need common définitiOnS and

meaauteA of terVices, client outcomei, and cOMMUnit-y iMpscts even while

they conte to respond to the unique needs of individual e-iietta and

COMMUnities. "Mr4del" iri;:,)rmation systema would be helpful, !ven if only

developed on advisory "best practice" batit by the Centers

themtelVi:t. Centers would also benefit from more formal arrangements

for exchanging experiences and "best practice" nOttaa With each Other,

and from technical assistance. Finally, the standards approved by the
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Naticinal Council for the Handicapped need refinement and prOMUlgation.

Finally, a number of Policy ilueStiOn6 have also been identified for

possible resolution by RSA or Congress.
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APPENDIX A

MENT OF_THE INDE:ENDENT LIVING CENTER EVALUATION STANDARDS

This appendix describes the standards development process, and the

relationship between the legislative provision for the standards and the

evaluation data elements that accompany the standards. For a

description of the Congressional history that prescribed the standards,

refer to Chapter I. The standards and their associated data elements

are listed in Figure A-1.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARDS

Standards were developed that reflected the measurement and program

design concerns of rehabilitation professionals, consumers of center

Services, and the centers themselves. This was accomplished through a

participatory process that involved expert review from around the

country. The standards devel^nment proces, involved eight major steps:

Step 1: The research team developed draft standards drawing on

previous vc,-1, with centers from diferent parts of the country and other

researchers rd center evalt.' Thebe standards were refined based

on a review of the literett,e aud an iterative review and revision

process. The draft standards followed the basic input, process, outcome

model, and were designed with maximum flexibility and minimal

prescription for hov centers would configure thoiK. 6ervices or

Activitiei to ACcomplish these basic objectives.

Sten-2: Proposed standards were distributed by mail for review and
_

comment to over 5n0 individuals and organizations including independent

living centers, disability organizations, researchers, consumer groups,

and other disability experts. Comments and suggested reviSionS,

Additions and deletions were reviewed and synthesized and the standards

were revised to reflect these comments.

Step 3: The revised standards were reviewed with the Project

Advisory Committee, including representatives of independent living

centers, the National Council on Independent Living (NCIL), the National



A-2

Figure A-1

TITLE VII, PART

INDEPENDENT-LIVING CENTER EVALUATION STANDARDS AND CRITEL,A

PHILOSOPHY

Sttind,neli- No.-1: The Center shall promote and practice the fol-

lowing Independent Living Philosophy:

1;1 Consumer control of policy direction nnd mAnAgement of the

Independent Living Center

1.2 Consumer contra of the development of own Independent Living

service objectives and services

1.3 Self-help and self-advocacy

1.4 Equal access to society by indiViduals with disabilities

1.5 Equal access to programs and physicAl fAtilities

1.6 Development of peer relationships and peer role models

1.7 Meeting the specific Independent Living needs of the local

community

1.8 A range of service. 0 all people with digabilities

TARGET POPULATION

Standard No; 2: The Center shall have A clearlY defined target

poOulation that includes a range of disabilities.

OUTCOMES AND A-MP-ACTS

Standard No. 3: The Center shall iucrea8 indiviuál conSuMer

Athievement of Independent Living goals, in areas such as, but not

limited to, the f011oWitig:

3.1 Housing

3.2 Living arrangements

3.3 Income and financial management

3;4 Transportation

3.5 Personal care

3.6 Nutrition

3.7 Household mAnagement

3.8 Mobility

3.9 Health and health care



Figure A-1 cont. A-3

3.10 Assistive devices

3.11 Education

3.12 Dmployment

3.13 Community involvement

3.14 Filthily life

3.15 Recreation

3.16 Personal growth

3.17 Social Skint;

3.18 Communication skills

3.19 Self-direction

3;20 Consumer and ieai tights

Standard No. 4: The Center shall increase the availability and

improve the qualit of community options for Independent Licring, in such

areas as but hot limited to, the following:

4;1 Housing

4.2 Transportation

4.3 Pisónal Care

4;4 Education

4.5 Employment

4.6 Communication

4.7 Reduction of barriers, including architectural and social

4.8 Disability awareness and Social Acceptance

4.9 Recreation

4.10 ConSuMer involvement in civic activities and community

affairs

4.11 Physical and mental health care

4.12 Legal services

SERVICES-

Sta-n-da-rd---No.--5-: The Center shall provide to (dsabled individuals

within the Center's target population and/or their families the
_

following Independent Living Services:

5.1 AdVocacy

5.2 Independent living skills training ( . ., health care,

financial management, etc.)

5.3 Peer counseling
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In addition to the services above, the Center may p_uvide ov make

available other services such as, but nct limited tA,, the following'

5.4 Legal services

5.5 Other counseling services .g., non-peer, group family)

5.6 Housing services

5.7 Equipment services

5.8 Transportation services

5;9 Social and recreational serviceS

5.10 Educational services

5.11 Vocational services; including supported emplOyment

5.12 Reader, interpreter, and other communication services

5;13 Attendant and homemaker services

1-..14 Electronic services

Standard No. 6: The Center t; _I proViLe InforMation and Referral

tb all inquirers including those fror outside the Ceuter's target

population.

Standard N. 7: The Center shall conduct act ies td increase

community tape-city to meet the needs of individuals with .lisabilities,

such as; but tot liMited to; the following:

7.1 Advocacy and technical assistance cirviCeb Lo improve

community options; remove community barriers, and create

Atcess to public programs

7.2 Public information And education (e.g, presentations, press)

7.3 Outreach to :.-msumers and service providers

7.4 Initiatives to establish an active role in the disabled

community

1RGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRTLOM

St-an-d-atd-NO. 8: Qualified disabled individuals shall be
mbstantially inVOlVed ih the poliCy direction, decision-making, service

elivery, and management of the Center, And given preference as:

8.1 MeMbers of Boards of Directors (at leaSt 51% gualified

disabled persons)

8.2 Managers and Supervisora

8.3 Staff
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r-igure A-1. cont.

Standa-rd-Nn- The Center Shall establi7h :leer priortties

through annual and three-yeat program and financial plat-ming objecti- :8

which include, but are not limited to, the follow4mg:

9;1

9.2

9.3

OveraLL Center gOAlt or mission

Work plan for acbieving goals

Spectftc objectives for r-,.mbers and disabilities

individuals to be served

9.4 Service priorities and needs to be addressed

9.5 Tyi)e-ii Of services to be provided and service delivry

procedUrea

9.6 Annual, three-year, and altettAcive buciget projections

Standard No. 10: The Center shell use sound organizational and

personnel management practices.

10.1 Written 7Aicies and prncédUres for Board and staff which

specify eritopriate roles and responsibilities

10.2 JOb deaCtiPtions for all personnel, including volunteers

10.3 Clear littet Of authOrity and supervision

10.4 Personnel perforMance appraiaal and guidance

10.5 Equal opportunity and affirmative Action Policies ind

pincedr-es

10.6 Staff '-)Ard ttaititg And devel6p )t

Standard : The Center Shall zti-c sound fiscal
management.

11.1 Annual budget that identifies funding sou s, and the

allocation of sourceil ScrOtis services and ac: :Vides

11.2 Budget monitoring system and prccedUtett for managing cash

flOW

'1;3 Atilual Audit by independent public accountant

11.4 Resource development actiVitiea (e.g., fund rais'ng, grant

de-eIopment, securing fee-for-SerViCe agreements, business

develn ,ent, ev(dowment funds, permanent government funding)

appropriate to adhievement of objectives

11.5 Determination of costs of SerViCeS And activities (total

program cost, cost by funding source, service component

costs, average cost per service and per inuividual served)
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A-6

EVALUATION

Standard No.-1-2-: The Grantee And the Centers shall r_.onduct annual

self-evaluations ad shall maintain records adequate to measure

perfOrmance on these Independent Living i",enter L altlaticin Standarda,

including:

12.1 Documentation of the taltbt and types of indiVidUals served

(age, disability or relationship to disabled individual,

gender, liVing artangetenti ethnicity, services received)

12.2 Documentation of the typo:i and units of servi::66 provided to

indiViduals and the cammunity

123 DOcUMentittiOn Of individual outcomes

12.4 Documentation of eCtMUnity Independent Living impacts

12.5 Client intake, service planning, and progress reports

12.6 Manageht records, including financial, legal,

administrative personnel, and interagency greements

12.7 Consumer evaluation of quality and eppropriateness of the

Center program
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A-7

Couacil on the Handicapped (NCH), the Coun-il of State dministrtors of

Voc:ional Rehabilitation (CSAVR), and the U.S. Department of Et',ucation.

The standards were revised to refleCt AdVisory Committee
recommendations.

Sten 4: The standards were presented to the Adult Set-ices

Committee of the National Couneil on tht Handicapped, and the full

Council; during the regulatly-SCheduled Meeting in November 1984. The

Council recommended changes to several standards.

11±22L: The atandarda Were further review,- and evised by staff

of the Rehabilitation Services AdminiStration and the Oifice of Special

EduCation and Rehabilitation Services. During this review, the LSA

Commissioner met with the Ex-7:utiVe Director of the National Council

contract staff tO discuss final standaid wording and recommandations

Council consideration.

Sten 6: The standards were

Handi:appea, furthar revised to

thcn. appeov.: it January 1985.

r set of standards app

and

for

reviewed by the National Council on the

reflect Council recommendations, and

ovad by the Council to guide thia

:eflects the concerns and points of view of many concerned

individuals and organizatiw,a. Th67 aie designed to capture important

aspects of the centers as they currently elciAt. The atandardS offek

ta%re gUidance for program design than the original dtafts and thils offer

potential program standa,:ds as well as criteria for evaluation.

RELATIONSHIP EETWEEN LEGISLATIVE-PROVIS3ONS AND T-HE EVAL-UkTION DA1A

MEMEI.TS THAT ACCOMPANY THE STANDARN

Warta legislative provision is addreaSed by specific Standards

conc.,ning evaluation quections (data elemente' needed to answer the

provision. In this section, the relationships rç the provisions; the

evaluation standards; and the question& addrettea by the OvalUatiOn are

detailed. For referen,.es to specific data element numbers, see Table I-

1 in chapter I of the report.
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A. The-Numbe'r-and Types of Handicapped Individuals Assisted

and

B. The Extent to Which Handicapped Indiv_i_d_u_a--svith-Varyim

-Gauping COnditions Were Served

The population served by center it addreased in Standarda 1, 2, 9,

And 12. The evaluation que6cions are:

Are centers providing equal access for individuals with

cliff.exent types of disabilities to their programa and

physical facilities?

'6 talat eXter.t do centers provide a range of services to

iii people with diaabilities?

What range of disabilities is serveti_by the centera?

Are target population goals specified?

DO centers have specific objectives for numbers and

disabilitieg of itdividoala tO be aerved?

Do centers record the number and types of individuala

Served?

C. The Types of Services_ProvIde4

The types of services Offered by centers ;,.;; addressed in Standards

1, 5, 6, 9, -Ind 12. The specifit,1 eviluatic., questions are:

To what extert do consumre cohtrol their OWn service

objectives and service delivery?

Do centers promote self-help and self-advocacy?

Do centers develop peer relationships and peer role

models?

Do the centers provide advocacy, independent living

skills training, and peer counseling? To what extent are

other services -- legal, other counseling) houaing,

equipment, transportation, social/recreational, educa-

tional, vocational, commmni!:ation, attendant/homemaker,

and electronic services -- provided?

Is information and referral assistance provided to all

inquirers regardless of their type of disability?
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A-9

To what extent do centers specify one- and three-yeat

service priorities and needs to be addressed?

To what extent do centers specif, for one- and three-

year planning, the types of services to be provided and

service delivery procedures?

To what extent do centers document the types and units of

services to individuals? To the community?

D. The Sources of FundinR

and

E. The Percentage of Resources Committed to Each Type of Service

Provided

The funding sources and patterns of allocation ae addressed in
_

StandardF 11 And 12. The evaluation questions are:

e Do centers have an annual budget that inentifies funding

sources and the allocation of resources across services

and activities?

Can centers determine costs of services and activities?

Do centers maintain management records?

How Services Provided ContribuL:ed to the Maintenance o.T. the

Inorexted-Independen-ce-Of-Handi-CePped-Individuals ASSisted

The impact of center services on of those servicet is

addreSsed in Standards 3 and 12. T iati wiestions are:

Di41 Se-zviceit increabe con, goal achievement in

housing, ;,iving arrangements, fances, transportation.

pEr5olv.;1 care, nutrition; household t,hnagement, mobility,

health, assistance devices, education, employment;

community involvement' family life, recreation, personal

growth, social skills, communication skills, self-

direction, and consumer and legal rights?

To what extent did center services contzibute to

consumers' ability to maintain their level of

independence?
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To what extent do centers document indiVidual consumer

outcomes?

G. The-Extent -to- Which Hanili-caoned IndivAuals Partir.inate in Manage-

ment and DecisionMaking in theGera-41

The extent of consumer participaion in management and decision-

taking wss addressed in Standard4 1, 8, 10, and 12. The eNialuation

queLtions are:

Do centers promote consumer control of policy direction

and management?

What percentage of the (1) Board c: DireCtoka,

managers and supervisort, ,.nd (3) th.aff aro disabled?

Ake kOles and responsibilities of Board and staff

Specified?

Are job d e st.r -;,t ions provided fol al personnel,

inciuding volunteers?

Ate there clearly spec4ficd linos nf authority and

supervision?

Do the cEnters have systems for peronntl performance

appraisal and guidance?

Are there equal opportunity and affirmaive action

policies 14cd procedures?

c Are there opportunities for staff awl Board training and

4-Yelopment?

Tc what extent do centers have consumer evaluations of

quality and appropriateness of the center program?
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H. The-Fxtent_of_gelpiulita=k4lAill_ActIvitie.= Ir

WiLh Other Agencits_and, Organizations

and

I. The-Extent ot-Catalytic Activities to Prozu4

Invo:vement. and Assistanc.

ana

J. The-Extent of Outreach Efforts and the Impatt of &Jr.= .1:fforts

The extent of community activity and involVement ia Addreased by

lzdicts 1, 4, 6, 7, 11, and 12. The evaluation questions are:

DO centers promote equal access to society for

individuals with disabilities?

9 Do centers address the specific needs of the local

diaabled cOMmUnity?

Po cer-,ers increase community options in housing,

transpor:;ation, personal care, education; employment;

tammunication, reduced barriers, disability awareness;

coosumer involvement ia civic Activities, health care,

and legal services?

4 Ia information and reerral prmided to all inquiries?

HoW many centers provide advocacy and technical

assistance, public infarMation, outreach ta ConiuSiera and

service providers, and particirAte actively in the dit-

abled coinnunity?

To what extent do centers condu-ct resourCe development

activities?

o Do Centers document community impacts?

K. A--C-O-m-pax-is-o-n----h-e-n-kriate, of Prior Year(s) Activities With

Most Recent Year Activities_

A comparison of centers over time j addressed by Standardt 9,

and 12. The evaluation question- are:

Do centers have ar ad three-year planning goals?

Do centers have ar i work plan for addressing goals?

DO centera hay : annual and thee-year objectives

for numbers a ies of indiViduala to be aerved?
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_

Do centers specify ::ne- and three-year service

priorities?

Do centers specify for orr- Aid three-yeAr planning the

ty?es of services to be l'ovieed and the service delivery

procedure?

Do centers have annual three-yeat, and alternative

budget projectioLs?

Do centers have an annual budget that identifies funding

sources and the allocation Of rourtes across services

and utilities?

o Do oenters have a b:idget monitoring system and proced'Are.-

for managing cash flow,

Do centers have an annual audit by at independent public

accountant?

Can centers determine costs of services and activities?

Do centers record the number and types of individuals

served?

Do centers document the types and units of serViceS to

individuals and the community?

Are individual client outcomes documented by centers?

Are community independent living impacts documented by

centers?

Do centers have client intake recordt, §@rviCe D zriging

records, client progress records?

Do centers maintain management records (financii-..1,

legal, administrative, perso7ine1 , i.rteagenc

agreements)?

Do centers provide opportunities icr consumers to

evaluate the Appropriateness and quality of the neater?

S
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OMB Approval No 1820-0531
BPAIDExpiration Date: 2/86

Please print or
type your responses

B-1

TITLE VII PART B CENTER MAIL SURVEY

DESCRIPTION OF CENTER OR PROGRAM

Name of IL Ce r

Address

None and F son Responding

Nate

Should be the per. direct.N
responsible for IL CL:er operations

Title
)

Telephone Number Date

1. How many years has the EL Center been: [ANSWER BOTHJ

in operation? years

ref:eiving Part B fundlng? years

Answer
both

2. For your current funding year, what is the annual amount of the IL
Center ' :

Federal Part B funding

--1 B match (if any)
Please r.

1 arrx.z,- :s

I Check
one

Other direct fcderal fundi

State funding

Local ,overnment funding

Private funding

Other funding (SPECIFY)

TOTAL CURRENT ANNUAL IL BUDGET

3. How does the Center rer,!ive its federal (Part B) funding? [TiciEcy, orrl

As a direct recipient

[I] Through the state VR agency

LiAs A aubcontractor to another agency (WHAT AGENCY?)



B-2

4. How is Part B funding used? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

-I
Check_411
that apply I

IChecki
one

F-1 Use of Part B funds is limited to specific service(s)

ri

ci

WHICH SERVICE(S)?

Use of Part B funds is limited to Serving ecific diaability
group(s)

WHICH GROUP(S)?

Part L is nSed to support a few specific staff positions

DESCRIBE POSITIONS

Part B fuads supplement overall Center activity

For otniar purpoSeii (SPECIFY)

5 Is your cl_zation: [CHECK ONE]

r-] an independent LL Cent(. tGO TO QUESTION #61

al) -,inter which is part of a lar:er agency

ciaa i program or activity within a larger agency (r, _ a Center)

IF -FART OF A 1.1.! '4-F,4CY

Name of age..c.

AddreSs

Size of agency annual budget S

Type Of Agency: (c-L.Ci., ONE]

[Check
-I one

ci

Target oni'ulation of agency services

government

private nonprofit

private for-profit

Ty9es of services oth.r than IL offered by agency

0



Check
:1-n:

CheCk
one

B-3

6. Is your seriice are/. [CHECK ONE]1
Urbati

CRural

Suburban

7. Does your IL Center serve the entire state cr part of the state? [CHECK
ONE]

The entire state

F1Part of the state

8. Please score each Statement on the degree to -,- you
the stropopest emphases in your IL Center's CI

. program.
NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM]

Strongly
Disagree

db.:6.e

2

Persons with disabilities control
the policy direction and management
of the Center

Persons with disabilities estabiish

1

Circle one
number for
each item

Center servic 1ót1é 1 2 3

Persons with disabilities manage Center
operations 1 2 3

Persons Serve in
important staff rOles 1 2 3

Consumers cont:_ol the !evelopment of
their awn IL service oLject.ives and
services

Center_encourages consamer telf=help
and self-ady-cacy 1 2 3

Equal consumer access to Center
programs and physical facilities 23
Center encourages peer role modeIA
and peer relationships 3

Center works to guarantee equal access tc
SOCiety by individuals with disabilities 1

Center provides a range of services
to all people with disabilities 1 3

Center Works to meet the 6pecific IL
needs of the local community 1

191

it describes
[CIRCLE ONE

Strongly
Agree

4 5

5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4

4 5

4 5



Check
diJe

B-4

ORGANIZATIONAL NANAGEMMNT AND ADMINISTRATION

9. Is the IL Center Exe utive tirector disabled? [CHEa ONE]

Yes

No

Please give
all amounts

Please_indicate Me total number of individuals _in the following pplicyl
management; and staff roles in the EL Center, and for eath, the riuMber of
persons with disabilities.

Ot Doatd Of Directors

IL Advisory Committee or Board

IL Adminisirators or Program Directors

IL direct service staff

IL clerical/support staff

Other paid IL staff

IL volunteers

Total Numbet ib
Number Diaab'l- ieS

.
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11. Below
not mean
whethet

at your

are

Yes

examples
that

or not
C^nter.

each

No

of procedures being used at some Centers. This does
&1i are !appropriate to your Center. Please indicate

procedure is currently in operation aud actually used
[CHECK YES OR NO FOR EACH ITEM]

Written ILC missiou or goal statement reflecting IL
philosophy

Formal annual planning procedures

Annual service priorities and needs to be addressed

E
[Check
or no
eaCh

yes
for
item

F

Specific o bj ect iv ea for numbers and types of
disabilitieo to be served tbis year

Three-year plans for services and consumers to be
served

TT]
Written work plans with timelines for achiaving
objectives

Written description of ILC Service6 And Service
delivery procedures

LiAnnual budget projection

LItong-ierm budizi projecrion ( years)

Written policies and procedures for Board and staff
specifying roles and responsibilities

L.
Written personnel policies and procedures

LIWritten job descriptions for all personnel

Organizational chart showing job responsibi2aties,
authority, and supervision

Written affirmative action and equal opportunity
policies and procedures

Written personnel performance evaluations at least
once a year for all staff

Center-supported Board training and development

Center-supported staff training and development

Annual_ budget that identified funding sources and
resource allocation

Budget monitoring system

(CONTINUED)
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B-6

Procedures for managing cash flow

Annual audit by independent public accountant

Resource development activities:

Grant development

Fee-for-service agreements

Business development

Accounting procedures that produce information on:

Total program cost

Costs by funding source

Costs by service component

Average cost per service

"-:rage cost per individual served

Computerized fiscal Systems

Consumer intake records

Written consumer service plans

Consumer progress records

Documentation:of:the number and types of consumers
served (unduplicated counts)

Documentation of the types and units of services
provide (e.g., number of service hours)

Evaluation report documenting individual and
community independent living outcomes and impacts at
least once a year

Computerized client information system

Documentation of specific levels of IL goal.
achievement by individual clients

Computerized service system

184
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ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

12. Please indicate the tyRes of relationships your Center has with the types
of agencies listed. ESHGW ALL RELATIONSHIPS WITH EACH TYPE OF AGENCY]

Nature of Relationship
(enter all that apply
usinz_codes listed below) Azency Type

Other independent living Centers

State Vocational Rehabilitation agency

Rehabilitation facility

Primary care facility (hosrital, nursing home)

Eoctor or medical care provider

Mental retardation/mental health agency

Speial education agency/program

Otber educational organization

Housing agency

Medicaid agency

Advocacy group

Lobbying groups

Legal service organizaticn

Disability-related organization

Agency for aging

Employment service

Transportation service

Social Security office

Welfare or social service agency

Private vendors or services

Business/corporations

Other (SPECIFY)

CODES TO BE ENTERED ABOVE TO DESCRIBE TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS-

A We refer many of our consumers to them H They provide us with information or technical assistance

B We refer a few of our consumers to them

C We receive many of our consumers through referrals
from this agency

D We receive a-few of our consumers through referrals
from this agency

We receive fundirg or other support from them

They purchz_se services from us

K We purchase specific services froM them

L Other (SPECIFY)

E We coordinate with them in providing services
to consumers M Other (SPECIFY)

F We coordinate with them on communication and
advocacy

N Other (SPECIFY)

C We provide them with information on technicall 0 We have no relationship with an agency of this type
assistance 195
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13. Consumers of IL Services
This question refers to direct client services, including information and
referral.

a. How many consumers used your services last month?

IS thii an exact count or best estimate

b. Now_msuy_consumers_hab your_Center served in the
last year? i(unduplicaced count)

Is this ann exact count or LI best estimate

C. Please indicate the primary disability of those consumers served
last year. (The total for these categories should be the same as
the answer to Question 13.b, above.)

Please give
all amounts

The.5o numbers
are:

exact
1-1 count

D best
estimate

Blindness (both eyes)

Other visual impairment

Deafnesti

Other hearing impairment

Amputation or absence of limb(s)

Spinal cord injury

Other orttopedic impairment (e.g., arthritis,
cerebral palsy, polio, multiple sclerosis)

Mental illness

Mental retardation

Other disabling conditions (e.g., diabetes,
epilepsy, stroke, head injury, etc.)

Not disabled (e.g., parents, family members,
sponsors, friends)

Disability category unknown

TOTAL (same as 13.b, shove)

Number Served

d. Of the total number of consumers receiving your services last year,
what percentage received only "Information and Referral" services?

196



SERVICES DELIVERED

B=9
14a. For the following possible IL services, please indicate how much of each

service your Center provided to consumers in the last year.
IF YOU DID NOT PROVIDE THE SERVICE DIRECTLY, -check Column A +ar B.
IF YOU DID PROVIDE THE SERVICE, indicate:

the mutber of consumers served in Column-C,
the number of service units in Column D, and
the type of service unit (e.g., hours, contacts, trips

(i)
Referred
to Not
Another Provided
Agency st All Servicefin

ri

Advocacy

Independenz Living Skills
Training (i.e. financial
management, communication
self-care, etc.)

Peer couaseling

Legal and paralegal services

fl
Professional counseling
(licensed or certified)

Other counseling services
(e.g.,non-peer, family, group)

fi

[1]

Attendant and homemaker ser ....

r--1 [7] monitoring, etc.)
vices (evaluations, training,

II] [1] Electronic services

r- -] [::: Family support serviccs

[11] Information and referral

El] [11] Other (SPECIFY)

in Column E.

Number Type
Number Of Of

.

of Con- Service Service
.sumers Units Juit

Housing services

Equipment services

Transportation services

Social and recreation services

Educational services

Vocational services, in-
cluding supported employment

Interpreter, reader, and other
communication services

197
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14 b How does your IL Center provide mott of itS services? [CHECK ONLY
ONE]

Check
only one

Mostly over the phone

Mostly in person

Through a combination of in-person/over-the-phone in equal amounts

O'er (HOW?)

c. Please_ estimate the number of consumers you referred to other agen-
cies for service last year.

d. Please estimate the number of consumers referred Lo your Center by
other agencies and organizations last year.

15. Which of the following community development areas represents the primary
target of your community efforts? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

Housing options

Transportation options

Personal care availability

LIEducational options

LIIEmployment opoorttnities

Check all
that apply

Lii
Communication

Reduction of barriers (architectual and social)

Disability awareneSS And Social aCcePtanCe

Recreation

Consumer involvement in civic activities and community affairs

Physical and mental health care

riLegal services

193
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16. Of your total IL activities, please estimate the percentage devoted to:

Individual services %

Cammunity development %

17. Does your Center or agency offcr residential services to disabled IL
consumers? [CHECK ONE]

EllYes What type of se*zvices? [CHECK A.M. THAT APPLY]

nResidence in group home with agency staff

LiResidence in separate home or apartment with
agency staff

AMEMEM.

Li
C

Independent residence in separate home or
apartment

Transitional residence program

Temporary or emergency FuRlsing provide('

Other (SPECIFY)

1 9 3
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CENTER CHARACTERISTICS

8. We understand that you are not able to isolate changes in client_ status that
are caused by the Centees program. However, please estimate the number of
consumers wto_exbibited_the_following_chalacteristius in the past year. if the
specifiee characteristic is not expected:in your service program, indicate
'!NA.!! Please check ii your response is based on accurate records or on
estimates.

Enter the Number of Consumers

Obtained modifications in owu housing to improve accessi-
bility

Moved from an institution (hospita , nursing home) to e
less restrictive setting

Obtained fiaancial benefits

Learned to use public and/or other available transporta-
tion options

ALuired license to drive

Acquired attendanta, visiting nurses,

Acquired readers or interpreters

Records Estimate

homemakerS, cooks, etc

Obtained specific services by C6nter referral to another
program

Became able to carry out hou6eho1d and shopping chores

Acquired appropriate mobility, communication or vision aids

Achieved educational goals

Obtained employment

Registered to vote

Gained memberships in community governing boards, commit-
tees, councils

Other (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

2

0
0

O 0
0

O 0
D J
O 0

0
0
0 0
D 0
0 0

0
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19. We realize it is not possible to isolate changes that are cau.5ed by Center

programs. However, please estimate community changes you feel you contributed
to in the last year, If the specified change is not expected in your program,
indicate "NA."

Enter the_Number of Each
Type of Change that
Occurred Last Year

Housing units made accessible

Agcessible vehicles added to public transportation
system

Qualified attendants added to community actendant pool

Qualified readers added to community reader pool

Qualified interpreters added to community interpreter
pool

Amount of additional funding made available for
attendants, readers, and/or interpreters

Agreements established with special education
programs or other agencies

Educational resources made accessible
to students with disabilities

Jobs developed for persons with disabilities

Communications devices (e.g., number of devices)
made available to community

Public buildings with increased accessibility

Ramps or curb cuts

_

Brax lled information

Additional handicapped parking spaces

Elevators with brailled letters and numbers

Recreation programs available to persons with
disabilities

i
_

Health providers trained n s-ecial needs of
persons with disabilities

Other _serl!ice providers trained_in special
needs of persons with disabilities

Other (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY) (' 1

Records Estimate

0
O 0
0 0
O 0

0
El 0
0 0
El 0
0 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O D

0 0
O 0
0 0

O CI

0
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CENTER OBSERVATIONS

20. %Mat do you think has been the most significant contribution of your
Center:

to individuals with disabilites?

-- to the community at large?

21. Do you have any comments you would like to add?

THANK YOU very much for your time and thought in answering these questions.
The information you have provided will be most helpful to us.

Please return the completed form in the enclosed pre-stamped envelope
LEMMMUCTIY to:

Independent Living Evaluation Project
Research & Training Center on IL
BCR/348 Haworth
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045

r12
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SURVEY

Please mark your answers by putting an X in the right box X or by
filling in the blank. Ln most questions, you should check only one box.
In some questions, you are told to "CHECK ALL THAT APPLY." For these
questionS, check as many boxes as describe you or your situation.

The questionnaire is divided into three parts. In the first part,
you are asked for seneral information about yourself. The second part
asks about your experiences with this independent living center. The
last pert asks about the effect the center has had on you.

Please feel free to add comments you may have on any of the ques-
tions.

7. GENERAL iNEORMATKIN

The first set of questions are general information questions about
you amd your situation.

1. Haw old are you? Yeats

2. Are yOU El Male 11 Female

3. Mat is your race or ethnic background? CHECK ONLY ONE]

Li Wbite (except Hispanic)

[11 Black

El: Hispanic (Spanish surname)

L_J Asian

CHECK CNE:,

Native American

Other (SPECIFY)-

I completed this survey by myself

I completed this survey with help from someone else

Someone else completed this survey for me LI

^



B-I6
4. What is your disabilitY?

Blindness (both eyes)

Other Visual Impairment

Deafness

Other Hearing Impairment

Orthopedic Impairment:

Arthritis

Cerebral Palsy

Polio

Multiple Sclerosis

Muscular Dystrophy

Spinal Cord Injury

Amputation or Absence
of Limbs

Other (SPECIFY):

Mental Illness

Mental Retardation

Other Disabling Conditions:

Diabetes

Epilepsy

Head Injury

Stroke

Other (SPECIFY):

Not DiSabled:

Parent of Disabled Child

Spouse or Friend of Disabled

Other (SPECIFY):

224

Major Other
Disability Disabilities
[CHECK ONLY [CHECK ANY
ONE] THAT APPLY)

LI

1

LI

LI



Check A11
That Apply

Check All_
That Apply

Check
ordy
One

B-17

5. How old were you when you became disabled?

Elyears I was disabled at birth LI I am not disabled

Do you currently use any of the following? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

ElElectric wheelchair

-71 Manual wheelchair

ElWalker

ElCrutches or walking cane

Seeing eye dog

White cane

Other mobility aid [WHAT KIND?

None used

7. DO you regdlarly use any of the following? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

flAn attendant

El A reader

EAn interpreter

El A housekeeper or cook

Other personal helper [WHAT KIND?]-

E7 None used

8. Are you now, or have you ever been, a Vocational Rehabilitation
(VR) Client? [CHECK ONLY CNE]

I am a Rehabilitation client now

EI am not a Rehabilitation client now, but I was before

I have never been a Rehabilitation client

ElI don't kncw

2,75

3



Check
Only
One

Check
Only
One

Check
Only
One

B-18

II. EXPERIENCE WITH THE U. CENTER

The next set of questions are about your experiences with the
independent living (IL) centtm

9. How-did you first hear about this independent living center?
[CHECK ONLY CNE]

LJ Fram a friend

71 From soneone on the IL Center staff

From a doctor or other medical person or health agency

At school

From a Department of Vocational Rehabilitation Office

ElFrom another government agency

EFrom the newspaper, radio, or TV

El Other (SPECIFY):

10. Have you ever visited the IL Center?

[1: Yes Eli No

11. When did you first visit or talk to someone from this
independent living center? [CHECK ONLY ONE]

LI

Li

T

In 1985

In 1984

In 1983

Before 1983

Don't khOW

12. How many times have you ever visited or talked to someone from
this IL Center? [CHECK ONLY ONE]

EOne or two timeS

EliThree to five times

ElSix to ten times

Eleven to twenty times

LIMore than twenty times

21n 6



Check
Only
One

Check
Only
One

Check All
That Apply

Check
Only
One
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13. Where do you generally receive services from the Center?
[CHECK ONLY ONE]

[I: At the Center

0 Over the phone

EiWhere I live

14. When was your most recent contact with this IL Center? [CHECK
ONLY CUE]

r In the past week

More than a week ago, but within the last month

More than a month ago, but within the last six 7ontha

More than six months ago

. How easy is it for you to get to the IL Center?
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

It is nea: public transportation I can use

It is in a building that is easy to enter and leave

It is easily reached by phone

The Center provides transportation

The Center is not easy for me to get to

I never go to the Center

r--

16. For the:services you get from_the IL Center, who was:MOST
responsible for stttina your independent living goals? [CHECK
ONLY ONE]

LImyself

Someone on the Center staff

[I] Someone in another agency

Someone in my family

[1] Other (WHO?)

2 d 7
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Only
One

Check
Only
One

Check All
That Apply
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17. Who is MOST responsible for choosing which LaLmiaez you
receive from the mcentet? [CHEa =SONE]

MySelf

ElSomeone on the Center staff

Scmeone in another agency

Someone in my family

Cther (WHO?)

18. In using IL Center services, did you work with one inthvidual
who helped coordinate all the Services you received?

YeS ril No

19. What is your major purpose in using the IL Center? [CHECK
ONLY ONE]

1-1 To get inforration about the programs, services and
benefits

TO get a variety of services which increase my indepen-
dence by .changirks my housing self care skills, or life
style.

EiTo get assistance which helps me miniAin my current
level of independence.

Ei Other (WHAT PURPOSE?)

20. Describe IL Center staff members you have worked with most
often: [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

EI: Have a disability like mine

0 Have a disability different from mine

[I] Have no disability that I know of

21. Are there individuals with disabilities in important jobs in
the IL Center? [CHECK ONLY ONE]

0 Yes 0 No [1] I don't know

2C8



Check All
That Apply

Check All
That Apply
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2 . Have you helped in the IL Center in ar: of the following ways?
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

As a volunteer staff member

ElAs a paid staff member

LIOn an Advisory Committee

LIOn the Board of Directors

ElEvaluating services

Other (WH NT HELP?)

LIII No, I haven't helped

2 . What aervices did you receive at the IL Center? [CHECK ALL
THAT APPLY]

LiiiInformation and referral

ElAdvocacy

Independent_living skills training (e.g., Mbhey manag-eE ment, cooking, self care, braille)

ElPeer counseling

Other counseling servicea (individual, group, or family)

Legal services

Housing services

Equipment services

Transportation services

SOCial and recreational services

Educational services

Vbcational services

ElReader, interpreter, and other communication services

nAttendant or homemaker (personal assistance) services

LIElectronic services (devices computera)

TI
E
Lii
E

E

El Other (WHICH SERVICES?)



Circle Ohe
Number for
Each Item
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24. Please:rate the IL:Center on the f011Owing items. _lf you
judge the_ Center as Very _GOod on any_item, _circle _the_ "5". if
the:: Center: is Very :Poor for the item, o_ircle ,"1";
If it_is in between, circle the "2" "3" or "4". If the item
dties hot apply to you, circle "K/A." [CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR
EACH ITEM]

Helping me get services
easily and quickly

Helping me get benefits
and services from other
places

Allowing me to define my
own service goals

Allowing me to have control
over my services

Helping me increase
my independence

Improving the community
for all persons with
disabilities

Involving disabled people
in running the IL Center

Establishing a ledership
role in the disabled
community

Very Poor Very Good
Not

Applicable

3 5 WA

4 5

4 5

3

3 4 5

1 3 4

1 2

210

5

4 5
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III. RESULTS OF CENTER SERVICES

These last questions are about changes in your situation since
coritactdng the Centem4 and the effect the Center has had an you.

25. Where did you live before you had contact with the Center and
where do you live now? [CHECK ONLY ONE IN EACH COLUMN]

Wbere I
Lived
Before
Contact Wbere
with I Live
Center Wu__

H
LI

Fl

institution or primary care facility
( e.g., hospital, nursing home)

In parents' (or guardian's) home

Supervised residence or group home

Transitional or independent living
training residence

Cooperative or shared residence

In my own house or apartment

Other (WHERE? ANSWER BELOW IF YOU CHECK "Other")

Before contact with Center, I lived

I now live

2 . Does your current_hOuting situation allow you to be mole or
/ess independent than your Previous situation?

More Less

Did the Center help you change your housing situation?

Yes No
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27, Has your educational level chaed since you first contacted
the center?

[7] YeS NO [GO TO QUESTION #29]

If yes, did the Center help you continue your education?

Fl Yes j No

28. Tall us about your level of education before contact with the
Center and now.

Before
Contact
with
Center

a. Less than 9th grade

b. Sale high school

C. Finished high school

d. Some College

6. Some graduate work

f. Graduate degree (e.g., M.A., Ph.D.)

29. Please tell us about your employment situation. Are you
working now/and were you working before contact with the
Center? Indicate what your employment situation was before
you were in contact with the Center, and your employmcmt
situation now. [CHECK ONLY ONE IN EACH COLUMN]

Before
COntact
with
Center

41. a. Working full-time (minimum wage or more)

b. Working part-time (minimul wage or more)

c. Sheltered work (less than minimum wage)

di Volunteer (unpaid)

e. Not working

f. Retired

2



iCneck All
That Apply
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30. Has your employment situation changed since you were in
contact with the Center?

0 Yes 0 No [GO TO QUESTION #31]

If yes, is your employment situation better or worSe?

LIIBetter ri Worse

Did the Center help you with your employment situation?

I-1 Yes , No

31. Please check :X _ the income sources you were receiving when
you_first visited or talked to someone at the IL Centeri and
X the incolte sources you have now. [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

Sources I
BadBefore

Job earnings from employment [::

Support from family (including spouse ) [1]

F-1SSI (gold check)

SSDI (green check)

Social Security

AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent
('lildren)

Personal Care/Attendant/Homemaker

General Assistance (welfare)

Worker's Compensation

Veteran's Benefits

Insurance Benefit8

Housing Subsidy

Pension

Alimony

Cther (SPECIFY):

1 1

Li

LI

I

J

1213

Sources I

LI

Li

II
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32. Has your monthly _income changed since you first visited or
contacted someone at the Center?

E=1 Yes No [GO TO QUESTION #34]

If yes, is it higher or

El Higher

Edd the Center help you

Yes

loWer?

f-1 Lower

increase your income?

NO [30 TO QUESTION #34]

33. What was your monthly income tefore contact with the Center
and what is your monthly income now?

Before
COntact
With
CetiU:t

Li Less than $IS.9/month

$200 to $399/month

$400 tb $599/month

$800 to $799/month

$800 to $999/month

$1,000 to $1,999/month

Over $2,000/mOnth

34. How do you get where you need to go? What is your transporta-
tion situation? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

Check All
That Apply El

Li

I use public transportation

I drive myself

T have a driver to crive my car or van

I use special transportation services (e.g., van service)

I take a taxi

I have a friend or family member to take me places
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35. Has your transportation situation dasliztd since contacting the
Center?

Li Yes El No [GO TO QUESTION #37]

If yes, is your transportation situation better or worse?

T1 Better 1 Worse

Di..1 the Center help you with your transportation situation?

36. Where were you able to go independently before contacting_the
Center? Where are you able to go independently now? [CHECK
ALL THAT APPLY]

Check Ril
That 4pply

Medical care

Personal business

IL Center

Canmunity agencies

Work/School

Community activities

Cther (SPECIFY):

Where
Vent BefoIe

....

Where I
Go Now

r-]
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3 . Please_tell_us.about any PERSONAL or SOCIAL CHANGES in, your

life thatyou_beide4ve resultedfrom_your contact_with the
Center. Check the Yes-or No column below for each area to
indicate whether the Center gild or ditUnot affect your
personal situation. [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

ICheck Ail
Tha t Apply I X...ea

Since I first contacted the Center, I:

1110.111.

11

F

Feel more cOmfottable in ptibliC

Participate more cotfortably in social situations

Am_ able_to cope with my disability and attitudes toward
disability

Feel better about sexuality and personal relaticnShipS

Belong to more community groups

Have more friends to share social activities

Feel more self-confident

Communicate more assertively and effectively

Participate more in recreational sports activitieS

Am more healthy and physically fit

Other (WHAT CHANGES?)

AM tO different from before

38. Please tell us about any _AIDS, BENEFITS, or SERVICES that ou
belleve you acquired through the assistance of the Center.
Check the Yes or No column for each item to indicate whether
the Center did or did not help you acquire the item.
[CREO(ALL THAT APPLY]

Check All
That Apply

111..

Attendant

Reader

interpreter

LI U Mobility aid

EConmmnication or vision aid

f-]
Naptive equipment (environmental control unit, dbot
opener, page turner, buzzer system/ btailler)

EEgul,ment repair or maintenance service

D TI Legal or advocacy services

Other (SPECIFY):

D O ZiOne 14 216
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Check All
That Apply
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Please tell us about SUMS you-believe youi acquired through
participation in Center services that helped you become more
independent. Check the Yes or No column for each item to
indicate whether the Center did or did not help you develop
the particular skill to improve your ability to live more
independently. (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

The Center has helped me learn to:

Confront infringement of my rights or unacceptable
conditions

11] Manage my personal finances

L I Acquire necessary medical and/or community services

E Il carry out basic household and shopping chores

jffD
I-1

l

Acquire necessary household support services

Establish and carry out daily/weekly self care routines

F-1 Use and manage personal care attendant services
(find, interview, hire, and employ)

LEffectively use equipment and/or aids

f]
Identify and coordinate community resour es to
increase independence

11: Acquire or use available transportation

Develop a career plan or life goal plan

1-1 ii Other (NHAT

11 LI None of these
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40. alease tell us about any

30
useful KNOWLEDGE or information yoU

blalieve you gained as a result of participating in services.
Check the Yes or No column for each item to indicate whether
the Center 41d4 or Lw,n:Qt help you to_increase your knowledge
and_ understanding in an area associ.ated with independent
living options and opportuniti08.

The Center has helped me to learn about:

Xe.2 M-

it 17
'

F-11 1

r-]

Personal care assistance (attendants housekeepers,
etc,/) and/or sources

Equipment options and/or aids and how to acquire them

Educational and training opportunities

Employment options and opportunities

Affirmative action and fair employment practices

Benefit programs and financial assistance opportunities
andhow to acquire them

Housing options and/or home accessibility

Personal health and medical issues

AvaiIable_social/recreational activities and how to
participate in them

Transportation and/or vehicle options and how
use or acquirP them

CtLer (WhAT KNOWLEDGE?)

None

41. Is theie anything we haven't. mentioned that you feel is
important for us to know about the IL Center?

THNIK YOU for helping us in our study of Independent Living services.
Your help in this study is an important part of the national-effort to
provide better programs for individuals with disabilities. Please use
the enclosed pre-stamped self-addressed envelope and return this survey
IMMEDIMELY to:

Independent Living Evaluation Project
Berkeley Planning Associates
3200 Adeline Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
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OMB Approval No. 1820-0531
Expiration Date: 2/86

Name and Title:

B-31 BFAID

ammuNrry AGENCY SURVEY

Organization flame:

Address:

Phone:

The following questions ask for information about your experience and rela-

tionship with (Center):

1.

eck Only
One

What type of agency or organization are you? [CHECK ONLY OM]

Vocational Rehabilitation Doctor or Other Medical Care
i Agency Provider

ElRehabilitation Facility Housing Agency

Mental Retardation/ Employment Service Provider
Mental Health Agency

Transportation Agency
Special Education Agency/
Program Religious Organization

Social Security Administration Business/Corporation

Welfare Agency Eli Other (SPECIFY)

Primary Care Facility
(e.g., hospital, nursing home)

TI

2. Wtat is your relationship with the Center? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

1 We have no specific relationship (GO TO QUESTION 3]

We receive client referrals from them

We refer our clients to them

We work cooperatively to provide coordinated services to consumers

We coordinate with them on community education or advocacy efforts

They provide us with information or technical assistance

[7 We provide them with information or technical assistance

We provide them with funding or other types of support to operate
their program

We purchase specific services from them

ElOther (SPECIFY)

eck All
at Apply

1

*--==rheek if you would prefer that the Centel be allowed to see this
questionnaire. Otherwise,_all_responses will be held in strictest confidence.
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3. How would you characterize the quality of Center staff with whom you have

had contact? [CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR FACH ITEM]

Less- More
Circle One Effectiveness 1 2 3 4 5

Number for
Each Item Responsiveness 1 2 3 4 5

Cooperativeness 1 2 3 4 5

I-1 I have not had enough contact to respond to this question,,

4. What is your overall assessment of the quality of the services/activities
conducted b the Center? [CHUM ONLY ONE]

El] Poor Fair El Satisfactory EIVery Good Outstanding
Check Only

One

5. From_ your experience, which of the following describe importart aspects
of the Center? [RATE THE FOLLOIIING BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE RATING]

Not an
Emphasis

Major
Emphasis

Provision of services to a range of disability groups 12345
Peer role models and peer relationships 1 2365
Equal access to society by consumers 1 2345
Self-help and self-advocacy for consumers 1 2 3 4 5

Circle
One Equal access by consumers to programs and physical facilities 1 2 3 5

Number
for Meeting the specific independent living needs of the local

community 5Each
Item Consumers control their own service delivery 2 4

Consumers define their own. IL service objectives 2 3 4 5

Individuals with disabilities in key staff roles 1 2 3 4 5

Management of Center operations by person with disabilities 1 2 3 4 5

Establishment of Center service priorities by persons
with disabilities 1 2 4 5

Policy direction by persons with disabilities 1 2 4 5

Other (SPECIFY) 1 2 3 4 5

Chock
All
That
Applg

6. Has contact with the Center caused ,:ny changes within your organization?
MI:ECK ALL THAT APPLY]

No changes

LiIncreased our efforts to create options for persons with diSabilities

Caused: us to make our facility more accessible to persons with dis-
abilitie8

[11 Changed staff attitudes toward persons with disabilitiefa

n Changed our service approaches to persons with disabilities

riIncreased the job accommodations we make for Staff With disabilitiee

[1] Other (SPECIFY)
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7. Below- ate listed a variety of community-resource-areas-where the _Center
may have helped-to-expand_options for persons with-disabilities. In-your
opinion, _how imuch_impact has the Center_had on-Lthe availability and/or
quality of optiona in these areas? [CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM]

No
ImUACt

iSome
ImOact

Substantial
ImOACt

Not a Goal
of Center

Don't
Know

Housing 1 2 3 8 9

Transportation 1 2 3 8 9

Personal Care
Services 1 2 8

Circle One

[-

Number for Education 1 2 3 8
Each Item

Employment 1 2 3 8

Communication 1 2 3 8

Reduced Architec-
tural and Social
Barriers 1

Disability Aware-
ness and Social
Acceptance 1 9

Recreation 1 2 3 8 9

Physical and Mental
Health Care 1 2 3 9

Consumer Involve-
ment:in Community
Affaira 1 2 3 8

Legal Services 1 2 3

Other (SPECIFY)

1

Check
All
That
Apply

8. What outcomes have you achieved with the Center? [CHECK ALL THAT APPTY]

F-1 Lmproved services for your clients

Cooperative service agreements

Elimination of service duplication

Sharing of service responsibility and resources

Services to more people

Organized cooperative groups/coalitions to improve options for per-
sons with disabilities

No cutcomes achieved

ElOther (SPECIFY)
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9. How would you assess the Centers leadership role in the community?

[RATE THE FOLLOWING BY CIRCLING TRE APPROPRIATE RATING]

Poor

Not
Emphasized

Out= by This
standing Center

Effective advocate for persons with disabilities 1 2 3 4 5
&it-cie ahe
NuMber for Influences improvement in services and/or
Each Item cooperation across agencies 1 2 3 4 5

Catalyst for actual changes in the community 1 2 3 4 5

Other (SPECIFY) I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I have not had enough contact to allow me
to answer this question

10. Are there services for disabled individuals provided by the Center that
are not available from other agencies?

Yds [No
If yes, what are they?

1 . Are i_therei any_other aspects of the Center or ts impacts that you think
would be helpful for utt to Mime

THANK YOU for your participation in this study. Please return this
questionnaire in the enclosed prestamped envelope 11.21EDIATELY to:

Independent Living Evaluation Project
Berkeley Planning Associates
3200 Adeline Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
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SITE VISIT DISCUSSION TOPICS

OVERVIEW_ ANDMANAGEMENT
(For discussion with Executive Director and/or Board President)

1. Clarification of mail survey responses to Questions #1 and #5
(history)

2. Distinguishing characteristics of Center.

3. Clarification of mail survey responses to Questions #6 and #7
(target population).

4. Other characteristics of target population.

5. Clarification of mail survey responsen to Questions #8, # , and #10
(philosophy and consumer participation).

6. Other aspects of Center philosophy.

7. Other evidence of consumer involnement/control.

8. Composition and role of Board.

9. Clarification of :Lail_ survu responses to Question #11
(organizational and personnel management).

10. Affirmative action procedures.

11. Observation of Center operations and facilitieS.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
(For _discussion with Executive Director, Director of Community
Development, related staff and/or representatives of other community
agencies)

12. Clatifitatiod of Mail _survey responses_to questions
#16 (community activities and relationships).

13. Description of community activities;

14. Differen:es between Center activities and those of other agencies.

15. Clatificaticin Of mail survey responses to Questions #19, #20 And
#21 (impactS).

16. Other areas of impact.

#13, #15, And
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-CONSUMER SERVICES
(For discussion with Director of Client Services, service providers
and/or consumers)

17. Clarification of mail survey responses to Question #I2 (consumers
served).

18. Efforts to reach specific disability groups.

19. Eligibility requirements.

20. Clarification of mail survey responses to Questions #14 and #I7
(services provided).

21. Process for deciding consumer service package.

22. Clarification of maii survey Question #8 (service philosophy ).

23. Description of case management systems.

24. Center definition of core services.

25. Clarification of mail survey responses to Question #18 impacts .

2e. Other types of consmer impacts.

CENTER RECORDS

(For discussion with Executive Director, Director of Client Services,
and/or other staff knowledgeable about records)

27. Clarification of mail survey responses to Questioas #14 #I2, #14,
#18, and #19 (client, service and outcome data and record systems).

28. Description of client and service record system.

29. Methods for recording information and referral.

30. Methods for recording community activities.

31. Examples of Center service and evaluation reports.

32. Observation of overall recordkeeping and evaluation procedures.

-FISCAL

(For discussion with Executive Director, Fiscal Manager, Bookkeeper
and/or Resource Developer)

33. Clarification of mail survey responses to Questions #2, #3, #4 and
#5 (funding).
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34. Description of Center resource development goals and activities.

35. Clarification of uaii survey responses to Questioa 011 (fi7cal
procedures).

36. Responsibility tor fiscal systems.

37. Observation of overall fiscal system performance.
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APPENDIX C

STUDY METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

Cougress called for the comprehensive evaluation of the Title VII

Part B Centers for Independent Living Program to be conducted based on

evaluation standards focused on measuring the outcomes and impacts of

the centers. The purposes of the standards were both to be the bases

of:

(1) the national program evaluation, to 'oe submitted to

Congress in 1986, and

(2) center self-evaluation.

In addition, it was expected that the standards and their evaluation

findings might be used for ongoing program evaluation, for selection

criteria in future funding reviews, or for specification of center

reports.

During the first nine months of the project, the study team,

working closely with a national Advisory Panel, (1) developed prcposed

standards for evaluating the Independent Living Center program, (2)

secured a range of review And comment, (3) obtained approval from the

National Cov.acil on the Handicapped (NCH) and the Rehabilitation Ser-

vices Administratioa (RSA), (4) prepared the standards for publication,

and (5) developed a detailed study_design to guide the activities of the

second phase of the project. These five activities involved the

synthesis of previous standards development and independent living

evaluation efforts. They also involved input of independent living

centers, vocational rehabilitation (VR) agencies, and other rehabilita-

tion researchers and knowledgeable individuals around the country.

Standards were distributed to over 500 reviewers nationally) re-

vised, reviewed with the Project Advisory Committee, revised again,

reviewed and revieed by the ComMiaSioner of RSA, Submitted by RSA to tha
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National Countil tit the Handicapped, and finally reviewed, reVited; And

Approved by NCH as of January 1985.

SimultaneOUtly with the extended review process for the standards,

the study team developed three survey instruments and a study desi,In to

ollect evaluation. The data were to be used to determine center com-

pliante With the ttandards and to provide information addressing thr

various questions raised by Congress to RSA. Questionnaire instr4ments

and the study design were reviewed with the project Advisory Committ.4,e,

And the qUettiOnnaires were pretested in six sites and with nine dis-

abled tonsumers. Based on the pretest. refineuientt Were made And the

design was submitted for OMB review. Site and mail survey data

were collected and analYZed as described below.

DATA COLLECTION_APPROACH

To addreds the variety of study design issues outlined iu the

standares, a multi-faceted data collection approach was used. The study

combined information from centers themselves, from consumers of center

services, and from community organizations. For each of these three

target respondent groups, information was collected by on-site or phone

interviews and by mail survey.

(1) On-site and Phone Interviews at 40 centers with admin-

istrators, staff, consumers, and community organiza-

tions were undertaken to obtain in-depth information.

Semi-structured interviews and primarily open-ended

questions were used in these interviews.

(2) gaia a-urweve were undertaken with 156 centers 2,700

consumers and 180 community organizations.

Table C-1 preientt A matrix showing how information from each

source WAS Uted to address the study questions. Where A "P" hat been

entered, that instrument/target was a primary source of information;

Where Au "X" hat been entered, the source was secondary. The survey and

tite vitit inttruments used for collecting the data Are inaluded in

Appendix 3.
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Info rmat io-n By -1-natrumentMat-rix

Data Sources

Centers Consumers Community Organizations

-----______.--

:Mail_

Surve

--Site-Viaiti _Teltplionei_

Face-to-Face

Mail

Saul_

il . 2700

Te!ephone/

Face-A-Face

Mail

SurveyPretest Other

Categories of

Information . 156 N . 6 N34 N . 80 N k AO N 180

PROGRAM . _

Implementationi

Interrelationships

Philosophy :

Riding:Support

Evaluation Standards

CENTER OUTCOMES (IMPACTS)

Consumer Outcomes

Community Outcomes

Best Practice

CENTER_SERVICES

Consumer Services

Outreach/Community

Conumer Involvement

Clients Served

Communities Setved

ORCANIZATION/ADMINISTRATION

Neison-Making

Staffing : :

Policies-and Ptocedures

Funding Support

P

P

P

P

X

X

X

P

P

P

X

P

P

P

P

P

P

A
,,

X

P

X

P

X

X

P

X

X

t
.

x

k

P

P

P

P

X

X

P

x

P

X

X

P

X

X

P

x

X

P

P

P

P

X

X

X

x

P

P

x

X

X

P

P

P

P

0

X

X

i

i

X

i

X

x

X

k

P

x

P

X

P

X

i

X

X

i

P

7,

P

X

P

i

X

X

x

P . primary data source; X . secondary data source
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The administration of the mail survey involved the folIowimg pro-

cedures:

mail cluestiornaires to all centers, related community

organizations, .ind consumers according to the sampling

plan (described in the next section;

accompany the questionnaire with a letter stressing the

importance of the survey and urging rapid completion and

return of all questionnaires;

make three complete rounds of phone calls to nonre-

sponding centers;

follow phcae calls with a letter from the National

Council on the Handicapped asking centers to complete the

survey if they bad not already done so; and

make follow-up calls to a sample of nonresponding consu-

mers ( one-third of the nonresponding consumers from two-

thirds of the sample centers).

SAMPLE SELECTION

Center Samples-

Center Mail_ SurveyS-amn-le

The center mail survey included the universe of 156 centers in the

Part B program. (The original listing used contained 164 entiiet.

However, in several cases, programs listed were in fact satellite

offices of a center and responses to the survey combined data across

center sites.) Consequently for this survey there was no requirement

for a statistical sampling process. As of the time of this report, 121

centers had responded (78%);

In order to determine if any response bias existed, information was

collected about 22 nonresponding centers. The 22-center nonrespondent

group was very similar to the respondent group in terms of independent

agency status (59% for both samples), consumers seen per month (mean of

54 for nonrespondents versus 43 for respondents), for the number of paid

Staff (9 versus 11), and total amount of Part B funding ($280,000 versus

$323,000). The nonrespondent group was somewhat more likely to have

Boards with a majority of disabled individuals than was the respondent
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sample (68% versus 55% of centers), although the difference was rela-

tively small. This comparison suggests that the 121-center sample used

in the analyses is represeutative of the overall universe.

A final piece cf evidence in support of the representativeness of

the 121-center sample is that the 121 centers comprise almost the same

percentages of both the overall number of centers and also of the

overall Part B funding for the program nationally. That is, the Part B

funding received in aggregate by the centers is shout 81% of the total

program Part B funding, and the center sample comprises 78% of the total

number of centers.

Site ViSit -Sample

The selection of sites to be included in the 40-site sample was a

two-step process. First, early in the study, six centers were selected

to pretest the data collection instruments. These centers were selezted

to represent a range cf different types in order to test the appro-

priateness of the instruments across different sizes, organizational

configurations, and centers with different types of target populations.

The remaining centers were selected randomly frcm the universe of

Title VII Part B centel.s. The profile characteristics of the random

sample wera comparza to information about the universe of centers col-

lected through phone discussions with regional RSA staff, to ensure that

a representative sample was chosen. Pretest sites that did not appear

in the sample resulting from the random sampling process were not

included in the consumer and community mail survey data collection

activities, in order to ensure that the consumer and community agency

populations would also be truly randomly selected.

Consumer-Sateple

The sample for the consumer mail survey was selected from the

sndomly chosen sample centers. In ordet to obtain a sufficient sample

of individuals to make comparisons across centers and across subgroups

(male versus female, disability type, etc.), we surveyed 100% of the

consumers served in the smallest centers. A minimum sample size of 80

respondents per center was set, and for larger centers, 40% of consumers
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(up to 150 respondents) were mailed questionnaires. This resulted in a

total sample of 2,700;

In cases where centers kept unduplicated records of individusl

consumers served for a service year or other service period, _ simple

systematic random sampling procedure was followed, selecting from thor,e.

served in the Moat recent month and those served during the month that

was six months prior to the recent sample month. Beginning with a

random number between one and four, centers selected every nth file,

where n equaled the number of consumer records divided by the size of

sample desired.

In other centars, records were kept separately for different ser-

vice components (file for transportation, file for housing, etc.). In

these programs, proportional samples were selected from each of the

separate record systems; within these sulmamples, the systematic random

sampling procedure was followed. The resultiv,; sample was scanned for

duplicates, and additional sampling was conducted as necessary to

replace them.

When necessary, slight variations on the systematic sampling method

were individually tailored for each site, based on the arrangement of

consumer records. The sampling approach was verified during the site

visit. Research staff provided technical assi?tance to each assigned

center by phone during sample selotion. The yesearch team worked with

the sites both in selecting the consumet sample and in establishing

follow-up procedures that respected ceQter assurances of consumer con-

fidentiality.

Most centers sent letters (using a standard format dev_Loped by the

research team) to sample consumers in advance, notifying them that their

name had been selected at random, that a survey from the research team

would be forthcoming and that their cortiZentiality would be protected.

No identifying information was iJuded (or asked for) on the survey

except for an identification number xeyed to a list of addresses and

phone numbers used for follow-up. Once follow-up procedures were com-

plete, the lists were destroyed. For one center, follow-up calls were

made by the state VR ag-ncy using the sampling methods and phone

protocol developed by the regParch team, because the center was
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unwilling to release identifying information to the contractors.

Our prete:It experience suggested that most consumers would be eager

to participate in the survey. The major potential cause of nonresponse

was likely to be barriers presented by individuals' disabling conch-

tions. The pretests confirmed that the survey worked equally well over

the phone or in person (as by mail), should individuals require assis-

tance. Several procedures were adopted to assist completion of the

questionnaire by the severely impaired. Extra large check boxes were

used on the form, to make the questionnaire more easily used by indi-

viduals with motor impairments. For those unable to see or physically

complete the form, encouragement was given to the consumer to have a

family member or friend fill out the form, but only in direct consulta-

tion on each data item with the consumen A place was provided on the

questionnaire to indicate if assistance was used.

Follow-up procedures were conducted to maximize response rates.

brief, these procedures were as follows:

contact one-third of the nonrespondents by phone three

weeks after initial distribution of the surveys;

mail a second survey instrument to all those requesting

them;

two ueeks later, implement a telephone reminder to con-

tinued nonrespondents, and, if necessary, conduct the

interview over the phone or TDD.

Of the 2,700 questionnaires distributed to consumers, this analysis

is based on 990 respondents, a response rate of 372. An additional 40

responses were received too late to include in the analysis.

A check on the representativeness of the consumer survey respondent

sample was made by following up on nonrespondents to see if there was

any apparent response bias. Attempts were made by phone to contact one-

third of all the nonrespondents at two-thirds of the centers used to

draw the consumer mail survey. The total nonrespondent sample ultl-

mately included 333 consumers. After three contact efforts, all but 88

of these nonrespondents had been interviewed, a successful contact rato

of 76%. Of those contacted, 81% stated that they were fully willing to
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participate, and gave explanations for not yet responding, such as

misplaced questionnaires, "it's in the mail," etc. (Those who had

misplaced the questionnaires were sent a second copy, and potentially

may be among the larger consumer sample to be analyzed in the Final

Report.) Only 19% of the uonrespondents actually indicated their Choice

was not to participate.

Among these individuals choosing not to paiticipate, the predomd-

nant reason given for this choice was that they had limited contact and

knowledge of the center. AMong the respondents, 20-30% of consumers were

reporting no gains in skills or knowledge, or receipt of aids; 24%

reported no situational improvement. Thus, the percentage of non-

respondents (19%) indicating possible limited or nonsuccessful inter-

actions with the centers is, at worst, the same and may even be less

than the comparable percentage within the respondent sample. Also,

analysis of the nonrespondents indicated no statistically significant

differences in types of disabilities represented in the sample.

Community ARency Sample

Ten agencies were nominated by each of the sample centers for

inclusion in the survey sample, based on intensity of contact with the

center and its consumers. Where the center was not the Part B grantee,

the grantee was included among these agencies. The study team selected

five of the ten nominees from each center to represent a range of

different types of agencies, and those agencies with which the center

had the greatest Intensity of contact. A total of 180 agencies were

included in the survey. This report is based on 100 respondents, for a

response rate of 56%.

ANALYSIS

This project provided the opportunity to obtain information of both

a quantitative and a qualitative nature. Quantitative analysis has been

conducted on most of the information obtainad through the mail surveys

to centers, consumers and community organizations. The data on those

forms were cleaned and coded as forms were returned, and a combined data
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set was developed for computer-assisted analysis using the Statistical

Package for the Social Services (SPSS). Cleaning, coding and data entry

were verified for accuracy, and decisions or judgment calls were made by

the Project Director to ensure consistency across ali the surveys.

Not all information generated through this study was amenable to

quantitative analysis. The in-person interviews provided rich contextual

and interpretive data such as: information on the history and evolution

of specific centers and programs, as described by center personnel and

those involved with the center; perceptions of those respondents as to

the effectiveness and efficiency of existing procedures, staffing

arrangements, and interorganizational relationships; and personal

histories, pere-;ltions and attitudes of center consumers While less

standardized (and therefore less amenable to tight comparisons or sta-

tistical analyses), information of this type was useful in interpreting

the statistical analyses, and also for highlighting the subtler nuances

of the specific environmental factors (e.g., barriers, unique features

of the center, staff and community) which come together to facilitate or

inhibit successful operations and impact on the community and disabled

persons.

There have been two broad purposes of the research and analysis

activities to be conducted in this project. The Congressional questions

of Section 171(c)(3) focus to a great extent on the first of these,

description. Research for this purpose has been aimed at providing

information about what is happening in the program: what kinds of

consumers are served with what outcomes? What types of organizations

have evolved, providing what services? What impacts on consumers and

communities have resulted?

While description is an important objective of this study, an

equally important objective is that of explanation; that is, the

elucidation of "why" conditions are the way they are, documented through

descriptive analysis. In particular, policymakers and those working in

the centers would like to understand how different inputs (funds,

resources, etc.) and processes (services and activities) lead to better

or worse outcomes aud impacts. This report provides some of this

analysis, but is necessarily limited to exploratory analysis because of



the short time frame for completing the report due to Congressional

deadlines. The data base compiled, however, is the richest by far to

date in the independent living research and program field. It is hoped

that it will be exploited ilrough subsequent research to provide

insights on the most effective serfice and organizational strategies for

achieving different goals with consumers of differing characteristics.
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APPENDIX D

DESCRIPTION-OF PERFORMANCE ON

INDEPENDENT-LIVING _CENTER EVALUATION STANDARDS

STANDARD 1: PHILOSOPHY

The center shall promote and practice the following Indepen-
dent Living Philosophy:
1.1 Consumer control of policy direction and management of

the independent living center
1.2 Consumer control of the development of own Independent

Living service objectives and services
1.3 Self-help and self-advocacy
1.4 Equal access to society by individuals with disabili-

ties
1.5 Equal access to programs and physical facilities
1.6 Development of peer relationships and peer role models
1.7 Meeting the specific independent living needs of ;he

local community
1.8 A range of services to all people with disabilities

A. Des-or-infirm-and Purpose of-Standard

The overall purpose of the philosophy standard is to ensure that

the intent and key elements of the independent living philosophy are

incorporated in the structure, operations, and service approaches of an

independent living center. Thie standard is significant because the

independent living program emerged from a strong philosophical orienta-

tion that distinguishes it from other programs, an orientatio:1 that

underscores the fact that persons with severe disabilities can uanage

their own lives and be active contributing members of society. Iunerent

in the consumer control and self-help elements of this standard is the

belief that consumers can act on their own behalf in achieving their

independent living goals. The concept of peer role modeling and peer

relationships emphasizes that persons with disabilities who have

struggled for independence can best help others trying to cope with that

struggle. The peer concept also is frequently linked to the core ser-

vice of peer counseling and is directly affected by independent living

center hiring of staff with disabilities to act as role models.
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B. Sumnary of-Achiavement

Independent living centers generally stress their philosophical

concurrence with all the elements listed in this standard. Community

agencies as well, gave high ratings to the centers in terms of their

adherence to this standard, though the ratings were in most cases not as

high as the self-reported from the centers. Consumer control over

policy, at least as measured by consumer participation in center boards

of directors and administration, appears to be quite strong: the

average rate of participation by person with disabilities on center

boards is 49%, and 512 of center directors are disabled. However, site

visit reports indicate that centers varied greatly in their degree of

consumer control.

Independent living centers have placed a major emphasis on consumer

oriented service concepts associated with consumer control of service

objectives and services, self-help and advocacy, and peer role modeling

and peer relationships. A majority of consumers also indicated that

their experiences with centers reflected these principles, with over 50%

of the individuals surveyed reporting they had set their own goals ol

chosen their own services. A large number of consumers have worked with

disabled staff at centers. Urban centers with larger budgets and

disabled directors were more likely to have consumers who claimed they

controlled their objectives and services. In addition, consumers from

free-standing centers with boards that have a majority disabled

membership were more likely to report working with disabled staff in a

pear relationship.

All of the centers claim they devote at least some time to ensuring

their communities are accessible to people with disabilities. Equal

access to the centers' own facilities and programs generally has been

assured, according to the consumers surveyed. Over 70% reported their

center services were accessible as measured by at least one indicator.

Finally, independent living centers generally are providing services to

a range of disability groups. No one disability group is under-

represented among center consumers when compared to the incidence of

disability in a national sample.



C. Findings

Results of the center survey cleorly indicate that Standard I and

its components are highly valued. Independent living centers were asked

to rate each pldlasophical component on a five-point scale (with "1" low

and "5" high). The overall mean score for all components was 4.4, and

averaget for each element ranged from 3.7 to 4.7, As shoWn in Table

D-1-A.

When center administrators were asked during site visits to des-

cribe their organizational philosophiesj various versions Of the ttilh-

dard components were recited. Although descriptions were similar) there

was wide variation in the way philosophies were incorporated in day-to-

day operations. It should be noted that this is commonly found when new

philosophies are put into practice. Az; A field develops, consensus

about accepted practizes emerges over time.

Community agencies also rated centers highly on all aspects of

independent living philosophy. The average rating on the fivepoint

Scale was 4.3, and responses ranged from 3.8 to 4.2.

1. To What Extent do Centers Emphasize the Concept of Consumer

Control Over Pol-i-a-VDirection and Management of the

Independent_Living CentersT

Consumer management had the lowest mean rating (3.7) by the centers

as an area of emphasis and the greatest variability across center survey

data. The average community agency assessment was slightly higher than

centers' own ratings. However, responses show that the average percent

of persons with disabilities on center boards of directors is 49%,

although there was wide variation: 20% of the centers reported having no

board members and another 15% had no board of directors (separate from

their umbrella agency. Thus, 35% of the centers had no persons with

disabilities in policy-making roles. On the other hand, 3% had boards

with 100% disabled members.

Several issues emerged during the site visits regarding board

composition. First, centers report difficulty finding consumers to

occupy certain important board positions. Centers want consumer input

and advocacy on boards, but they also require members who possess
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Table D-1-A

Average Center and Community Agency Ratio s*

of-Standard 1 Com onents of inde endent Livia Philoso

PkiigAEPAL_PLIRPouent

Average
-Center-Ratin:

Average
Community
A:en. Ratin:

Persons with disabilities control_
the policy direction and management
of the center 4.0 3.9

Persons with disabilities establish
Center service priorities 4.2 3.8

Persons with_disabilities manage
Center operations 3.7 3.7

Persons with disabilities serve in
'-
important staff roles 4.3 4.0

Consumers control the development
Of their:own IL service objectives
and services 4.3 3.7

Center encourages consumer self-
help and self-advocacy 4.7 4.4

Equal consumer access to Center
programs and physical faCilities 4.7 4.1

Center encourages peer role
models and peer relationships 4.6 4.1

Center works toiguarantee equal
access to society by individuAlS
with disabilitiei 4.7 4.2

Center provides a range of services
to all peopole with disabilities 4.1 3.9

Center_works to meet_the specific
IL needs Of the loCal toMMunity 4.5 4.1

*Based on a rating scale of 1 (not an emphasis) to 5 (strong emphasis).
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influence in the community and access to funding and other resources.

Because most consumers are less likely to meet the latter requirements,

centers often turn to nondisabled persons. Many independent living

centers feel that a varied board including individuals with different

combinations of skills, experience and influence offers the best

approach.

Survey findings indicate that 522 of the centers employ a disabled

director. Centers also report some difficulty in finding and attractiug

highly qualified persons with disabilities for directorships, sometimes

resulting in a decision to hire an individual with good qualificationt

who is nondisabled. Other centers reported that the independent living

philosophy requires that an individual have experience with disability

(at least with a family member, if not directly) in order to be highly

qualified for many of the staff positions needed to effectively run the

center. Some proponents feel strongly that personal experience with

disability is a necessary prerequisite to being a center director. As

emphasized by the center site visit findings, centers often must grapple

with the decision of providing training for persons with disabilities

who may not initially possess all of the necessary qualifications for

the position versus hiring a well-qualified but nondisabled person.

Although a range of practices stemming from this standard exists in

the centers, the site visits provided an opportunity to make general

observations about these variations. One important observation is that

implementation of independent living philosophy. Board members and

administrators must practice the independent living philosophy in their

management and decision-making in order to be effective. Their

leadership position is essential to ensuring that independent living

philosophy carries over to staff and consumers.

2. To What Extent Do Centers Emphasize Consumer-Oriented Service

De-Livery?

The study examined center-reported emphases on consumer control

over service objectives and services, self-help and self-advocacy, and

peer role models and peer relationships. Respondents to the consumer
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survey also reported on the extent to which experiences with centers

reflected these concepts, and community agency representatives rated

independent living centers on these issues.

Centers claimed a major emphasis on the philosophical concepts

associated with consumer-oriented service organization and delivery.

The mean rating that ceLters gave to these concepts exceeded 4.5 in each

case. Some deviation occurred in the spread of ratings related to

consumer control of service objectives and services, indicating some

variation in center emphases.

The findings indicate that a majority of the consumer survey res-

pondents felt that they were responsible for setting their own

independent living goals (51Z) and were most responsible for choosing

their independent living services (55%). There was also evidence that

consumers had experienced peer relationships with 21% of the sample

indicating that they had worked with a person with a similar disability

and 44% reporting they had worked with a person with a different dis-

ability

Consumer respondents also gave high ratings to centers regarding

their adherence to independent living service philosophy concepts. As

shown in Table D-1-B, mean ratings of service philosophy variables were

high in terms of consumer control of goals and services as well as for

other concepts associated with an independent living center's commitment

to responsive consumer-oriented services.

Community representatives gave high ratings to independent living

centers for their emphasis on self-help and self-advocacy (4.2) and

provision of peer roles models and peer relationships (41). However,

their responses indicated less of a belief that the consumers of

independent living centers define their own objectives and control their

own services (3.8).

The study examined the extent to which an emphasis on consumer

oriented service concepts might be influenced by such factors as size

(level of funding as well as total number of consumers served); type of

independent living center (independent versus part of a larger agency);

percentage of staff with disabilities; majority versus non-majority

consumer board; type of service locale (urban, rural, etc.); and extent
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Table D-1-3

Consumer Assessment of Center Emphasis on

Independent Livinft Philosophy and Service*

Philoso.h Cóönent Mean
Standard
Deviation

Helping me get services easily and quickly 4.1 1.21

Helping me get benefits and sevices from
other places 4.0 1.31

Allowing me to define my own service goals 4.3 1.11

Allowing me to have control over my services 4.3 1.07

Helping me increase my independence 4.4 1.11

Improving the community for all persoas
With ditiebilities 4.2 1.15

Involving disabled people in running the
IL Center 4.3 1.13

Establishing a leadership role in the
disabled community 4.1 L27

*Eased on a rating scale of 1 (not an emphasis) to 5 (strong emphasis).
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to which center was supported by Part B funds (percent of total

funding). The findings revealed no significant iifferences in how

centers claimed to emphasize the consumer oriented service concepts

associated with independent living.

However, consumers from those centers in an urban setting and with

Part B funding as a lower percentage of their overall budgets were

significantly more likely to report tivIt they had the largest role in

setting their own goals and choosing their own services. In addition,

the presence of a disabled director appears to be r2lated to higher

levels of consumer service choices, and a larger center budget

correlated with more frequent consumer goal setting (these latter two

findings are significant at the .2 level only).

The study also found that urban centers with boards that have a

majority disabled membership and with higher levels of funding are more

likely to have consumers reporting they worked with disabled staff

members. Consumers from free-standing independent living centers more

frequently indicated they worked with disabled staff (at a significance

level of .2), compared to consumers from programs within umbrella

agencies.

Site visits also revealed differences in the interpretation and

implementation of consumer-oriented concepts such as self-help and peer

role modeling. For example, field research highlighted a dilemma tied

to the maturation of the independent living service model. As indepen-

dent living services become better defined, structured, and organized in

ways that contribute to a more focused and effective approach, it is

possible that the concepts of consumer control and self-help will

suffer; i.e., that services will be driven more by the structure and

less by the consumer. Also, there is an issue that is emerging in urban

centers where, as they become more effective in attracting consumers,

they experience backlogs -- consumers on waiting lists. This creates

pressure to move consumers more quickly through services to allow other

consumers to be served. It becomes more difficult to let the consumer's

interest, pace, and way of working dominate the service process.

Some consumers also are able to understand their options and sort

through different options and decisions nore easily than others.
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Because there are significant differences in capabilities among

consumers, consumer control is related to the degree of independence and

sophistication of the individual consumer.

Site vis-t :eports indicate that peer role modeling and peer rela-

tionships are linked to staffing considerations in centers as well as

peer counseling is defined. Peer role modeling can be formalized in

the staffing structure, with staff acting as role models, or it can

occur through peers (consumers) working with other peers. Those centers

that felt the most strongly about peer role modeling as a staffing

requirement were those that were most insiatent about independent living

centers hiring persons with disabilities in key administration positions

as well as in direct service positions.

A geteral observation about the peer tole modeling and peer rela-

tionships concept is that the overall service design of a center is so

closely tied to other aspects of independent living operations that it

itt difficult to examine this concept separately. It is surely related

to the ability to recruit, hire, and maintain qualified competent staff

who understand the espoused independent living tenets. This has been

diEficult in many centers visited where high staff turnover or hiring

policies did not result in ,..:s. maintenance of such staff.

3. To What Yxtent Do Centers Address Equal Access Issues and

Meet-the-Independent Living-Needs of the Local Community?

The study examined the range of independent living center activi-

ties to promote equal access to society for all persons with disabili-

ties, and how effectively ;;enters provided equal access to their own

programs and physical facilities. In addition; the study attempted to

determine if centers meet the specific independent living needs of their

particular local communities.

All centers reported that they direct some percentage of their time

to community equal access activities, ranging from one center that

devoted IX of its resources to one that allocated 60% to facilitating

more options for persons with disabilities in the community. The

average percentage of time devoted to these ActivitieS Was 25%.
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Responsibility for organizing community development activities

varies. Alternatives include setting up separate community development

departments which work with other service staff to bring about needed

community changes; assigning overall responsibility to an administrator

or director who works with appropriate staff and consumer representa-

tives; assigning communicy development responsibilities to the staff

;arson responsible for a specific service area, e.g., housing, transpor-

tation, or attendant care; retaining major responsibility within the

Board of Directors; and relinquishing responsibility to consumer groups.

In a few centers, partial acceptance of the independent living

philosophy or restrictions imposed by umbrella agencies with different

philosophies and strategies limited the extent to which community access

was addressed. Center community activities are examined in more detail

in Standards 4 and 7.

A higher number of rontei:s ciaimed they provide equal access to

their own programs and facilities than claimed adherence to any other

element under Staniard 1. The mean response was 4.7, with only seven

centers indicating loss than "strongly agree" on the survey. In

Sddition, 70% of the consumers surveyed reported that their center was

accessible in at least one of four ways: near public transportation that

the consumer was able to use; in a building easy to enter and leave;

easily reached by phone; or through transportation provided by the

center. Only 18% claimed their center was not easy to visiL.

However, some barriers to accessibility of center programs still

exist. Only 241 of the cor.sumers surveyed stated that their center was

close to public transportation they could use. Site observation sup-

ports the assessment that public transportation remains a difficult

issue for many centers, where the agency may not be able to change its

accessibility by public transportation without a significant transforma-

tion in the local system at large.

The wide variety of disabilities served by independent living

centers, the wide range of center services, and the large degree of

variation between centers indicate that centers have established a

service environment designed to meet local community needs. Centers

claimed they emphasized meeting local needs at an average 4.5 level on a
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five point scale and community agencies gave an average rating of 4.1 to

centers for their efforts; In addition, 94% of the community agencies

surveyed reported that centers are providing unique services not avail-

able from other agencies in their community.

4. To What Extent Do Centers Provide a Rangv of Services to All

People with Disabilities?

A8 indicated in Table D-1-A, providing a range of services to all

people with disabilities is rated as a strong emphasis by most centers,

an average 4.1 of a possible 5 points. However, of the 119 centers that

responded, 11 centers indicated disagreement With this aspect of center

philosophy, indicating that provision of a range of services to all

people with disabilities was not a strong_emphasis in those centers.

Center-reported concurrence With the goal of serving all iisabilities

was highly correlated with provision of servites to different disability

groups. Those centers recording a "4" or "5" on the survey were sig-

nificantly more likely to have consumers from all six disability groups.

In examining Standard 1 achievement, We leeked at the number of

Centers who serve people from each major disability group. As one

Might expect, the disability groups that are more traditionally linked

to independent living services (e.g., people With visual, hearing, and

orthopedic impairments) are served by the highest percentage of centers.

Even so, centers are expanding their target populations. About two-

thirds (66%) of the centers serve people who are mentally ill and

approximately the same percentage (65%) serve mentally retarded

consumers. One interesting finding is that the highest percentage of

centers (88%) serve people with visual disabilities, although this

disability group represents only 15% of the consumers whose disability

is known.

In looking at the percentages of consumers served, we were

interested in assessing if certain disability groups were under-

represented in comparison to their national incidence. Although no data

source matched exactly the typ C information we have collected, some

comparisons can be made by rev. Lig data from the 1976 Survey of Income

and Education (SIE), which provides information on limitations of
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activity by type of limiting health condition (see Table D-1-C). The

SlErespondenti are five years of age and older, and each respondent

reported on the average 1.4 limiting health conditiona. We reported our

comparison sample in two ways -- using the percentages of people who

report the condition as primary and the combined percentage of consumers

who reported a disability as either primary or secondary (containing

duplicated counts of disability categories). On the average, consumers

surveyed reported 1.5 disabling conditions, a figure similar to the

number of health conditions reported per person in the SIE. A compari-

son of the two groups revealed that no disability group was underrepre-

sented in the consumer sample in comparison to the national sample.

D. Dismussizmk1 an4Commlmaiana

Standard 1 provides the foundation for all of the ensuing stan-

dards. It highlights the necessity of a unique center structure that

includes a range of assistive services, consumer conttO1 ift defining And

implementing these services, and an awareness of and active participa-

tibh in defining lódál heeds and developing community servicesi

From the attumulated responses from center, tommunity Agehcy) and

consumer surveys, it appears that the study has captured the set of

philosophical beliefs that the standard needs to encompass There is an

agreemeht atohg respondents that the independent living philosophy is

important, and that these components establish a ftameWOrk for the

development of goals which will enhance the quality and exteht

independent living for consumeri With diaabilitiee.

While center commitment to these concepts wag high, there Were AlSO

indications from consumers and commmnity agencies that at times the

tranalatiOn froM philosophical principle to practice has not been com-

plete. The Variety of ways in which centert haVe defined these concepts

has created organizational differences, '.,Articularly as centera bedotie

more established and strive to serve a greater number of consumers,

causing changes in agency structure and Dractice.
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Table D-1-C

Comparison of Consumer Respondents with

National Prevalence of Disability Types

Disability Type

National
Previtlenee-a

Consumer Respondents

Condition
Prima-ry---

Condition
-Pr-esent

Visual Impairment 7.0% 5.9% 22.9%

Bearing Impairment 7.2 3.9 12.2

Orthopedic Impairment 47.7 54.3 72.7

Mental Illness 2.5 2.7 6.2

Mental Retardation 3.0 3.0 5.5

Other 72.0 10.0 28.9

Multiple -- 19.7 --

aBased on the Survey of Income and Education, Bureau of the Census,
1976.
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STANDARD 2: TARGET POPULATION

The Center shall _have a clearly_defined target population
that includes a range of disabilities.

A. Description and Purpose of Standani

This standard is best understood in the context of other standards.

For example, Standard 1.8 states that centers should provide a range of

services to "all people with disabilities." Standard 5 requires certain

core services (advocacy, independent living skills training, peer

counseling) be provided to individuals within the center's target popu-

lation, and Standard 6 requires that centers provide information and

referral services to aII enquirers, even those outside of the center's

target population. In combination, these standards work together to

ensure that centers target a range of disability groups and provide a

minimum of information and referral to all disabled individuals regard-

less of type of disability, while still offering centers liome

flexibility in determining specifically what groups to target. This

flexibility is consistent with Standard 1.7 which requires centers to

respond to the needs of their local community in which some groups may

be more in need of independent living services than others depending on

availability of other types of services.

It is also the intent of this standard that centers organize their

services around clearly defined target populations. Historically, many

centers have maintained unique definitions of who is eligible for their

services. In some cases the target population may legitimately be "all

people with disabilities" and a center may choose not to be more

restrictve than that. However, even these broad-reaching centers can

benefit from a periodic reexamination of their intended target groups

and identification of priority targets as local needs shift over time.

Summary of-Achievement

Independent living centers are serving people with a wide range of

disabilities, many of whom are severely disabled. Although, as might be

expected, those individuals with orthopedic impairments predominate
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among the consumer population, centers are serving many with other kinds

of primary disabilities. According to one indicator -- receipt of SSI

or SSDI -- over half (57%) of the consumers surveyed among 36 sample

centers are severely disabled, while another indicator shows that two-

thirdi (75%) of the consumers can be considered severely disabled.

The individuals in the study's consumer sample are largely white

and of low economic status. More than two-thirds (70%) are currently or

have been vocational rehabilitation clients, and half (53Z) do not live

in their own homes. There are some statistically significant dif=

ferences between those consumers who seek center assistance primarily to

increase their independence and those who are trying to maintain current

levels of independence. "Gain" clients tend to be younger and more

frequently receive certain kinds of services at the center itself.

Maintenance clients generally became disabled after the age of 22.

About 13Z of centers' consumers resided in institutions at the time of

their first contact with the center, indicating that at least some

centers are targeting an institutionalized population for services.

A large majority (59%) of independent living centers are setting

specific objectives for types and numbers of disabilities to be served.

Nearly half (49%) are serving a broad range of disabilities, and nearly

all (88%) target more than one disability group. Free-standing centers

are significantly more likely to serve a wider range of disabilities.

Single-disability centers tend to concentrate on individuals with visual

impairments. Site visits revealed that centers employ a variety of pro-

cesses and sets of criteria to determine consumer eligibility for ser-

vices, and that these decisions sometimes are influenced by the center's

funding agency or an umbrella agency. One '.ssue that many centers are

confronting is whether to serve all those who request assistance or to

target particular groups of people that may not be able to initiate

contact with an independent living center on their own.

C. Description of the Target Population

The primary source of descriptive information about consumers is

the consumer survey administered to clients from 36 sample centers. All
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of the information reported here is from this source except for much of

the disability data; which is from the center mail survey.

1. Tvae-and-Severity of Disability

Of the total number of consumers served across the 121 responding

centers (11.411,560) centers reported information about disabilities for

approximately 62,100 people, or 56% of their consumers. Of these, some

13,800 were identified as not disabled (e.g., friends, parents,

spouses). The 48,300 consumers for whom disability irformation is known

represent a large majority of the consumers who received direct services

from the centers. For 49,700 consumers (44%) disability information is

unknown; these consumers are primarily those who have received Informa-

tion and Referral services from the center and for whom case files were

not opened.

As Table D-2-A illustrates, the most commonly targeted population

across centers is consumers with orthopedic disabilities. Approximately

48% of consumers for whom disability information is available experi-

enced mobility impairments such as spinal cord injuries, amputation or

absence of limbs, polio, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, and cerebral

palsy. This relatively high percentage is not surprising, given the

centers' historical emphasis on serving people with mobility impair-

ments. What is perhaps more surprising is that so many of the consumers

served by the centers do not have orthopedic impairments as their pri-

mary disability. The second most frequently targeted population is

individuals with hearing impairments, 91% of whom were reported as deaf.

"Other disabilities," represents a range of disabilities such as dia-

betes, epilepsy, stroke, and head injuries. The mentally iI1 and the

mentally retarded are the least targeted populations, although 63% and

64% of centers, respectively, serve some individuals with these dis-

abilities (see Table D-2-B).

A majority of consumers became disabled prior to adulthood --

before the age of 22. As Table D-2-A demonstrates, 29% of those served

have been disabled since birth and an equal percentage became disabled

as children, adolescents, or young adults.
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Table D-27A

Type and Severity of Disability

'Disability Weston, : I

Dieibility
Known
% 20.48;063

Total Clients Served
Including I4R)

% 20.111;560
VitOil_ 5,676 11.8% 5.1%

Hearing 8,146 16.9 9.6

Orthepedie 23,964 478 20.6

Mental Illneis 2,300 4.8 2.1

Mental Retardation 1;565 3;3 1;4

Other i412 15.4 _6.5

Dilibility UnktOwn 49,700 ---- 44;6

Not Disabled 13,797 ----- -12.4-

Total 111,560 I00.O% 100.0%

Aite-at Onset Iaf-Diaabilit/

At Birth 266 29;1

Under 22 68 29;3

22 or Over 380 41;6

Total 914 noon_

Types_of Mobility Aids

Use Aid; 20.951

# E___
Electric Wheelchair 252 26;5%

Manual Wheelchair 451 47.4

Walker 135 14.2

Crutches or Walking Cane 192 20.2

Seeing Eye Dog j4 .4

White Cane 45 4.7

Other Mobility Aid 76 80
No Aid Used 231 24.3

Types of Consumer Assistance

Receive Assistance; 20.939

Attendant 359 38;21

Reeder 91 9.7

Interpretor 52 5.5

'Housekeeper 299 31.8

Other Personal Helper 256 27.3

None Used 274 29.2

r-2 o
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Table D-2-B

Nutaber-of-Cent ere- Serving -Spec if it Disability Groups

Disability Group

Centers Serving This Disability Category

(N as 112)

7:

Visual Disabilities 98 87.5Z

Hearing Disabilities 92 82.1

Orthopedic Disabilities 96 85.7

Mental Illness 74 66.1

Mental Retardation 73 65.2

Otber Disabilities 89 79.5
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The use of mobility aids by consumers is also shcwn in Table D-2-A.

Because some consumers use more than one aid, the total frequencies

exceed 100%. A striking finding is that 76% of consumers report the use

of some type of mobility aid. Unduplicatti counts were obtained through

analysis for the two most frequently used mobility aids, electric wheel-

chair and manual wheelchair. One hundred clients use only an electric

wheelchair and 299 clients use only a manual wheelchair. The undupli-

cated total of those using an electric or manual wheelchair is 551 or

58% of consumers.

We were also interested in the extent to which consumers required

assistance to carry out daily living tasks. As Table D-2-A shows, over

70% regularly use some form of assistance. Use of an attendant web the

most frequently cited form of assistance and one that implies a substan-

tial limitation in ability to carry out &lily tasks;

Several indicators were used to estimate the number of se7erely

disabled consumers. First, 57% of consumers receive either SS7 or SSDI,

one indication of the presence of a severe disability; Second, 75% of

the consumers responded to at least one of the following severity indi-

cators major disability of blindness or use of an electric wheel-

chair, manual wheelchair, seeing eye dog, white cane, or an attendErt.

While these are both only estimates, they do indicate that the large

majority of consumers targeted by the centers experience major restric-

tions in work activity, mobility, and performance of daily living tasks.

2. Additional Demographic Information

Chapter III of this report presents the demographic characteristics

of the consumers surveyed for this study, including ethnicity,

educational attainment, income levels ans sources, vocational

rehabilitation client status, and living arrangements. However, Table

D-2-C summarizes these basic demographic de8criptor:4 as well.

3. Profile of "Maintenance" versus "Gain" Consumers

One of the Congressional evaluation questions is the extent to

which independent living services contribute to the maintenance or the

increased independence of consumers. Consumers were asked whether the
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Table D-2-C

Consumer Demographic Information

S x

Male_ 453 46.2Z

Female 528 53.8:

Total 981 100.0%

rce/Ethuinitl-

Whit4 768 78.4%

Black 69 7;0

Hispanic 56 5.7

Asian .9 ;9

Native American 55 5.6

Other 22_ 2;2

Total 979 100.0Z

AAL

Inder 21 54 5.5Z

21 to 40 504 51.5

41 to 60 281 28.7

61 and over 140 14.3

'.otal 979 I 100.0%

-:onthly lacame - a:. time of
first-contact with center

Less than $199 96 22.21

5-1 ta $399 155 35;8

$400 to $599 92 21.2

$600 to $799 29 6;7

$800 to $999 25 5.8
$10300_to $1;999 25 5;8

over $20300/month Il 2.5

Total 433 100.0Z

0 N=847

Source of Income , at time of
first contact with -center

Earnings 158 18.72

Support from Family 206 24.3

SSI 291 34.4

SSDI 190 22.4

Social Security 255 30.1

AFDC 36 4.3

Personal Care/Attendant 58 6.8

General Assistance 79 9.3

Worker's Compensation 14 1.7

Veteran's Benefits 42 5.0

Insurance Benefits 60 7.1

Housing Subsidy 51 6.0

Pension 45 5.3

Alimony 10 1.2

Other 38 4.5

I

*Total exzeeds 100Z since many consumers have more than one income
source.
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Table D-2-C (continued)

2 2

Level of-Education - at time of
first-comitatt-vith-ceuter

85

67

135

103

28

22

19.02

15;0

30.2

23;0

6.3

4;9

--

Less than 9th Grade

Some High School

Finished High SchoOl

Some College

College Degree

Some Graduate Work

Graduate Degree

Total 447 100.02

Vocatinmal-Rehahtlitation-Status

290

367

216

-72

30.7%

38.8

22.9

7-6-

VR mieut NOW

VR Client Before

Never FR Client

Don't Know

Tatal 945 100.0%

Living Arrangement - st time of
contact vith center

107

236

21

13

30

374

30

13;2%

29.1

2;6

1.6

3.7

461

3.7

Institution/Primary Care Facility

Parent's Home

Supervised Residence

Transitional or Independent Living

Residence

Cooperative or Shared Residence

In Own Apartment or Home

Other

Total 811 1_00.0%
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major purpose for using center services was to increase their indepen-

dence or maintain current levels of independence. Nearly one-third

(322) identified themselves as "gain" consumers, 38% reported they were

trying to maintain independence, and the remainder were seeking

information or had other purposes.

Correlation of these goal groups with a number of other character-

istics shows "maintenance" and "gain" consumers differ in some signifi-

cant ways; Table D-2-D describes these relationships in detail. A

third category includes those individuals who reported contacting a

center primarily for information and other reasons. First, Table 1).=2=D

shows that, not surprisingly, gain clients tend to be younger than

maintenance clients. Younger disabled individuals are more likely to

develop goals for changing their life situations in employment, housing,

education, and other areas than older consumers. Second, those people

who became disabled after they reached the age of 22 are more likely to

fall under the "inaintenance" or "other" category rather than the "gain"

grouping. Again, because individuals who are disabled later in life

generally are trying to preserve the independent status they've already

achieved, this fiading is not surprising. These individuals usually

are already living on their own, have completed their education, and may

be employed;

Consumers seeking to increase their indetAidence are more likely

to receive their services at an independent living center, as opposed to

at home or by phone, in contrast to maintenance consumers. Gain clients

require a greater intensity of service generally more readily available

at the center-, itself. Finally, consistent with the above finding, a

greater proportion of gain clients receive independent living skint;

training, housing, and transportation services. Other bervices were

also found to be significantly correlated with clients' major purpose;

For example, receipt of vocational services, educational services, and

personal assistance services all reveale6 significant differences

betweeen maintenance and gain clients. As would be expected, propor-

tionately more gain clients received vocational and educational ser7

vices, and a greater percentage of maintenance clients used personal

assistance services. Chapter III presents additional analysis of the
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Table D-2-D

Maintenance versus Gain Clients

Gain Clients
Maintenance
Cl:ents Others

# %

Age-Group**

Under 21 29 7.7% 6 1.72 17 9.2%

21-40 225 59.7 156 45.2 83 44.9

41=60 84 22.3 120 34.8 63 34.1

61+ 39 10.3 63 18.3 22 11.9

Total 377 100.0% 345 100.0% 185 100.0%

Age: Disability Onset**

At Birth 125 35.3% 73 22.5% 49 28.2%

Under 22 205 29.7 95 29.2 53 30.5

22+ 124 35.0 157 48.3 72 41.4

Total 354 100.0% J25 100.0% 174 100.02

Where-Services Received**

At CenP-1..r 151 42.4% 78 23.5% 67 37.6%

By Phone 83 23.3 103 31.0 62 34;8

At Home 110 30.9 141 42.5 48 27.0

Other 12 3.4 10 3.0 1 .6

Total 356 100.0% 332 100.0% 178 100.0%

Services Received

ILS** 168 45.42 83 24.3% 21 11.7%

Housing** 127 34.3 81 13.7 44 24.6

Transportation** J.21 32.7 99 28.9 40 22.3

Education** 73 19.7 40 11.7 14 7.8

Vocat opal** 66 17.8 36 10.5 16 8.9

Persmql Assistance** 103 27.b 144 42.1 29 16.2

*Relationship between independent and dependent variable significant E.t
the .05 level

**Relationship between independent and dependent variable significant at
the .01 level 211



differences in outcome achievement among maintenance and gain clients.

D. Findings

Over half of the centers (59%) responding to the center mail survey

reported their planning process includes specifying objectives for num-

bers and types of disabilities to be served; While this is not the only

procedure that can be used to specify target populations, it does indi-

cate that at least a majority of the centers Bre targeting Oleiz ser-

vices to certain disability groups. The study examined if specific

characteristics of centers, such cs free-standing versus umbrile Organ=

izational types; percet of budgei: comprised of Part B funds; perc.ent

board disabled; and the method of receipt of federal futld, ;.1CuenL:0:,?

whether or not a center had specific objentives for number t-p:t of

disabilities served. None of the above factors proved to bc

cant factor in the practice Of this procedure.

One way of determining whether the independent living cetters are

providing services to people with a range of disabiliti is to lonk at

the ditability groupings of the cc:la:. ;rs served. Slightly under 50% Of

the centers served consumers frotii each of six major disability groups,

and 88% of the centers served more than one disability group (see Table

Goly thirteen centers (11%) target their services to peePl6 in

only one r.-ijor disability group.

A number of center eaaracte:istics -- grantee status, percentage of

Part B funding, percentage of board disabled, and number nf direct

service clients -- had no significant effect on the number of disability

groups served; However, free-standitig centers are significantly more

likely to serve a broader range of disability groups than centers within

an uetella agency. As Table D-2-E shows, these latter centers Are, in

particular, more likely to serle s single disability group exclusively.

The large majority of the single disatiIity centers serve visually

impaired individualS; otherS Serve mentally ill or heavily impaired

people only.

Information ab4.iut centers' eligibility criteria collected during

site visits revealed that there is no single eligibility process em-

ployed by center:. Some centers use consumer-reported disability as the
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Table D-2-E

NumbeT of Disability Groups Served 11-Type-ol-Ageuey7

All Centers Independent ILC
Within

Umbrella Agency

# % $ % %

Number-of Groups Served

1 Disability 13 10.7% 3 4.5% 10 22.2%

2 to 5 Disabilities 44 39.3 28 42.4 15 33.3

All 6 Disability Gr. ts 55 49.1 35 53.0 20 44.4

Total 112 100.0% 66 100.0% 45 100.0%

Relationstip between the independent and dependent variable significant

at the .05 level.
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method of determining eligibility, while others require medi-;al proof of
_

a disabling conditiom Needs assessments sometimes are used by centers

to screen potential consumers; a few centers report conducting assess

ments to determine a person's ability t 1,enefit from the services

provided. Several centers require an ability to reach independence with

the assistance of their services to reach eligibility, and at least one

center strictly complied with this criterion Although the survey data

indicates most centers serve consumers with a range of disabilities,

some centers do screen for specific types of disabilities and limit

services accordingly. Others may te::,(1 to serve a range, but screen out

certain populations (such as the C2., ;nically mentally ill).

Target popula:inn deci:, ere sometimes made by the umbrella

agencY of a center, with the center serving a population similar to that

of the umbrella. Another factor that influences the type of clients

centers serve is funding agency requirements; example, some centers

may focus on vocational rehabilitation client h;.ec..e of requirements

established by that agency.

An important target population issue for ceuters is the tension

between trying to serve all consumers who request services versus

targeting services to particular groups; Centers that serve all people

who request services may find thut they are serving individuals with

temporary or less severe disabilities. They w'll also tend to serve

those Who are Already out in the community, with s,ifficient independence

to initiate contact on their own. However, meeting the demands of these

consumers may preclude outreach to institutionalized individuals; There

are also monetary considerations that centers face when including de

institiotization as one of their objectives. If nuM:)er of Clientii

served is a main funding or evaluation criterion, centers may be com

pelled to serc-2 Live gleatc't number of clients instead of ihoK-e most in

need of center :-ervices.

SoFne centers that were very specific about their target population

goals did not serve people wi!..h a range of disabilities; other centers

served people with a wide range of disabilities, but had not clearly

defined their target population. Although both these approaches may

work for the individucl centers, certain issues emerge when one contii.
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ders the centers relationship to the communities they serve. If

center serves only a single disability group, other disabled people in

the center's service area may not have independent living services

available to them. Likewise, centers that don't define a target popula-

tion for at least some of their services may be caught in a demand-

response situation that precludes their ability to engage effectively in

outreach efforts or to t.arget services to the most severely disabled.

A service configuration used by some centers and one which is

encouraged in the standards, is targeting direct services to specific

disability groups while providing Information and Referral services to

all who request it. For centers that cover large geographical areas,

this is one way to meet service demands.
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STANDARD -,:- COV-S-U-MER-01AGO-M-ES-

The center shall_increase individual corisumer achievement of
Independent Living goals, in areas such as, but not limited
to, the_following:
3.1 Housing
3.2 Living arrangements_
3;3 Income and financial management
3.4 Transportation
3.5 Personal care
3.6 Nutrition
3.7 Household management
3.8 Mobility
3.9 Health and health care
3;10 Assistive devices
3.11 Education
3.12 Etployment_
3.13 Community_involvement
3.14 Family_life
315 Recreation__
3;16 Personal growth
1.17 Social skills
3.18 Communication skills
3.19 Self-direction
3.20 Consumer and legal rights

A. Description and Purpose_ of_Staadard

The consumer achievement standard emphasizes that the primary pur-

pose of independent living centers is to c:intribute to disabled

individuals' achievement of independent living goals. The standard

lista 20 goal areas that directly relate to living full and productive

lives in society, including living arrangements, finances, mobility, Ahd

transportation. Standard 3 holds ce_ters accountable for supporting the

achievement of consumer goals in these areas. It represents a departure

from traditional center data collectior and reporting which hés focused

primarily on process measures, such as numbers of individual:4 Served and

services provided, by focusing on the outcomes of these services;

Standard 3 reflects an attempt to identify t:ommon set of types of

consumer goals in order to capture outcomes across centers. An Alter:ail=

tive approach would be to measure achievement of individual consumer

goals, which may vary widely with disparate client objectives and capa-

bilities, and With the broad ralge of center program emphases. In fact,

Several centers indicated "number of goals Achieved" ail an alternative
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witcome measure. Hoiver; while this strategy does reflect more closely

the extent of variation among centers and consumers; it would make

aggregation or :,Aislysis across centers or consumers extremely prob-

lematic. By selecting a set of common goal areas critical to the

overall . achievement of ertianced independent living, Standard 3 permits

COmparisons among centers and consumers, as well as further refinement

of a set of appropriate independent living outcomet for ccnt,rs and con-

sumers to work towards.

B. Summary of-Achievement

The evaluation measured consumer achievement as report d by all

centers responding to the center marl survey and by consumers from 36

sample sites. Centers reported mere than 58,000 outcomes across 15

areas; the most frequently reported achievement was securing services

for consumers through referral to other programs; Almost 75% of the

consumer respondents reported at least one gain in housing, education;

employment; income, or transportation while in contact with an indepen-

dent living center, and 69% reported a more independent housing situa-

tion (the area with the greatest gains). Approximately 90% of the

consumers stated they had made at leatt one gain relc;ted to four

additional areas probed by the study: personal and social changes;

increased knowledge of the type likely to facilitate independent living;

increased skillS in meeting their own needs; and the receipt of aids;

benefits, and services. The most frequently reported achievements were

within he personal/social change cluater.

BiVariate anlayses showed that only age and VR statzs -- of the

consumer characteristics tested -- were statistically significant in

relation to consumer-reported outcomes. The nature of the dontiumer's

Contact With a center -- the frequency, location; and type of services

teteived -- appears to make the greatest difference in the level of

outcome achievement; In addition, ease of accessibility to the center

and disabled service delivery staff are significantly related to higher

consumer outcomes.

According to multivariate analysis, sel,:i.ces received and service

characteristics also were the most important factors contributing to
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consumer outcomes. In particular, housing services, case management,

and frequent and personal contact with the center had the most consis-

tent effects on a wide range of outcomes. These analyses found that

centers were effective for a broad range of consumers both in increasing

and maintaining their independence. Generally, except for VR client

status and residence in a supervised setting (both characterittics

leading to higher achievement), consumer characteristics did not :L:o..,sis-

tently affect a broad range of outcomes. Finally, while centers with a

greater degree of consumer participation in service delivery reported

higher outcomes, the data regAng the relationship of disabled

directors and consumer-controlled boards to outcomes were inconclusive.

Findings

Consumer achievement as reported by the centers and by consumers

themselves is described in detail in Chapter V of this report. Table V-

1 in that chapter presents center-reported outcome data, while Tablea V=

2 through V-6 summarize consume.r-reported gains. In addition; Table V-2

distinguishes between those consumers who reported an improved situation

(in the five key areas of housing, education, income, or transporLatiOn)

and those who vIparently maintained their situations while in cOntact

vitt' an independent living center.

In order to examine consumer achievement in relation to Standard 3;

Table D-3-A (nex.: page) presents the large variety of consumer impacts

measured by the study in the context of the Standard 3 outcome areas.

As the table indicates, at least 20% of the consumers surveled reported

0- least one gain related to each area. One-third or more of the

consumers reported improvements in twelve areas: living arrangements

(69%), seIf-direction (66%), personal growth (572), social skills (49%),

communication (46%), personal core (41%), recreation (39%), transporta-

tion (38%), hOusing (38%), ASSistiVe devices (37%), education (36%), and

income and financial management (36%).

Chapter V and Chapter IX summarize the findings of the multivariate

analyieä Of factors contributing to higher consumer outcomes. TheY

present detail about the effects of services, consumer characteristiCS,

and center characteristics on both center- and consumer-reported out-
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Table :-3-A

Consumer Out comes_ f orStandard 3--Da t-a Element s

Outcome # Total N1 %

HouFing

Learned about housing options 337 879 38.3%

+Obtained housing modifications '7-, 244 --- ---

LiVing-Arrangementa

Have more independent housing

situation 578 841 68.7

Center helped change housing

SituatiOn 292 875 33.4

+Moved from institution to less

restrictive setting 2,030 --- ---

Illoome-and_Financial Asnsgement

Learned about benefit programs 317 880 36.0

Higher monthly income 296 917 32.3

Learned to manage finances 216 876 24.7

Center helped increase income 97 912 10.6

+Obtained financial benefits 5,542 --- ---

Transportation

334 877 38.1+Learned about transportation options

Learned to use transporption 298 876 34.0

Transportation situatioa better 237 915 25.9

Center helped improve transpor-

tation situation 224 925 24.2

+Learned to use transportation 5,941

+Acquired license to drive 264 ---
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Table D-3-A (continued)

utcome # Total NI X
---

Personal Care

Learaed about personal care

assistance ?.59 878 40.9

Acquired attendants 267 863 30.9

Learned to manage attendants 244 5 27.9

Carried out self-care 226 816 25;8

+Acquired attendants 5,033 ---

Nutrition

Learned about health 283 879 32.2

Carried oUt self-care 226 876 25.0

Household Mangement

Carry out household/shopping chores 252 875 28.8

Acquired household support 229 874 26.2

+Able to shop!do chores 3,653 ---

HebilitY

Acquired mobility aids 179 862 20.8

+Acquired mobility, vision, or

COmmuniCation Aida 5,472 --- ---

Health and Health Care

Learned about health 283 879 31.2

Mere healthy And fit 240 879 27.3
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Table 0-3-A (continued)

Outcome # Total N) _%

-:.ssistive Devices

Learned about equipment options 326 879 37.1

Learned to use aids 222 874 25.4

Had equipment repaired 153 861 17.8

Acquired adaptive equipment 120 861 13.9

Acquired communication Or vieuil aids 98 863 11.4

+Acquired mobility, vision, or

communication aide 5,472 --- ---

Education

Learned about education options Z12 E-9 355

Education level changed 221 909 22.3

Learned about affirmative action 193 880 21.9

ILC helped continue education 107 906 11.8

+Achieved educational goals 1,818 --- ---

EtOloystent

Learned about employment optionis 219 881 24.9

Employmnent situation better 105 892 11.8

ILC helped enployment situation

improve 78 897 8.7

+Obtained employment 1,548 --- ---

Community Involvement

Belong to more community groups 177 882 20.1

+Gained membership in community

organizations 1,170 --- ---

+Registered to vote 2,639
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-Outo- Total N

R-ttcz-eztion

Learned about recreational

activities 340 878 38.7

Participate in more sports 157 880 17.8

Personal Growth

Feel more self-confident 488 878 55.6

Cope better with disability 454 881 51.5

Feel better about sexuality/

personal relationships 255 881 28.9

Social Skills

FeeI more comfortable in public 427 879 48.6

Feel more comfortable socially 375 879 42.7

Have more friends 25 879 37.0

Communication Skilla

Communicarc more assertive ' 402 879 45.7

Confront infringement of 334 875 38.2

Acquired interpreters 40 863 4.6

Acquired readers 32 863 3.7

+Acquird readers or interpreters 5;021

+Acquired mobility, vision, or

communication aids 5,472 - - _ _
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Table D-3-A (continued)

Outcome # Total NI %

Self-Direction

Center helped increase independence:

-- Rating of 3 or above* 702 762 92.1

-- Rating of "511* 506 762 66.4

Learned how to acquire necessary

services 328 877 37.4

Learned how to use community

urces 317 878 36.1

Developed a goal *Ian 208 877 23.7

_Consumer -and-Lega1-Right8

Acquired legal or advocacy services 199 860 23.1

+From Center Mail Survey. t'' othe:- data from Consumer Mail Survey.

*Scale of 1-5; Very Poor to Very Good.

"Total N" case.
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comes. Extensive bivariate analyses were also conducted to help

illuminate why some consumers made greater gaina than others. The

results of this set of analyses are prYsizzted in this section.

1. Relationshi_p Between 0,otcomes and C'ient Characteristics

When consumer-reported outcomes were analyzed by age, sex) rare,

age at onset of disability, type of disability, and vocational rehabili-

tation (VR) client status) only age and VR status were significant

factors. In general) younger consumers were more likely to have

improvements than older ones. More specifically, those ihdi---iduals in

the 21-40 age group appeared somewhat sv)re likely tO iChieVe life

situation improvements JSO% reported one or more improvements) than

those in the 41-SC Altegory (73%) and touch likelier than people 61 or

older (57%). While consumers under the age of 21 were also very likely

to have made life improvements while in contact with a center, only

people in total fell under this category. Similarly, consumers who are

now or have formerly been vocational rehabilitation clients appeared

more likely t.0 make aituation improvements (82% and 79%i respectively)

compared to 62% for individuals who have never been VR Clienta.

These findings are consistent with the fact that older individuals

in general are less likely than younger people to experience major life

improvements in housing, employment, and education. In addition, thia

finding confirms field observations that centers generally are hOt

working with older people in institutions to help them achieve greater

independence. It also is not surprising that VR client status ar-c-,azs

to correlate with consumer achievement. Participation in VR plovides

access to a range of additional resources that- can work in combination

with services provided by the center to enhance the cr ability

to make major life changes. Even those individuaLi e cases may

have been closed as unsuccessful by the VR system still have benefited

from their participation in VR and may be more familiar with the process

of setting and working towards goals. VR acceptance may include those

consumers who are more capable of achieving life improvements; those VR

screened out (based on sevr__Ly of disability, motivation, infeasibility
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of improvement, etc.) may indeed have been thase J.ss willing or able to

make major life gains.

The age and VR suitus breakdowra for other types of consumer out.

comes follow similar patteras. Only achievement in the "aid, bene-

fits, and services" category proved statistically insignificant in rela-

tion to age and VR status. The multivariate analyses (see Chapter V)

generally confirmed the above findings for age and VR client status.

2. RelationshipBetween Outcomes and Intensity of Services

One proxy measure of causality, or the extent to which experienced

charges are due to center services is Hie correlation of services

recNed with outcomes achievec might be expected; those consumers

in more frequent contact with a er achiLved mor._! outcoms (see Table

D-3-B). In addition, as Table D-i-B idso makes clear, individUals Whb

never go to a center (who receive servi7.es by phone or at hotne) are also

Iess likely to report gains.

Apparently, then, frequency and intensity of contact (assuming that

people who visit the center are more deeply involved) dc make a dif-

ference in consumer levels of achievement. ThE:e i iso a strong

relationship between consumers attributing changes to involvement with

the center and whether services were received at t7.,e ceer. Of those

consumers who never went to the center, only 32% reported that the

center had helped th to achieve major life improvements, contrasted to

57Z of those who did visit the center. Finally1 another importar:.

finding is that working with one staf! person who cdOrdingtOS all

services apparently is a significant factor in relation to consumer

achievement in only two areas, learning skills and Obtaining knowledge.

Multivariate analysis (see Chapter IX) confirmed that frequency of

contact and in-person service delivery (either at the center or in the

consumer's home) both had consi3tent effects on a Wide range Of

outcomes. However, case management, which was positively associated

with higher outcomes in five of _the seven areas, exhibited the most

consistent effects of all the service characteristics tested.

Table D-3-C shows that consumers who stated that they worked

primarily with ditabled staff more frequently reported outcom,
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Table D=3=B

Consum-er-Aohievement by-Frecuency and Nature-o-f-Contaowith Cent-or

Achievement

Nulaber_of Contatts-with Center-- -IsTever Go to Cent

5 or_Fewer 6+ Agr z
--.1

Disagt

iiii %

Ithnrovement in

186 66.7% 5i0 31.0% 180 62.1%

110- -37-.9-

290 100.0%

536 82.1%

17.-9j

Situation**

Pfie oz More

Total 279 100.0% 64k 100.0%

-14-7

653 100.0_

Personal/SOcial

157 56.3%

122 43;7

489 76.2%

153_ __2,3_;_8

146 50.3%

144 _41_7__142

511 78.3%

-21.-7-

Change**

Ofit or More

None

Total 279 100.0% 642 100.0% 290 100.0% 653 100.0

Aids.-Senefita.

450 70.1%

192 29;9

168 57.9%

122 42;1

433 66.3%

220 33._7_

Services**

One or More 138 49.5%

None '1 50;5

Total 79 100.0% 642 100.P 100.0% 653 100.0

Skill-S**

One ..)r More

None

158 56.6%

121 43.4

507 79.0%

135 21.0

t1290

165 .9%

125 43.1

510 77.

143 21.5_

TOtal 279 100.0% 642 100.0% 290 100.0% 653 100.0

Knowledge**

176 t3.1%

103 36.9

542 84;4%

100 15.6

188 64;8%

102 35.2

537 £2.2%

M6 17.8

One or More

None

Total- ----27-9-100.0%- --642 100.0% 290 100.0% 653 100.0

**Relationship between_dependent and independent variables significant at
the .01 level except for the relationship batween "Aida, Bénefit_a,
ServiceS" and "NeVer Go to ILC," which is significant at the .05 level.
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Table D -3 -C

Consumer-Reported Outcomes by Disability_pirect Service Staff

Re_ported Worked Primarily wit'n Disabled Staff

Yes--- -N

Improvement in

414

111

78.9%

21.1

326

139

70.1%

29.9

Situation*

One or More

14-che

_Total--

Personal/Social

52L

410

-113

100.0%

78.4%

--21-.-6--

465-

266

201

i 100.0%

57.0%

-43-0-

ChanRe**

Ohe Ot More

None--

Total _523 -10-0,-0%- ---W- 100-C-X----

Aida: _itlefits
Services*

One or 1: 7:e 354

NOne ;.69

67.7%

32.3

260

207

55.7%

44.3

;otal ----523-- ---100;0%---- -----467 10J.0%

Sk1;11s**

79.3%

-20,7-

278

189-

59.52

-40.-5-

ohe di- More

Note-

415

108

Total 523 100.0% 467 100.0%

edke*

83.0% 309

I5g

66.2%

338

Ot.; or More 434

----89------

523L Total

-17.0-

100.0% 46_T

**Relationship between dependent and independent variables significant at
.01 level.

*Relationship betw:!en dependent and independent variables significant at
.05 level.
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achierament in ail the areas measured This conclusion is partially

supported by the multivariate analyses (see Chapter IX), which found

that working primarily with staff that had a difierent disability made a

difference in the number of achievements reported in three areas.

Bivariate analysis also showed that there is a statisticall :. signi-

ficant relationship between receipt of nearly all center servicer and

client a.:hievement. Only electronic and communication ser-ices were

statisically insignificant factors; howe.)e.7, a vel:y small proportion of

the consumer sample received these services. ..tiese Indings were con-

firmed by multivariate anrAysis, which also showed which services had

thc greatest effects on outcomes (see Chapters V and M.

3. Relationship Between Outcomes and Center Charac!-eristics

Consistent with othcr findings, consumers at those centers with

,sier access to the center and its services reported higher levels of

attievement. Whether or tot situation improvements occurred was relate,:

:n .,oximity to public transportation, center provision of trans-

builaing accessibility, and ease of phone access to the

center. All these accessibility factors also were influential in

relation to peional or social dianges and acquisition of

Several center characteristics were tested in 7elation to consumr-

reported outtAnes. These factors included budget amount, type of area

served, size of staff, pzesence of disabilities among :;taif and

type of orgatization, and years in operation. aowever, none of hese

characteristics was statistical17 significant in relation to consurer

achievement within ;:he 36 cente-. irom which the consumer samples were

selected; In multivariate analyses, several characteristics had signi-

f. and consistent effects on center and consumer-reported individual

outcomes (see Chapters V and TX).

Bivariate analyses also indicated a piLive nd statistically

significIlL relationship between measures of !pod financial management

practices and program outcomei. Centers which had financial mangement

systems capable of measuring cost per service were significantly more

likely to have consumers reporting higher levels of improvement on four

of the five following dimensions, as compared to centers lacking such



management capability: jitnational improvements; receipt of aids, bene-

fita and services; gains in skills; gains in knowledge; and gains in

personal, psychological and community Lituation. In addition, centers

with ,.he capability of determining -.)sts per service and of calculating

cost per consumer were mort likely to have_trained a much higher number

of other professionals in the community in dealt g with the needs of

disabled individuals.

No stltistically significant relationships were found between

evaluation practices and program outcomes in bivariate analyses. How-

e aters issuing evaluatinn reports also were more likely to train

numJers of community professionals in the special needs of

persons with disabilities.

Multivariate analyses (see Chapter IX, Table IX-3) revealed that

determining average cost per service and documenting consumer goal

achievement did make a difference in a few outcome areas. Cons...mers

from centers claiming they follow these practices reported more gains in

some areas. However, centers using the financial procedures reporte,!

fewer consumers that acquired attendanA. Fbk the most part, evaluation

practices and firancial management capability d not have a consistent

and tigni!-icant effect on a broad range of rrogram outcomea.

Relationshi Between Out,comes and Major Purpo_a_e_far

Using Center Servic,es

As described in Chapter V, consumers had different primary Fposes
in using center services.. One group of consurers clearly sought to

increase independence, while others wished to maiLAain current levels of

in,pendence, te obtain information, or had some other purpose.

Analysis of consumer rxhievement in terms of major purpose shows

that individuals seeking to make gain_ in independence are generally

more likely to report outcomes. A higher proportion of "Gain" con-

sumers recorded personal or social changes, skill acquisition, and

increased knowledge However, major purpose in seeking center services

was not statistically significant in relation to improved situations or

to Aids, benefitili and SerVices. Apparently' while those consumers bdth

higher expectations for center Services and more ambitious goals were
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able to achieve some changes in their lives more consistently than other

consumers, they were not necessarily mor likely to benefit from major

life improvements. The effects of major ptrpose on outcome achievement

were alge miked in the multivariate analysis (see Chapter IX).

2 0



STANDARD- 4 -: COMMUNITY OP-TIONS

The Center Ahall increase the_availability and improve the
quality_of_tommunity options for Independent Livisr,;, in such
areas asi but not limited to, the following:
4.1 Housing
4.2 Transportation
4.3 Personal care
4.4 Education
4.5 EMployment _

4.6 Communization
43 Aeduction of barriers, including archito!ctural sad

social
46 Disability awareness and social acte,:tance
4.9 Recreation
4.10 Consumer involvement tivid actAvitieti And community

affairs_
4.11 Phyaital and Mental health Care
4.12 Legal serv:x:ers

A. Description and fur_pose of Standard

The purpose of this standard is tP izIpro4e P community's social and

physical environment for persons with severe dibiliCies. Standard

requires centers to develcp options Lhat enable disaSled individuals to

live independently. Without appropriate community options, these

individuals are restricted ro dependency upon t;ilies or nurs5ng home-

If persons with ,lisabilities are to live like other citizens, they

accessible and affordable housing, traneportation, personal care, and

other environmental improvements.

B. Summarv-of-Achievamat

Overall, centers reported 27,145 community impacts across the

various outcome areas. On average, 66% of the centers could report

outcomes in community development areas applicable to their programs.

Not surprisingly, centers which specifically gav%. priority to some ki. Is

oh: community development areas were more likely to achieve impacts in

those areas. There was a statistically significant relationship between

impacts and such goals as barrier reduction, recreation, personal care,

and communication. In addition, bivariate analysis showed that centers

with the following characteristics reported higher levels of impact in

at least some areas: a non-rural setting; a disab !cl director; at least
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half the starf with disabilities; a vide rangf: =,;; c-frved; a

greater community development focus; a strt td:Ldnt living

philosophy. Hultivariate analyses showed a

larger budget, experience, a smaller service

financial and planning management capabilities sci.e 1-elated

higher center achievement when controlling for tilt: of other

factors.

Among other community agencies surveyed in the centers' locales,

ieze was greatest agreement that independent livirg centers ha.

substantial impacts in rhe areas of personal care (63%), disability

awareness (59%), and transportation (45%). Housing, consumer involve-

Meht And barrier removal were also areas that a large proportion of

other Agencies believed centera had Affected in their communities.

C. Findings

Table D-4 summarizes center-reported achievement for most of the

community option a:eas listed in Standard 4. As discussed it chaptot

VII. the highest cutcome levels were eported im the two "training"

CAtegOrieS: other service pruviders and health providers trained in the

special needs of perslns with disabilities represented 23% And 19%,

respectively, of the total number of outcomes reported; Adding quali-

fied attendants to the community pool 12%) was the third highest out-

come area reported. Please see Chapter VII for discussion Of the

problems centers experienced in reporting community VII=

6, in particular, provides detail about how many centers recorded

achievement in areas targeted by thtir community development efforts.

Two Standard 4 data ele1,-.nts not covered in Table D-4 ate 4.8,

Disability Awareness and Social Acceptance, and 4;12; Legal Services;

While 87% Of the centers reported that they target prometion of d!.-6=

ability awareness in their programs, to assess the effectiveness of

center efforts it would be Assary to measure changes ili general

public attitudes. Hovey

veyed felt centers hAd r

their community, ine

believes centers art

2

.rIy 60% of the community agencies sur-

ally affected disability awareness in

tat the local social service comm:-nity

.well in this area. In contrast, only

2
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Table D-4

Center-Repozted Commurl.y_Impacts for Standard 4
Data-.CielTents

verage #($)
Cnnamun t Im act Area f I m-actsT Ct-iter

Honainc

Accessible Rousing Units

TTa0-pOt tation

Accessible Vehicles ti,lded tO
Public Transvrtation System 29 1-350

Ran e
TOtal #($)
of Impacts

22 1-150

Personal Care
Attendants_e_dded to Communi::
Attendant Pool

Additional FundinR Raised for
AC.endants, -Its and/or

Interpreters

Education
Agreements Established with
Special Education/Other Agencies

Educational Resources Made Accessibl

Employment_
Jobs Developed

Cominicat ion
Cammunication Devices Made Available

Readers Added to Community Pool

Interpzeters Added to Community Pool

77'duction_of Aarriers
Ramps or ( -., Cuts

Accessible Public Buildings

nraiIIed Information

Brailled Elevators

Parking Spaces

Recreation
Recreation Programs Made Available

Conaumer-Inc.1 ement in Civic/
Comwunity Affairs

Consumer Memberships in Community
Croups

Ds-ab-i-1 cy Awarenesa

Health Providers Trained

Other Service Providers Trained

45

$11.5881

10

7

17

10

6

32

12

1;

6

23

12

191

2-201

$100-$1,000,000

1-90

1-100

1-11 2

1-100

1-50

1-34

1-100

1-150

1400

2-250

1-250

1-252

1-651

1-501

1,806

979

3,227

$7,486,669

1Median reported rather tti. mean,

£46

352

1,024

588

335

280

' 302

958

541

2:6

1,462

976

1,170

5,0o7

o,106
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14% of the centers reported targeting legal services, confirming Site

visit observations that most centers refer individuals to other agencies

for this service Community agencies concurred with thia finding that

legal services are a low priority, with only 10% reporting that centers

have SUbatantially affected the availability of these servicen;

Statistical analysis shows that centers which specifically gave

priority to some kinds of commmnity development'goals were more likely

to achieve higher levels of impact in those areas; Centers targeting

personal care reported adding an average 49 attendants t.e "ae community

pool, compared to an average 17 for those centerP ',/-thout a peracaal

care foces in their community development progra Aese same centers

claimed vhey helped raise an average $173,000 ..Itional personal

care attendant funding compared to an average $4, ior the remaining

centers (these findings are both statistically significant at the X5

leNiel). Similarly, centers targetir7.; barrier reduction claimed credit

for an average 13 buildings wade accessible compared to four

(significant at the ;01 level); centers tArgeting recreation helped

establish an average 18 programs compared to four for the other centers

(significant at the ,.05 level); and centers targeting communication

reported adding an average 14 communication devices compared to an

average six for the remaining centers (significant [t the .2 level).

All of these findings hold even whea controlling for the effects of

center size on the number of impacts reperted.

Additional I..variate as well as multivariate analyses were

undertaker to determine which organizational characteristics were

SignifiCantlY aiioCiAted with center success in developing comwmnity

options. For the results of theae analyses, please see Chapter VII.
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STANDARD 5: SF&VICES

The_center shAll provideito disabled_individuals
center's target population And/Or their faMilieS the ft_-
lowing Independent Living Services:
5.1 '-dvocacy

5.2 :dependent living skills training (e.g., health :are.
:-Inancia1cianagement, etc.)

5.3 ,r counseling

to the services above,_the Center may_provide )r
livai1 -2-1e other services such al, but hot limited

Lego- services
counseling services (e.g., non-peer, group,

5;6 Housing services
5.7 Equipment services
5.8 Transportation services
5.9 Social_an&recreational services
5.10 Educational services
5.11 Vocational_services, including supported employment
5;12 Reader, interpreteri and other communication services
513 Attendant and homemaker services
5;14 Electronic services

A . Descriptionandr-ur-poseofS t tn-dard-

The intent of this standard is to ensure that independent living

center servicts are responsive to the needs of persons with disabilities

and thei ami1jé, snd that services are designed and organized to

?Phieve t crimary objective of assisting persons with disAbilities to

,xs independeutly as possible; Although this standard is not

intended to affect the diversi%y that exists in center service con-

figuratiOnS, it doeS indicate that centers are expected to of-T the

types of assistance that appropriately support the independent living

goals of persons with disabilities and their familics. Under this

standard, three services have been designatf'd ati "Core" services to be

p-ovided by all centers: advocacy independe,it liVing Skill6 training,

and peer counseiing, all of which have beet identified as essential

support mechanisms for persons seeking to live independently. It

Addition, centers may offer a range of other types of sa.rvices that

match the particular needs of their Service locale.



E. Summary of Achievement

Independent living centers appeared to be highly resi)onsive to the

requirements of the service standard. The majority of centers provided

the core services of advocacy, independent living skills training, and

peer counseling. Moreover, there has been extensi- e provision of

services relatd to such areas as housing, equipment, transportation,

personal care assistance, and social/recreation.

Substantive variations in how core services have been organized and

delivered reflect the organizational, historical, and geographic

differences that characterize the centers themselves. Current varia

tions do not necessarily diminish the integrity of the service model,

but suggest that each service has a range of possible delivery options.

While the majority of IL Centers offered the key services; In some

cases the frequency of provision was significantly influenced 1)-' certain

factors. Rural ceaters, tor exampI2 tended to provide a narrr range

of serviceg Than other centers. Centers vith a large:: pa;.-. stage of

staff withdtsabilities were more likely to provide peer

Also, centers 'with larger numbers of consumers more frequent provided

attendant/homene:- sarvices.

C. YIndingA

The types s' pr-v4._ded by the cerr:ers are fully described

in Chapte:: IV; i=-5 provides additional detail about ',-he

relationships .., center characteri,tics and whether or not a

service is offered. These findings can be summarized as follcWS:

Advocacy services were generally equally likely to be

provided by all t es of centers regardless of center

characteristics su:h as funding lev;., type of organiza

tion, or degree Of consumer participation, although they

were more likely to be offered by centers that had been

in operation longer.

Jndependent living skills training was provided by all

types of centers. Ia general, centers surveyed were

equally likely to provide these training services
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Table D-5

Kt.:Qtiocshi- Betweet Center C.r.aracteristica and Seryi

_

Services Offered

C. . "Laracterf.sti,:s

Advocacy

ILS Training

Peek Counseling

Legal

Professional Counseling

Other Counseling

Rousing

Equipment

Transportation

Recreation

Educational

Vocational

Communication

Attendant

Electronic

Family Support

I And R

Other

**

abased on Pearson Correlation Coefficient

KEY

+ or relationship signiftcant at .2 level

relationship sigtif5cDuc c.t .05 level

** relationship signilicaot .C! level
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regardless of their individual center characteristics;

(None of the correlationS were signifiezint at the .05

level).

Most centers provided peer counseling services regardless

Of their geographical serVice Area, flit:klieg leVelS, Or

caselo7'd size. However, there were other variations in

the types of centers offering peer counseling. Centers

with more disabled staff were more likely to prOvide

service (92%) than those with fewer disabled staff (7c)

Centers with a majority of disabled board membet..! weie

AlSO móre likely to provide peer_ counseling (92%) than

those whose boatds had fewer disabled members (78%).

Free-standing centers were more likely to provide peer

counseling (90%) than those operating within umbrella

organizations and centers with disabled directors were

more likely to provide peer counseling (92%) chan those

with non-disabled directors (81%).

to A71 centers surveyed were equally likely co provide legal

and paralegal services.

Centers with a larger 1-otal ageucy budget were more

likely to offer '-using (87%) than smaller budget centers

(49%). Fewer rural centers (572) offered housing than

those serving rban and suburban areas (89%). Centers

that have been in operation longer were more likely to

offer housing services, and those whos( total budget was

composed of a higher percentage of Part B funds; were

less likely to provide these Services than centers with

less Pait B funding;

Centers were equally likely to provide equipment services

regardletis of their characteriStics.

2 8
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Centers less likely to provide transportation were those

with a higher percentage of their budget used for com-

munity development activities and, not surprisingly,

those in rural areas.

Free-standing centers were less likely (32%) than those

operating with umbrella organization (48%) to provide

social and recreational services.

The longer a center had been in operation, the more

likely it was to provide educational services.

All types of centers were :!quall) likely _;o offer family

support services.

All centers were equally likely to provide vocational

services, with one exception. F-r those centers

operating within an umbrella agency, the types of umbrel-

la agency was related to the provision of vocational

services. Centers with non-profit umbrella agencies were

more likely to provide vocational services than centers

operated by VR, presumably because vocational services

were already being offered by the umbrella agency.

Centers that subcontract with state vocational rehabili=

tation agencies were more likely to provide cummunication

services than VR agencies or direct center grantees.

Centers serving a rural area were less likely than those

serving an urban area to provide attendant/personal
_

assistance services.
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STANDARD 6: INFORMATION _AND REF-ER-RAI,

The center shall provide Information and Referral to all inquirers
including those from outside the center's target population.

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

The rationale underlying this standard reflects the importance of

acc,ss to information and referral services for persons with disabili-

ties. In addition to the varied types of direct assistance provided by

IL Centers, persons with disabilities need information related to the

issues, options and resources that influence their ability to achieve an

independent lifestyle.

Referral assistance is also essential since achieving independence

often requires the involvement of a variety of agencies and community

organizations. Under this standard, independent living centers are

required to provide the information and referral assistance to any

individual seeking to achieve or to learn about resources for indepen-

deflt living.

B. Summary of Achievement

The Pact B program has been characterized by extensive provision of

informatipn and referral services. Regardless of level of funding,

oganizatiA.nal structure, or location, most centers have provided this

service. Over 80% of the sample provided I & R services and over 60% of

the consumer sample reported receiving I & R assistance. Comparisons

across different types showed that although the majority of all types of

centers provided I & R services, not all types of centers were equally

likely to provide I & R. Centers with a majority of disabled board

members were more likely to provide I & R services (89%) than those with

fewer disabled board members (78%). Similarly, centers with a majority

of disabled staff were more likely to provide I & R (90%) than those

with fewer disabled staff (79%). Also, centers which were direct

grantees were more likely to provide I & R (96%) than those sub-

contracting with yR (81%).

Centers also established referral relationships with a wide variety

of agencies which included vocational rehabilitation, primary care and
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rehabilitation agencies, housing and transportation agencies, mental

health and mental retardation agencies, and disability related organiza-

tions. Centers vary in how they organize and deliver I & R services,

with die major variation reflecting the extent to which I & R iS fully

staffed and supported by the development of a resource library or

directory. Some Centers have a fully developed I & R system with staff

specialists and centralized resource materials. Most centers provide I

& R through a more informal mode in which all service staff assume

responsibility for responding to I & R calls. In both cases, I & R

serves additionally as an intake mechanism for consumers seeking

assistance.

C. Types of Referral Relationships Develo.ed b Inde ndentlAmin

Centers

In order to identify consumers in need of services and to provide

appropriate referral assistance, centers have developed a network of

contacts and referral relationships with other agencies. Referral ser-

vices have also required that centers develop an information base about

the various types of agency services that are available to consumers in

their Service locale as well as an awareness of how consumers can access

such services. The study examined the extent to which centers received

referrals from certain types of agencies as well as the extent to Which

they made referrals to various agencies.

Ths community agency mail survey responses indicated that centers

have established referral relationships with a wide variety of agencies

-- 75% of the respondents indicated that their agencies refer consumers

to centers, and 56% indicated that their agencies receive referrals from

centers. The findings from the center mail survey indicated that the

major sources from which over 60% of the centers received referrals were

the state vocational rehabilitation agency, primary care facilities,

mental health/mental retardation agencies, medical service providers,

rehabilitation facilities, disability related organizations, and welfare

or social service agencies. Centers most frequently referred consumers

to such agencies as the state vocational rehabilitation agency, welfare

or social service agencies, housing agencies, the social security
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office, mental health/mental retardation agencies transportation

agencies, disability related organizationsi and Medicaid. The extent of

referral relationships reported by the centers is depicted iu Table D-6.

There was some variation in referral relationships across different

types of centers. Those with a higher representation of indiVidUala

with disabilities on their boards were more likely to refer consumers to

state vocational rehabilitation agencies. Those centers with a higher

percentage of disabled staff were more likely to refer consumers to

other independent living centers. The larger the center, the more

likely it was to refer consumers to state vocational rehabilitation

agencies and medical providers.
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Table D-6

Independent-Living Center Referral Relationahips

A enc T

% ILCs_
Receive
Referrals

%_ILCs
Make
Referrals

State Vocational Rehabilition Agency 88. 86.8%

Primary Care Facility (hospital, nursing home) 85.1 44.6

Mental Retardation/Mental Health Agency 76.0 77;7

Rehabilitation Facility 70.2 c16.1

Doctor or Medical Care Provider 68.6 53.7

Disability-Related Organization 67.S 78.5

Welfare or Social Service AGency 67.8 86.8

Special Education Agency/Ptogram 66.1 37.2

Agency fur Aging 61.2 66.1

Advocacy Group 51.2 62.9

Private Vendors or Services 48.8 64.5

Housing Agency 47.9 86.0

Other Independent Living Centers 46.3 62.0

Employment Agency 38.8 67.8

Other Educatiocal Organization 35.5 39.7

Social Security Office 33.1 85.1

Legal Service Organization 33.1 76.0

Medicaid Agency 30.6 7/.9

Transportation Agency 22.3 79.3

Business/Corporations 14.9 32.2

Lobbying Groups 9.9 18.2

Other 11 7.4

2 3
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STANDARD-74--00101UNITYACTIV-ITIES-

The_center_shall_conduct activities to increase community capacity
to_meet_the needs of individuals with disabilities, such as, but
not limited to, the_following:_
7.1 Advocacy_ and technical tasistance services to improve

community options,_remove community barrierS, And create
access to public programs

7.2 Pnblic information_and_education (e.g.,__presentz:tions, press)
7.3 Outreach_ to consumers and service providers
7.4 Initiatives to establish an active role in the disabled

community

A; Deacrintion--andPur-pose of-Standard

Standard 7 calls on centers to develop activities and services to

ekOind CoMMUnity options for persons with aisabilities. Community

activities may include advocacy, technical assistance, and publid infOr=

!nation. Another method for expanding community opportunities is outreach

to Service agencies and other local organizations. As c result, more

consumers can be referred to centers or participate in various activi

ties and services. Finally, under Standard 7 centers are &petted to be

active leaders in organizations of persons with disabilities or, if such

OrgenizatiOns do not exist, help foster and provide leadership for a

disab7.ed community.

B. Summary of Achievement

On the erage, independent living centers devoted 25% of their

efforts to communityoriented activities. Nearly onethird (31%)

allocated over 30% of their resources to catalytic activities in the

community.

Of the communicy agencies surveyed, 742 rated their local centers

as highly effective advocates for persons with disabilities ("4" or "5"

on a fivepoint scale), and nearly 562 reported that contact with a

center led to an increase in their own efforts to create options for

disabled persons. While the highest number of agencies (752) report

they refer consomers to a center, the second most frequently reported

relationship (602) is the receipt by the agency of technical assistance

and information from the center. Centers' most frequently reported

relationships were also coordination of service delivery with other
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Providers and provision of information and technical assistance;

While it i diffiCUlt tO assess the results of center outreach

efforts consumer survey results show that 622 of the conatMere learned

about centers from community agencies, indicatiug thot other organiza-

tions had been informed about centers and that they have some degree ,f

confidence in them. Moreover) the overall distribution of center con-

sumers by disability approximates the national distribution of disabili-

ties aMbug the population (see Standard 1);

C. Findiqvi

Although centers report spending a significant amount of time in

commLnity activities (252 on the average), site visit discussions sug-

gest that even this figure may tend to underestimate center efforts

devoted to community development activities. In smaller centers that do

not have specific staff designated to community development activities,

staff sometimes found it difficult to estimate the level of community-

oriented activity. Also, because some centers are reportedly dis=

couraged by their funding sources from allocating resources to community

activities that are considered to be more appropriately spent on direct

consumer services, these centers may not haves good system for docu-

menting activities that are not client-oriented. In addition, some

Staff reported that they spend a great deal of their personal time

representing the center in community activities -- on boards, commis-

sions and task forces -- that they did not report in their estimates.

Results concerning data elements 7.1 througL 7.4 of this standard

are dedcribed in Chapter VII of this report, which covers centers'

advorAcy and technical assistance efforts, public information activi=

ties, outreach, and their leadership roles in the disabled communities.

Chapter VII alto details the types and frequency of center relationships

with a wide range of other local agencies.

Achievement of Standard 7.4, center initiatives to establish An

active role in the disabled community, is difficult to measure. As

reported in Chapter VII, site visits provided several examples of how

centers created and maintained a sense of community among diaabled

individuals. Howevelr, there are some other indicators -- based on
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survey data -- of center impacts in this area. First, 20% of ihe con-

sumers surveyed reported that they belonged to more community groups as

a result of their contact with an indo.pendent livirg center. Centers

reported that nearly 1,20n c-4 their consumers gained memberships in

community governing boards, committees, and councils. They also

reported that more than 2,600 consumers registered to vote. These

results indicate that centers are involving more disabled people in

community activities,
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STANDARD --CONSUMER-INVOLVEMENT

QualifLed_disable& _individuals shall_ be substantially
involved in the _policy _directioni decision7making, service
deliyeryi and management of the Center, and given preference
as:

8.1 Members:Of Boards of Directors (at least 51% qualified
diSabled peraone)

8.2 Managers and supervisors
8.3 Staff

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

Standard 8 proposes that substantial consumer participation in key

management, service delivery and policy-related roles comprises an inte-

gral part of center practice. Historically, service systems involved

with persons with severe disabilities have been based on the assumption

that professionals can better identify the appropriate service needs of

patients or consumers. Thus, individuals with severe disabilities have

often been excluded from participating in the definition of their own

services. Standard 8 was developed with the intention of providing

guidelines for consumer involvement in the articulation and actualiza-

tion of independent living programming. It presents the further potti-

bility of centers providin,, career opportunities and employment training

for individuals with severe disabilities. Finally, the active involve=

ment of qualified persons with disabilities in center decision-making

roles results in consumer exposure to a range of peer role models, a

dynamic considered important in promoting independent living.

B. Summary of Achievement

Study findings indicate that there was considerable participation

of persons with disabilities in key management, decision-making, and

other staff and volunteer roles. On a five-point scale, centers rated

the importance of consumer involvement at levels of (a) 4.0 in relation

to controlling the policy direction and management of centers, (b) 4.2

in establishing service priorities, (c) 3.7 in managing center opera-

tions, and (d) 4.3 in participation in important staff roles. Community

agencies surveyed confirmed center commitment by rating these same

aspects as major emphases in local centers at an average 3.9 level.
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Consumers indicated, with a mean response of 4.3, that persona with

disabilities were involved in key enter staff and management positions.

Thirty-two percent of consumers had assisted in center operations

through paid or volunteer positions;

Across all centers, persons with disabilities comprised:

more than half (52%) of the total members of boards of

directors;

72% of advisory board members;

62% of center directors;

51% of total staff (including administration, direct

service, support, and other staff); and

a majority (58%) of volunteers.

It should be noted, however, that at one extreme of the respondents

surveyed, centers existed with few or no consumer representatives.

Recruiting and training persons with disabilities who are highly quali-

fied or have potential for skill development to fill key decision-making

and staff positions remains a critical issue for centers.

C. Findings

Table D-8 describes the relationship betweeu eight certer charac-

teristics that are not specifically related to consumer involvement and

four characteristics which are specifically related. Of particular note

are the following:

a significant (at 0.1 level) percent (80.(%) of free-

standing centers report a majority of boards of directors

members with disabilities;

63.4% of free-standing centers reveal an average score of

4.4 or better (on a 1 to 5 scale) on independent living

philosophy emphasis (at a .05 significance level);

more than half (5).0%) of centers that are not direct

grantees of Part B funding have a director with a

disability as opposed to 32.0% of direct grantee centers

(significant at .05 level);

as annual budgets increase, the percentage of centers

2
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Table D-8

Relationship- Between- -Consumer- Participation in

Center Operations and Other Center Characteristics

Disabled
Direct-or

Disabled
Majority
on Board

Disabled
Majority
on Staff

IL Philosophy
Score 4.4+
(on-Scale of 1 5)-

401.0-anizstionat-Ststus ** **

Free-itAdding 54.9% 80.6% 54.9% 61.4%

Within Umbrella 47;9 16.7 41;7 31;9

Direct-Grantee *

Yea 32.0 60.0 44.0 30.0

No 57;0 54.3 51.6 55.4

Tntal-Annual-Ruda*r ** *

telt than $175,000 48.6 22.9 40.0 31.4

$175,000 to $100,000 .S0.0 55.3 55;3 54;1

More thin $300,000 51.4 76.3 42.1 57.9

Part II AS % of Budget * *

Less than 33% 60.0 67.7 35;5 64;5

33% - 66% 45.2 58;1 54.8 51.6

More than 66% 45.8 37.5 45.8 34.0

Years iu Operlaion

Less than 4 Years 34.3 51;4 51.4 39.4

Five Years 66.7 49.0 56.0 58.8

Six or More Years 47.1 657 37.1 48.6

Rural-On15, Service Area

Yii. 48.1 44.8 58.6 46;4

No 52a 57;6 46.2 51.6

A
State Servim Area

Ser4ii All of State 417 62.5 41.7 50.0

Serves Part of State 54.2 52.6 51;0 50.5

Community_DeveIoPment
AA % Of Effort *

19% or Less 44.4 40.5 29;7 38.9

20Z -30% 58.5 51.2 60.0 51.2

31% or More 52.8 66.7 52.8 63.9

*Rel.:tionship significant at .05 leel
**Relationship significant at .01 ievel
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with a majority of persons witb disabilities on boards of

directota and scores on center emphasis on independent

living philosophy increase (at .01 Add 05 sigtiZiLante

levels, respectively);_

Centers with less than 33% Part B funds as part of

btidgets show a majority of board members with

disabilitieo and 64.5% report a 4.4+ independent livitig

philosophy score, while lower percentages are shown for

Centera With 33-66Z Part B, and even lower ones for

centers with more than 66% in both Categories (all at .05

level);

e a majority of centers (66.7%) that have bert in

opetatioa for five years repurt directors with

disabilities while legs than half (34.3%) of "younger"

and "older" (47.1%) centers have disabled management (at

.01 level);

o when centers indicate 20-30% as level of community

development effort, 60% operate with a majority of staff

With diaabilitieS. Its efforts increase to 31% or mo.re,

51.2% of centers have a majority of staff with

disabilities. As effort level decreases to 19% or 1eS6

only 29.71 of centers report a majority of staff with

disabilities (All At .05 level).

Other findings related to consumer involvement in centers have beeu

nOted in Chapter VI of the main report, entitled Consumer Participation;

It is apparent ftom these findings that consumer involvement remains a

critical and sometimes controversial issue as centers grapple with the

dynamics of developing disability representation while ensuring that

staff are fully qualified to piOvide and manage quality programs.

3C0
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STANDARD : PROGRAM AND FINANCIAL PLANNING

The center shall establish -clear prioritiesithrough annual
and three-year' program andifinancial planning objectiveS
which intldde, but are not limited:to, the following:
9.1 Overall_center_goals or mission
9.2 Work_plan for_achieving_gmals
93 Spezific_ objectives for numbers and disabilities of

individuals to_be served
9;4 Service_prioritiesamt needs to be addressed
9.5 Types of services to be provided and sr,rvice delivery

procedures
9.6 Annual, three-year) and altetnnt budget projeCtions

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

This standard is intended to promote sound organizational proce-

dures. Its purpose is to create a clear expectation that centers will

engage in annual and three-year planning activities that will contribute

to the eatablishment of priorities and internal standards of account-

ability. Under this standard, centers are expected to have a written

mission or goal statement, and are expected to develop specific work

plans, service priorities and objectives, overall center service plans,

and financial projections.

Summary of Achievement

The center mail survey requested information on nine program and

financial plannimg procedures (see Table D-9). Survey results indicate

that ge r1.11yçenters followed the procedures relevant to the objec-

tives of this standard; Almost half of respondent centers used all or

all but one of the planning procedures included in the survey, and

almost three-fourths used six or more.

Most centers (8n) engaged in formal annual planning procedures.

Site visit interviews revealed that center Boards of Directors generally

participated in this process, in some cases taking the lead and in

others following staff recommendations. Formal planning Was often

conducted in the context of applying for grants.

Nearly all centers (972) also reported the development of written

mission or goal statements that reflect independent livimg philosophy.

Based on site visit findings, it appears that most Board members,
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Table D-9

Percentage of Centers Reporting Use of_Nim,e

Program and Financial Planning_Procedures

Procedure Z of Centers

Annual budget projection 98%

Written independert living mission or goal statement 97

Written description of_types_of services to be provided
and service delivery procedures 94

Annual priorities and needs to be addressed 92
;

Ahnual planning procedures 82

Written work plans for achieving goals 73

Specific_ohjecCies_for_numbers and disabilities of
individuals oe served annually 59

Long-term budget projection 35

Three-year plan for services And conSumerS to be Served 27
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administrators, and staff understood the independent living Philosophy

and its relationship to their center's overall goal.

About 73% of the centers prepared written work plans with timelines

for achieving objectives. These plans frequently were developed as part

of grant applications for funds to provide new services. As researchers

observed in the field, the quality of these work plans varied

considerably. Some centers developed taSks, Staff aiSignmentS, and

timelines in great detLil, while others prepared rather perfunctory

Some centers reported during site visits that they consider

defining specific objectives for numbers and diSibilitieS Of individUalS

to be served to be inappropriate for their programs, since their intent

WaS to sitiply meet the demand in the local community. Thus, it is

perhaps not surprising that fewer centers (59%) répörted USing thiS

procedure. Many of the centers indicated during site visits that

SpeCific Objectives typically were created only to meet grant require-

ments, and are not widely used as a planningtOol. In addition, very

few of the centers (27%) developed three-year plars for Servicee and

consumers to be served.

However, nearly all the respondent centers (92%) prepared annual

service priorities and identified need8 to be addressed. These priori-

ties often reflected the background of center personnel, the needs Of

the broad POpUlation with disabilities, and gaps in service provision by

other providers.

Nearly all centers (94%) also could provide written destriptienS of

their services and service delivery procedures. These descriptions

freqUently were in the form of brochures identifying each service and

containing a brief descript:ln of the tentet's service delivery

philosophy. Some centers developed elaborate procedures manualt baSed

on VR procédUres, though in general manuals were not commonly found. In

addition, most centers (88%) reported that they hid written policies and

procedures for Board and staff, which specified the toleS and

responsibilities of each.

AnnUal budget projections were prepared by nearly alI centers

(98%); hoWever, many feWer (35%) conduct long=term budget projections.
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Administrators reported during site visits that funding opportunities

change so frequently that long-term projections often are not useful.

Instead, centers must look for funding opportunities and take advantage

of them whenever possible.

C. -Findings

Little variability existed among centers in program and financial

planning, ia that a high proportion of centers reported using most

planning procedures. For those specific procedures which certers gene-

rally did not follow (setting objectives for consumers to be served,

developing three-year plans for services provided and consumers served,

or projecting long-term budgets), an attempt was made to determine if

there were significant differences between centers which used the plan-

ning procedures and those that did not. Of several center characteris-

tics tested, only the length of time in operation proved to have a

significant relationship with whether a center developed three-year

plans or projected long-term budgets. Centers in operation for four

years or longer tended to conduct longer-term program and financial

planning. The percentage of disabled on a center's staff or Board,

percentage of annaal budget represented by Part B funding, service area,

non-profit status, or organizational status (free-standing versus within

umbrella) were not related to the three procedures discussed above.

Centers, for the most part, complied with the objectives of

Standard 9 by following specific procedures important for program and

financial planning; However, it appears that generally only older

centers engaged ia longer-term planning for services and for financial

health. In addition, while there was relative uniformity in the extent

to which ceaters do plan, field researcl revealed that the quality of

that planning varied considerably.
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STANDARD 1 : ORGANIZATIONAL AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

The center shall use sound organizational and personnel management
practices.
10.1 Written policiee_and procedures for Board and staff which

specify_appropriate_roles_and responsibilities
10.2 Job_descriptions for all personnel; including volunteers
10.3 Clear lines of authority and supervision
10.4 Personnel performance appraisal aad guidance
10.5 Equal opportunity and affirmative action policies and

procedures
10.6 Staff and Board training and development

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

The organizational principles which comprise Standard 10 provide

the foundation for the successful management and structuring of the

centers. Research in organizational management has highlighted the

importance of these basic principles which enhance communication between

administration, boards and staff, delineate lines of authority, protect

personnel rights, and encourage ongoing education and training of

involved personnel. Such dimensions of organizational praccices are

critical to creating an environment for successful service vovision,

and thus, o-terall center accomplishments. Standard 10 attempts to

illustrate the basic components necessary for running the centers in an

equitable, responsible, and well-organized manner.

B. Summary of Achievement

As Table D-10 shows, center survey response indicated that the

number of standard personnel management practices present overall was

quite high. Eighty-seven percent of respondent centers followed si or

more of the eight procedures included in Table D-10. The least preva-

lent practice was center-supported training and development of boards of

directors and staff (73%), which perhaps reflects that a large number of

centers at a fairly early stage of organizational development.

Responses ranges from 88% to 100% on use of all other pereonnel manage-

ment procedures, indicating that centers are developing and maturing

into well-run organizations.
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Table D-10

Percentage of Centers Reporting Use-of-Eight

Standard Personnel Management Procedures

_Procttlures Percentages

Written personnel policies and procedures 100%

Written job descriptions for all personnel 100%

Organizational chart shoving job responsibilities,
authority, and supervision 98%

Center-supported staff training and development 95%

Written affirmative action and equal opportunity
policies and procedures 93%

Written personnel_performance evaluations at least
once a year for all staff 93%

Written policies and procedures for Board and staff
specifying roles and responsibilities. 88%

Center-supported Btard training and d yelopment 73%
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C. Findink

A comparison was made between centers which have incorporated board

and staff training into management practice and those which have not. A

crosstabulation reveals that board and staff training is Significantly

more likely to be found in centers which:

have a majority of Board members who are disabled (85%

versus 59% Of centers Without A majority of disabled

Board members);

are larger in size and have larger budgets (89% versus

65% of centers with mnaller budgets); and

are free-stending agencies (84%) rather than a part of an

umbrella o:ganization (59%).

Observations from site visits substantiate the survey findings 7m1

center management practices. While many centers are still growing and

developing personnel :practices, most centers had written documentation

of many of the practices available for perutial, /IS Well aa evidence of

implementation on a day-to-day basis.

Personnel practices of centers within an umbrella; especially those

that were part of state government, tended to be more formalized and

highly developed, and at times were more rigid. In some cases, the more

format management practices acted to limit the number of staff With

disabilities a center could recruit and hire, while in other cases the

added Structure worked to a center's benefit. One center reports that

its management and functioning improved after it hired a neW direCtot

who had previously worked in the state government and brought more

structure to the centere

Policy and procedures manuals were found in almost all of the

centers (88%)i primarily related to staff rather than BoardS of

Directors. AII centers had written job descriptions which varied it

detail by center and according to the position described. These can

often become dated in growing centers, requiring frequent revisions And

additions. One center inclui

job description.

Ninety-four percent of the

-3umer civil rights advocacy in every

-era had written EOP and affirmative

3 7
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action policies and procedures. One center had a policy of always

interviewing any person with a disability and promoted persons with

disabilities from within. Many centers clearly preferred to employ

persons with disabilities, but did not have active recruitment or

advancement mechanisms. Again, a tension existed in adherance to

affirmative action practices as centers struggled to find a balance

between level of qualifications and a preference toward hiring persons

with disabilities who may not have the extensive employment background

of non-disabled peers competing for the saae position.

Although 93% of the centers incorporated yearly written staff

evaivations into management practices, service demands and center growth

affected the systematic implementation of this practice. Centers which

were part of umbrella agencies tended to have well-developed systems for

staff appraisals, while developing centers generally provided feedback

on a more informal, ongoing basis.

The Centers for Independent Livini; Program as a whole appeared to

be incorporating sound organizational and personnel practices into daily

operations. These practices were often in a process of refinement and

development, as centers continued to expana services to meet the needs

of persons with disabilities. Board and staff training and development

seemed to be the weakest area for most centers, especially among those

who did not have a majority of Board members with disabilities.

Finally, site observations suggested that centers that functioned as

part of an umbrella organization in some cases had less flexibility in

organizing and managing personnel, while in other cases the presence of

umbrella agency structure served to resolve many problems.
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The center shell practice sound fiscal management.
11.1 Annual budget that identifies funding _sources, and the

allocation of resources across services and_activitieS
11.2 Budget monitoring system and procedures for managing caah

flo4
11.3 Annual audit by_independent public accountant
11.4 Resource development activities (e.g.,_ grart development,

securing_fee-for-service agreements) business development)
appropriate to achievement_of objectives

11.5 Determination of costs_ofxervices and activities (%otal
program cost, cost by funding scurce, service component
costs, average cost per service and per individual served)

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

This standard probes whether centers have in place conventional

practices and financial information systems which foster sound fitcal

handling of funds receivet4, adequate planning, and accountaid14ty tb

those governments and taxpayers which have provided the funds. Such

practices should facilitate making financial reports and passing audits

without difficulty. They should help the centers avoid problems in

serving consumers in a timely fashion due to cash flow, and should make

evaluation and planning more useful by permitting centers to understand

the actual unit costs of servicc:s being proposed for delivery, and the

costs of achieving different consumer impacts.

B. Summary-of -kch iev em eat

As Table D-11 illustrates, almost all centers used fiscal manage-

ment practices required by the first four data elements of Stand-x!rd iL

The average number of procedures which centers had in place is nine, and

only 35% used all or all but one of the 13 praCticeS ShoWn in Table D=

11. Many centers needed improvement in determining costa of services and

aCtivitiei.

Virtually all centers (962) reported having annual budgets that

identified funding sources and the allocation of resources across ser-

vices and activities. Indeed, 92% of the centers were consistently able

to prOVide data the survey requested on total funding and the sources_of

that funding. The 8% of centel:s that lack even such baiiC financial
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Table D-11

Percentage of Centers Reporting Use

of 13 Fiscal Management Procedures

Procedure 2

Budget monitoring system 972

Total program cost 97

Annual budget that identifies funding m)urces
and resource allocation 96

Grant development 96

Costs by fuuding source 95

Procedures fot monitoring cash flow 92

Annual audit by independent public accountant 86

Fee-for-service agreements 73

Costs by service component 63

Computerized fiscal systems 60

Average cost per service 49

Average cost per individual served 49

Business development 43
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data should remain a policy concern, however. Almost all centers (97%)

reported having a budget monitoring system in place, and 92% reported

having procedures for managing their cash flow. Most (86%) centers

keported having annual audits conducted by an independent public

accountant.

Centers varied in their participation in different resource

developMent activities. Almost all centers engaged in grant development

(96%). Interviews during the site visits revealed that because of the

uncertainty of their funding bases from one year to the text, some

centers were putting a disproportionate amount of effort into fund-

raising. In Some of these centers, direct services may have suffered as

a result.

The large majority (73%) had established fee-for-service agree-

ments, including the development of copayment schedules or contracts

with other agencies (VR, nursing homes, health agencies, etc.). How-

ever, not all these centers had the necessary information on the zosts

of their services to implement such systems effectively.

A Surprisingly large minority (371) were engaged in business

development; At last one center iS teributly beginning to explore the

revenue generation possibilities of for-profit businesses. Another

centek utilizes direct mail solicitation and membership drives.

The dtgree to which centers could determine costs of services and

activities (total program costs, costs by funding source, service com-

ponent costs, average cost per service an;.1 per individual served) Vag

not as consistent as the other fiscal management practices Almost all

centers reported being able to determine total program cost (97%) and

cost by funding source (95%), although only 92% actually provided total

program nueget information.

Even a center without any meaningful financial information system

could presumably add up total monies spent and divide the total by their

overall c,,unt of consumers to determine the average cost per consumer.

A better indi-cator of a center's financial information capability is its

ability to report total cost for individual service components. Such

data collection would appear to be the minimum prerequisite foil. doing

cost analysis, yet only 63% of projects reported they could determine
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costs by service component.

Determining the cost per service unit delivered and the cost per

consumer requires not orly good financial data on expenditures by

service component, but also data on the actual amount of the service

provided (e.g., numbers of consumers given a service, numbers of service

units provided to individual consumers or overall). Many of the centers

which could provide cost per service data apparently did not have cor-

responding systems in place for tracking clients and services. Thus,

while 83% of the centere offering a service were, on average across the

18 services, able to provide data on the numbers of consumers provided

the service, and 79% could provide data on the units of service pro-

videe less than half reported being able to determine costs per service

unit (49I) cr even per consumer (49%).

The center mail survey did not address tne actual quality and

capability or the centers' financial management systems nor of col-A

performance, other than to ask centers to provide aggregatee data on

costs and services. Center directors were asked only whether various

praCtice6 and systems were iu place. Pretests of the survey and the

AdviSery Panel indicated that to ask for more detailed data was beyond

the capability of most centers and would impose a verious time burden bt

thOSOWhiCh COUld comply. The findings of the scrvey and the on-site

visits have borne out that cautious note; most centers cannot provide

detailed financial data of the kind ueeded to evaluate the celiatl of

AlternetiVe Service and client-targeting strategies and program goals.

D. Findings

Two different indicators of practice were used in exploring which

centers were most likely to have good financial practices and systems --

the centers' reported ability to collect cost data by program service

area and generate data on cost pPr consumer. These indicators

represented the kinds of data most Ilkely to be useful to managers in

improving program performance. There Va3 alsn enough variability across

centers in their reponed practice on these indicators so that analysis

was feasible.

Centers which were subcontractors to state VR agencies were sig-
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nificantly more likely to have good cost data systems than centerS WhiCh

were direct grantees. Thus, 56% of VR subcontract.zir centers had data

systems permitting determination of cost by type of service, in r;ontrast

to wily 232 a direct grantee centers. Similarly, 54% of centers under

state VR agencies were able to determine cost per consumer, while only

292 Of direct grantees could do so. Roth of these observations may

result because some state VR agencies provided the centers with well

established information collection and reporting procedures or required

increased accountability from the centers.

There was a similarly strong relationship between the number of

years of operation and the capability of a center's financial management

systems; 792 of centers which had operated more than six years could

determine cost by service, and 68% of these older centers could deter

mine cost by consumer. In contrast, 522 of centers in operation less

than four years could determine cost per service area, while only 27% of

these centers could calculate cost per consumer. It would seem_that the

longer a center continued to operate) the more likely its financial

information system would become more refined and useful for cost analy

sia and Monitoring. An alternative interpretation is also possible --

perhaps centers lacking such financial management capability Are more

likely to lose their community support and funding, and thus "go out of

business."

Centers which had computerized financial information systems were

much more likely to be able to determine cost per service (70% versus

53% of centers lacking computerized systems), and were also more likely

to be able to determine cost per consumer (55% versus 40%). fewer

Centers were able to measure cost per consumer, even with computerized

fiscal systems, because this capability requires computerization Of

consumer and service data as well, an.! the latter is much rarer among

centers than is computerized finaLcial Jata. Sixty percent of centers

had computerized their financial data, while 37% had computerized their

consumer data and only 22% had computerized their service data.

Financial management capability also appered to increase when the

budget of the umbrella agency was larger, the budget of the center was

larger, a smaller percentage of the total center budget came from Part
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B, and the total amount of Part B funding was smaller. Larger r.enter

and agency budgets make centers more able to afford good financial

management information syste= (including computeli..-atibn), and also

increase the incentive for overseeing agencies to insist upon good

financial monitoring by centers. The smaller the Part B funding level,

the more likely that a center is dependent on multiple sources of

funding, which may demand greater financial accountability by center

maregement. Other agencies overseeing a center also may be able to

proVide the center with financial information systems, reporting

formats, and management routines to strengthen the center's management.

The standard and the various data elements are principa!ly adminis-

trative requirements, rather than performance standards, and normally

would be required by regulation. There is no effective way to monitor

tbe quality and use of financial systems in place without the detailed

program administrative reviews and audits that are customary on a

periodic basis with other federally and state-sponsored programs. The

determination of costs of services offers the greatest promise of

affecting center performance, but is the least prevalent fiscal manage-

ment practice among centers. If each center developed its own cost

accounting system for service components, there would be major gains for

center management and financial accountability. Such systems would be

even more valuable if standard service categories and units of service

were developed and adopted across the various centers.
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_STANDA12 -EVALUATION

The Grantee and the centers shall conduct annual seIf-evaluations
and shall maintain records adequate to measure performance on these
Independent Living Center Evaluation Standards, including:
12.1 Documentation of the number and types of individuals served

(age, disability or relationship to disabled individual,
gender, living arrangement, ethnicity, services received)

12.2 Documentation oi the types and units of services provided to
individugli and the community

12.3 Dommentation of individual outcomes
12.4 Documentation of community Independent Living impacts
12.5 Client intake, service planning, and progress reporte
12.6 Management records, including financial, legal,

administrative personnel, and interagency agreements
12.7 Consumer evaluation of quality and appropriateness of the

center program

A. Description and Purpose of Standard

The rationale for this evaluation standard is that centers which

seek to be effective organizations and to find the beet ways to serve

disabled people need to assess how well they are performing and how they

might improve. This is more easily accomplished when the centers main-

tain a basic minimum set of records which make assessments in terms of

each of the standards possible. This particular standard, then, is in

part justified by the existence of the other standards.

B. Summary of Aohievament

Almost all centers reported they were able to provide most of the

documentation required by Standard 12 (see Table D-12=A). More than

two-thiTds of centers also report compliance with elements 12.3 and

12;4. However, the actual ability of centers to provide data suggest

that the quality and accessibility of data being collected on cocsumer

and community outcomes is somewhat less than centers report. There is

also wide variation across the centers in the kinds of outcomes measured

and the way in which such outcomes are measured, making any comparative

analysis of center experience in achieving success with different kinds

of consumers or service strategies very difficult. Most centers are

beginning to measure consumer outcomes, however, and not just consumers

served -- a major step toward improved management capability and
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Table D-12-A

Percentage of Centers Reporting

the AbilitV-te-TtOide Nine Typeti oi Documentation

Zocumentation 2

Unduplicated number and type of consumers served 99%

Consumer intake records 98

Consumer progress records 98

Written consumer service plans 96

Types and units of services provided 91

Individual and community IL outcomes 75

IL goal achievement by individual clients 75

Computerized client informatioa system 37

Computerized service system 22
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accountability. Evaluation in its present form is still generally based

largely on the clinical perceptions by staff and board member., on

whether particular practices seem effective or not. Systematic

evaluation would not be feasible in most centers given the limited data

on consumers, costs, and units of service available by service com-

ponent. Consumer evaluation of services appears to occur informally at

best, with few consumers directly acknowledging such participation.

However, this could reflect a bias as consumers may not always recognize

questions eliciting evaluative comments as being service evaluation.

Disabled consumer perspectives on service appropriateness are alSO being

provided, of course, by extensive participatien on the boards and staff

of centers.

Virtually every center (99%) reported maintaining an independent

count of the number of individuals with disabilities they serve. HoW-

ever, only 78% were able to report the total number of individual con-

sumers over the last month for which data were available, or for the

previous year, and nearly two-thirds indicated that they were estimating

!Ile number of total consumers rather than reporting from exact records;

One-third of the centers were unable to identify the disability of over

20 of their consumers, and 20% had more than 100 consumers with unknown

disabilities; Table D-12-E. lists the percentage of centers which were

able to provide or estimate information on the number of consumers to

whom they gave various services and the liumber of service units they

delivered. Across centers, an average of 83% could report the number of

consumers provided with a given service, while an average of 79% could

specify the number of service units provided; A broader utilization of

computerized data retrieval by centers might improve access to these

types of statistics, as only 37% of the centers reported that their

consumer records were computerized. Some centers cited lack of

resources as a major barrier to improved data access, perhapa leS6 in

terms of the costs of computer hardware and software than in the Staff

time needed for training and implementation.

Almost all centers k91%) report documenting the types and units of

services provided, but as indicated above, these reports do not always

permit s center to provide data on service un4ts or consumers given that
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Tabte D-12-B

Percentage of Centers Reporting Levels of Services Provided

Type of Service
X of Centers Providing Date Oe Most Commonly Used Unit of Service
# COnSumers # Service-Units-- for-Center Reporting_ Units

Advocacy 85% 76% Hours (36X)
Contacts (31X)_
15 minutes (16%)

Independent Living Training 85% 81% Hours (49%)_ii_

Contacts (17X)
15 minutes-(14X)

Peer Counseling 87% 79% Days (40%)
MinUteS (26%)

-Rides/Trips (17%)

LeAil Services 92% 67% Hours (36%)

Contacts (36%)_
15 Minutes (14%)

PrOfessionil Counseling 86% 77% Hours:35%)
Contacts (35%)
15 minutei (12%)

Other Counseling 87% 84% Hours (45:)
Contact. (28X)

Housing Services 83% 75% Contacts_(33%)
Henri (27%)

15-minutes (18X)

Enuipment Services 86% 77%

,

Hours (28%)
Repairs/Equipmev:

Loan. (207.)

Contacts (22%)
4 -mimu (16%)

Transportation 77X 78% Rides/Trips (36%)
Contacts (19%)
11.u-s (15%)

Recreational Services 85% 80% Hours (36X)
Contacts (22X) II
15 minutes (14%4_

Educational Services 77% 77% Hours (35%)
15 minutei-(:2%)
Con-cents-AM)

VoCatielial Services 83% 79% Hours (45%)

15 minutes (26%)
Contacts (13%)

Communication Services 81% 81% Hours (37%)
Contacts (2OZ):

15 Miiiiitii (17%-)-

Hnurs (43%)
15 minutes (22%)

--Cents-eta-(-l7%)

Attendant Services 85% 79%

Elettronie Servicee 91% 827. 15 minutes (273)
Contacts (27X)
Repsirs/Equipment
Leans (18ZI

Family Serviees 39% 74% Hours (41%)-

Contacts (217.)

1 minut s (15%)

I & R Services 73% 82% Contacts (41%)
Hours (24Z)

iiiiii4441-5X1

Other Services 65% 89%

3 1R

___1.5

15 minutes_(26%)
Hours OM
-Cent-tet-n-(46-1)
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service. Table D-12B includes the three most common types of units

reported for each type of service used by at least 10% of the centers.

Almost 40 different types of units of service were identified from the

surveys received. In some cases the service was being provided but the

data simply not being collected.

Lost centers (752) report that they document the level of indepen

dent living goal achievement by individual consumers, and that they

issue an annual evaluation report documenting such individual outcomes.

Again, however, for all but four of the 14 kinds of consumer outcomes

probed in the survey, less than a third of the centers could provide

data directly from records. These data were missing altogether for an

average 14% of the centers, and about half were unable to access the

data they did have and thus had to estimate outcomes. Difficulties in

reporting data may have stemmed from the fact that most centers have not

computerized their consumer records, but instead make periodic manual

counts of consumer outcomes to produce annual reports.

As noted above, 752 of centers reported that they issued evaluation

reports at least once a year documenting community as well as individual

independent living outcomes and impacts. On average, 18% of the centers

were unable to provide data on specific community impacts when asked

about a range of 18 outcome areas on the survey. Roughly half of the

centers which did report numbers of impacts indicated that they were

estimating the numbers cited.

Nearly all of centers report maintaining consumer intake records

(98%), written consvier service plans (962), and consumer progress

records (98%). Again, most of these records are not computerized,

requiring manual tabulations. This may explain why only 83% of the

centers offering a service were (On average across some 18 services

aaalyzed) able to provide data on the number of consumers receiving that

service

No data coUld be uniformly collected on the development and use of

kay documents affecting the overall center's operations, such as finan=

cial, legal, administrative, personnel, and interagency records. Field

interviewers did not experience any particular problem in gaining access

to such documents during site visits, though the design of the field
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study did not require that such documents be consistently examined on

Site for AVAilability and completeness; Field staff did gather a broad

array of examples of different types of management records and docu-

ments. These represent a range of approaches and degree of Sophiatica-

tion.

The center survey did not aiik if Centers routinely gathered con-

sumer evaluations of services and center activities as part Of center

evaluation processes. However, the consumer survey did ask whether the

disabled consumer had helped the center by evaluating services. Only 7%

of the responding consumers reported such participation in evaluation.

C. Findings

Two indicators of compliance with good evaluation practice were

chosen for use in statistical analyses: variables indicating whether

centers issued evaluation reports and whether they documented consumer

pelt. These indicators were chosen because centers varied widely in

the use of these procedures and because the measures had intrinsic

substantive interest. Evaluation reports reflect an organization's

-4i11ingness to have its performance and evaluation capability reviewed

by others in the community. Documenting consumer goals indicates

recognition that different consumers will have different needs -- an

approach particularly appropriate for independent living programs. Such

docmentation also means that data will be generated which can be used

for assessing performance in a systematic way;

Ortanizational characteristics were tested in bivariate Analysis

fOr their atatittical Significance in relation to the use of the two

evaluation procedures described above. However, no statistically

significant relationships were found, even at a .2 significance level.

Method of receiving funding, budget size, years in operation, proportion

Of total funding from Part Si service area size, disabilities on staff

or board, and_free-standing status all made no differenee in the use of

these evaluation procedures.

Hovever, coMputerization was a major factor facilitating evalua-

tion. Of those centers with computerized service data systems, 92% hid

issued evaluation reports and 89% had documented conaumer goals, in
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contrast to 70% and 72%, respectively, of those centers which had not

computerized such data. Similarly, 88% of centers with computerized

consumer data systems prepared evaluation reports, compared to 67%

without omputerized information; such computerization did not, however,

make a statistically significant difference in centers' documentation of

consumer goals.
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APPENDIX E

MULTIVARIATE AVALYSIS

In this section, we shall try briefly to summarize some additional

procedures and findings of the multivariatc analysis. The overall

procedure involved regression analyses with separate and combined

"blocks" of variables. Many different variables of conceptual interest

and similarity were put into several different groups or "blocks."

Firat, there was a "block" of variables representing orkanilational

factors. This block consisted Of measures such as:

whether or not the center was overseen by VP Ag a

grantee;

Whether the center was operating as a private nonprofit

entity (or as part of such a nonprofit entity), or

whether the center was being operated as 'Sart of a

government agency;

the total amount of the center's budget;

the percent of total funding coming from Fart B;

a Whether there Waft a dhabled Board majority, A diaabled

center director, and a high percentage of digabled staff

in the center;

the extent to which the overall philosophy of the center,

summarizing across a range of questions, reflected a

consistent disabled consumerist orientation;

whether the center was serving only a part or the whale

of a state;

how long the center had been operating;

various measures of the quality of the financial manage-

ment, evaluation, and program planning capabilities of

the center;

the proportion of center resources which the center was

choosing to expend on achieving community change; rather

than on direCt and IA services to individual consumers;

and
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the proportion of overall consumers who receiVd only

inOirect inforMation 4nd referral serVices (I&R) as a

proxy for the direct servioU orientation of the center's

overall program strategy.

These irAriAblet Clearly are somewhat interrelated; though the particular

measures chosen were selecte:: ir each ahAlysii; to minimiie multi-

Collinearity among the different variables.

A SeCbiid blOCk of variables that was assembled consisted of ser-

vice ia_o:-o-ra, that is, measures of the specifie services received by

indivieual consumers. This block included measures such as:

teASUres of Whether or not consumers had received a

particular type of service (when the conauter respondents

were being analyzed), or whether a type of service vas

offered at A Center (when the 121 r-enters w,n.e being

analyzed). In All, 16 types of services were analyzable

with the consumer survey, and 18 types with the center

survey. In the analyses of the 121 centers, these Vari-

Ablea were the only variables in the services block

measUres Of the intensity of overall service prwisiou to

the consumer proxied by the number of contacts the conau-

iier had with the center;

Whether the consUMet WAS b..ing erved at the center and

in personal interaction with the t.:nter Staff, Or Whether

the consumer was being served incipally at home or

through phone contact;

the total length Of time during which the consumer had

participated in and received services from the center°

whether the consumer, in addition to receiving Sertrit6g)

had been A partiCipant in the center's administrarion,

delivery; or evaluatiOn of itS services;

o whether the consumer had been served by center staff vho

were disabled and whether the consumer and center staff

had shared the same disability; and
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whether the consumer had a single case manager to help

coordinate and expedite services; or; alternatively, had

been Served by many different staff over time.

The degree of intercorrelation among these variables was not as high as

might be expected because most centers offered a wide array of services,

and most consumers typically would only need a few of those serviCeS.

The largest intercorrelations were among the so-called "core services"

(Aa defined in Standard 5) but even there, correlations between pairs of

services rarely exceed .20 in the consumer data and .30 in the Center

data; the intercorrelations among most services is below .10.

The third block of variables consisted of characteristics of -the

clients or consumers. Variables in this block included:

the primary disabilit;; :f the indiVidual, e.g., visual or

hearing impairment, mental illness or retardation, brthb-

pedic or other. With the analysis of the 121 centers,

these measures Of disability were the only variablea in

the "consumer characteristics" block. TO avbid ovEr-

determining the equations, the orthopedic disabled group

was used as the baseline (oMitted) category;

a summary measure of the severity of the disabilities

possessed by the c-insumer (including, among other

assumptions, that SSI recipients were always severe).

The use of the SSI assumption cOuld lead tO an inter-

pretation of this variable as a measure of income diS-

incentive for the individual in trying to achieve employ-

ment gains;

the age, sex; and minority racial statd8 of the indi-

vidual consumer;

hoW long it had been (in years) since the onSet of the

disability, as a measure of how long the itdividual had

had to become socialized to living with the disability

and the dependency often associated with such socializa-

tion;
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the residential setting of the individual at the time of

entry into the center services explicitly Whether the

individuals were living in any kind of supervised set-

ting, or with parents, rather than living in the commun-

ity by themselves and without parents in the household;

whether the individuals had any past history of employ-

ment, as a measure of past skills learned for community

integration and work;

Whether the individuals had completed the survey them-

selves or had had to have a parent or friend complete the

survey, as a proxy for the risk that the questionnaire

responses being interpreted as coming from the consumer

might actually be the opinion or perception of some other

nondisabled associate with all the possible biages And

nonvaIidity that might thereby arise;

Whether the individual was a current or former VR program

client, and thus might be receiving supplemental

rehabilitation services outside the center. Ti'is measure

also may be proxying for the individual's motivation and

overall feasibility of achieving major goals in indepen-

dent living, since VR counselors informally appraine

applicants for rehabilitation feasibility prior tO accep-

tance for VR services and even prior to center referral

for further diagnosis and evaluation; and

whether the individual's motivation for seeking services

was to increase their independence, rather :Ilan simply

maintaining their current level of independence.

Again, there was relatively little intercorrelation among theae

in part because such a small percentage of center conatimert hild any

past employment nistory.

The above blocks of variables measuring organizational faCtors,
_

service factors, and consumer characteristics were used in tegretSiOt

and analysis of covariance to AsteSS their influence on a variety of
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dependent variables measuring progras-an-d-comao-m-er out-comes. The

dependent variables obtained from the 121 center survey include:

Measures of Consumer Impacts:

s the tOtal number of individuals assisted -qith htusing

modifications as reported by the center;

the total number of individuals assisted nith transporta-

tion system modifications and adaptations of the trans-

portation barriers confronting individnals, reported by

the center;

the total number of individuals assisted in finding

attendants as reported by the center;

the total number of individuals receiving training it

shopping skills (as an indicator of training ill indapen-

dent living skills), as reported by the center; and

the total number of individuals placed into or obtaiuing

employment, as reported by the center.

Measures of-Communitv Impact:

the total number of professionals in the community whom

the center reported as having provided training con-

cerning the special needs of the disabled, as a measure

of community system impacts not necessarily related to

specific consumers.

Measures-of-COat-Performance:

o the calculated cost per consumer provided direct services

by the center. It is important to note that uniquely

With this outcome measure, in contrast to the other 13

outcome measures analyzed, a positiVe (4-) relatiOnahip

for a variable is actually an undesirable outcome, indi-

cating that costs increase when this variable is present

or measured. ThUs) in describing impacts for variablesi

positive associations will be described in the text AS

II negative outcomes."
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The outcome measures used for the tonsumer reeeondenta Are All measures

of consumer impact. They include:

4 Whether ;,he individual had experienced a move toward a

more independent iitrin situation in the community;

whether the individuel had experienced any of a series of

situatiOnal improvements in a more independent living

Situatiori, ed4cAtiou, employment, transportation or

ieeomt, And the total number of such improvements

reported by the individ,:al;

whtfter ttt individual had experienced any of a series of

personal end psychological gains; and the total number of

such ezinti reported;

whether the individual reported receiving any of a series

of Aids, benefits, and services through assistance fkoM

the center, and the total number of such benefits

reported;

whether the individual had reported any of a series of

gains in know3edge concerning independent living and

program benefits; and the total number of such gains in

knowledge reported; And

whethet the individUal overall reported that 110/She had

been helped in living more independently by the center.

The various outcome measures are surprisingly not particularly

correlated with each other; as Table E-1 inditates. The different

independent living outcomes are very different from one another. Consu-

mere who pursue sone outcomes may find other possible outcomes irrele-

vant to their needs or, altertativly, gtill of high priority. The

relevance of different outcomes will depend on a consumer's particular

situation and needs4 Given this pattern; it is not surprising that

Variables Will prove positively correlated with some outcomes; but

negatively or noncorrelated with other OutcOMete Outcome measures repre-

sent very different goals for consumers; the factra influencing

successfdl impacts for the program upon some outcomes may be unrelated

altogether to the prOgram's helping Achieve SOme other outeome. Indeed,
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Table E -1

Intercorrelation Among Outcome Measuresa

Cent-er-Mall-Survey Outcames

(H) (T) (A) (S) (J) (CT) (s)

(H) Housing 1.000 .496 .312 .053 .077 -.077 .108

(T) Transportation .496 1.000 .225 .356 .089 -.155 .121

(A) Attendants .312 .225 1.000 .056 .305 -.028 -.091

(5) Shopping .053 .356 .056 1.000 .188 .067 .066

(3) Jobs .077 .089 .305 .187 1.000 -.116 -.022

(CT) Communications -.077 -.155 -.028 .067 -.116 1.000 .070

($) Costs .108 .121 -.091 .066 -.022 .070 1.000

Consumer Mail Survey Outcomes

(1) (p) (m) (A) (K) (IL)

(R) Improved Residen-
tial Situation 1.000 .538 .241 .186 .104 .191 .259

(I) Situational
Improvements .538 1.000 .430 .433 .283 .447 .184

(P) Personal/Social
Changes .241 .430 1.000 .575 .332 .499 .255

(SRL) Gaini in Skills .186 .433 .575 1.000 .492 .721 .268

(A) Aids, Services .104 .283 .332 .492 1.000 .457 .178

(K) Gains in Knowledge .191 .447 .499 .722 .457 1.000 .266

(IL) Perceived Gain in
Independent Living .259 .184 .255 .268 .178 .266 1.000

a-rearson Correlation Coefficients
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it will sometimes prove true that when one outcome is relevant to a

consumer, another outcome vill ipso facto be not relevant to a consumer,

and thus a service which positively contributed to the first outcome

Will appropriated not be provided to consumers having the other outcome

as a goal. Thus, for example, the vocational services that might

facilitate a consumer's getting a job are precisely the ones that would

not be given a condumer seeking to move from an institution to a more

supervised but community-based residential setting, because the latter

consumers are not feasible for employment.

In doing analyses, the center outcome measures are run with the

blocks of organizational characteristic, center services offered, and

disabilities of consumers served, both separately and in combination,

with the degrees of free,om somewhat hampered by the limited sample size

of centerg. A "short form model" was also tried where the model had a

more limited nul..1)er of independent variables in each block, and which

was to be used when the blocks were being analyzed in combination. But

analysiS indicated no particular statistical gains with the short form,

and it was dropped.

The consumer outcome variables were also run with the three blocks

(center characteristics, services received, and consumer characteris-

tics), separately and in combination, but the degrees of freedom were

less constrained because of the almost 1,000 consumers for whom data was

available on each variable. It should be noted, however, that since all

the conSumers are drawn from a suhsample of 36 centers, the organiza-

tional variables in the consumer outcome analyses pertain solely to

those 36 centers.

Varianca PartitioningAna-luing-Overail-Blocks of Variables

ln order to understand the larger influence of the conceptual

dimensions underlying the various blocks of variables above -- organiza-

tional factors, services, and consumer characteristics, we used variance
_

partitioning procedures. This involves running blocks separately and in

combination, looking at the overall variance explained (principally

using the coefficient of determination, i.e., R-square), and then

sorting out how much of the variance explained is due uniquely to a
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particular conceptual dimension and how much is .Iared across dimen-

sions.

The need for this kind of analysis with the blocks described above

is ultimately laid out in the conceptual model at the outset of the

report. It is logical to assume that the organizational characteristics

of centers may influence both the kinds of consumers they chooSe to

serve and are able to serve. Such organizational characteristics

similarly may influence the service strategies adopted by the center,

and thus affect the service mix offered. The characteristics of the

consumers who become center consumers should also be influencing the

kinds of services provided; the type of services a particular consumer

received ideally would be tailored to their particular needs and to the

goals of that consumer for particular independent living improvements.

Outcomes should be influenced by all three of the conceptual dimensions,

both directly and indirectly.

"Indirect" influences may need some explanation. It may thus be

true, for example, that centers which are well run (e.g.) have certain

organizational characteristics) will select the right mix of services to

offer, so that consumers are well served. The influence of the good

management of the center on outcomes could thus be captured in statis-

tical analysis by analysis of the impact of the services provided upon

outcomes. To the extent that the right services are prescribed for

consumers and are competently delivered with high quality because of the

organizational characteristics of the center, this would be an "indirect

influence" of the organizational characteristics.

"Direct" influences would take other forms. By having many dis-

abled staff or a disabled director or Board majority, the center might

have more understanding of how to work with the disabled, might inspire

consumers with the role models presented by staff, might increase consu-

mer motivation to succeed, and might be more aggressive in pushing for

community change to accommodate the consumer. Or some kinds of centers

might be more effective in inducing other community agencies to provide

services to consumers or to change their ways of operation to accommo-

date the needs of the disabled. Such important influences on the

community and ultimately on the outcomes achieved by center consumers
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might thus not come at all through direct center services to the consu-

mer or even through the direct interaction of the organization with the

individual consumer.

Some researchers mistakenly focus only on the unique contribution

of services to outcomes, e.g., the impact once consumer characteristics

are controlled. This approach is tantamount to assuming that if the

services were not provided, the outcomes would still be achieved solely

because of the consumer characteristics. A major bias is thereby

created against finding services to be of use to consumers, that is att

distortive as the common program claim that all outcomes are due solely

to the intervention of the program's services.

Variance partitioning is an analytic procedure that seeks to iden-

tify what portions of the variance "explained" by different conceptual

factors are unique to those factors and what portions are shared with

other factors. The total explanatory or predictive power of a factor is

the sum of its unique and shared variance explained, it represents the

"maximum" causal influence of a factor. The "unique" contribution to

variance explained represents the "minimum" causal influence. Only

theory and not any form of statistical treatment can allocate "shared"

contributions to variance explained among the different factors

involved.

We use the term causal influence" cautiously because this study

does not include an experimental control group. The use of regression

analysis does provide a quasi-experimental design, however, given the

large numbers of consumers involved. The regression analysis basically

compares the outcomes of consumers who received many services with those

who did not receive a service at all, controlling for many other

factors, so that the consumers are maximally comparable. It is reason-

able to expect that receiving more services should make some difference

in outcomes;

Table E-2 sorts out the influence of the "organizational factors"

and the "Services" blocks of variables. (The variance explained by a

block is the sum of its unique and its shared contributions.) Organiza-

tional characteristics as a separate block can account for or "explain"

between 27% (training professionals) to 58% (housing) of the variance in
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Table E-2

Impact of Service and Organizational Factors On Consumer Outcomes

-Outcome-Keaanre--

1..of Total.

Variance in Out7

come Explained by

Combined Factors

Distribution of Expianatory

% Of Variance-

Power:

Explained

Uniquely by

Services

Explained_

Uniquely by

Or.; Factors

Shared Between

Service and

Om Factors

Center-Reparted Outcomes (li u_121)

Obtained Housing ModifiCitiiiiii 74.7% 16.71 45.11 12.9%

Learned to Use Transportation 47;5 15;1 296 2;4

Obtained Attendants 51,1 19.1 31;6 0,4

Learned Shopping/liouaehold Skills 513 20.7 31.3 1.7

Obtained Emvoyment 74.6 36,2 32,7 5;7

Professionals Trained about.:

DiSibilities 4E4 19;3 23;6 3;5

Cost Per Consumer Served

trileported Outcomes (1.1 990)

53.0 8.4 42.2 2;4

Independence_of_Current

Residential Situation 8,9 6,2 2;1 6

Situatiotal Improvements 26;3 20;6 2;3 3.4

Personal/Social Changes 31,3 24;3 1,9 5.1

Gains in Skilli 391 29.0 1.9 8..2

AidS, Benefits, Services 36,2 27;8 1;8 6;6

Gains in Knowledge 37,6 29.4 2,1 6;1

Client Self-Perception of

Increased Independence 15.1 11,4 3.6 0.1
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the different center survey outcomes but froth onlY 3% (reSidential

gains) to 10% (skills) of the consumer survey outcomes.1 The services

Viriablea eXPlain between 11: (Costs) to 42% (employment) of the

variance in center outcomes, and flow 7% (residential gains in indepen-

dence) to 37% (skills) of the variance on consumer outcomes. Combining

the variables, the total variance explained ranges from 9% (residential

gainS) to 75% (housing and employment).

With the consumer data, the services block explains three to four

times more of the variance it z.atcomes in separate analysis than does

the organizational block; the unique contribution of services is ten to

20 times as great as for organizational characteristics. In the centers'

data, the amount of variance explained (total and unique) is large for

both blocks, although usually the organizational block explains more of

the variance in outcomes than the services block and sometimes much mcre

(housing, costs); In short, both blocks of variables provide consistent

and powerful explanations of the variation in outcomes across cencers

And consumers, but the impact of services is far greater with the consu-

mer data.

The variance partitioning also reveals, however, that the degree of

intercorrelation among the two blocks of variables is not that high.

One way of seeing this is to look at the percentage of the total

variance explained which is "shared" by the two blocks in combination

(Table E;-3). This percentage is always less than 22% of the total

variance explained, And for more than half the Outcome measures, less

than 8%.

These patterns imply several things, consistent with the analyses

earlier in the report:

organizational factors are not that important in

influencing the mix of services offered at a center and

provided consumers. Rather, most centers are offering a

diverse array of services, and are tailoring the services

delivered to consumers' particular needs. This suggests

that there really is an emergent model of what an "inde-

pendent living services program" should look like in a

community.

3 5
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Table E -3

-Extent-of Variance Explained-in-Outcomes-Which-ia-Stared
Across Blocks of Service,Organizational. and-Consumer Variables

Outcome Measure

% of Total_Variance
Explained_by_Center
Factors Which is
Shared BetWeen
Services and
Or:. Factors

% of Total_Variance
Explained by Center
and Consumer Factors
Whith is Shared
Between Center and
Consumer Factors

Center-Reported Outcomes
(1.1 * 121)

Obtained Housing
14-edification 17.3% 4.A%

Learned to Use
Transportation 5.1 8;8

Obtained Attendant 0.1 12.9

Learned Shopping/Rousehold
Skilla 3.3 35.1

Obtained Employment 7.6 54.2

Profesional Training
about Disabilitita 7.5 6.5

Cost Per Consumer Served 4.5 4.2

Consumer-Reported_Outcomes
(N * 990)

Independence_of_Current
Residential Situation 6.7 5.6

Situational Improvements 12.9 22.8

Personal/Social Changes 16.3 20.3

Gains in Skills 21.0 19.4

Aidsi Benefitsi ServiCes 18,2 12.9

Gains in KnowledLe 16.2 17.4

Client Self-Perception of
InettaSed Independente 0.7 10.9

*Center factors combine organizational and service blocks of variables.



the numbers of overall outcomes reported by centers

appear to be influenced by organizational factors, but

this influence is much weaker when individual consumer

outcomes are analyzed. This is most likely due to the

smaller number of centers yielding organizational charac

teristici to the analysis with consumer data (N it 36) as

compared to analysis with center aggregated data (1,I

121). But it also raises the question of whether the

centerlevel outcome variables are really measuring out

comes, or whether they are measuring the centers'

reporting systems. While organizational factors do make

a difference in terms of consumer outcomes, it is a much

smaller and less important difference than is made by the

actual services provided by the centers. (On the other

hand, the impact of organizational factors upon consumer

outcomes is directly comparable in magnitude to the

impact of consumer characteristics);

the services provided consumers have a very large

influence on consumer outcomes. While this might at

first seem obvious, it should be emphasized that most

evaluation studies using comparable kinds of data and

methods do no:. usually find such a significant influence

for services. In many evaluation studies with large data

sets, the diversity in services received by consumers is

not as great as appears to be the case with the center

program aad the variation in outcomes with types of

services has been much less. This suggests again that

the centers tailor services according to the individual

needs of consumers, rather than simply offering a fixed

array of services to all consumers"

Given the diversity in services and the high amount of variation in

the outcomes explained by services, one might anticipate that there

WoUld AlSO be A high intercorrelation between consumer characteristics

and serviCes. When thitt happens, it iS frequently inferred that the
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influence of services is really just a mask for the influence of consu-

mer characteristics. That is, certain kind:4 of consuMers tend to do

well and to improve. The services may just be indirectly reflecting the

kinds of consumers being served, such that when consumer characteristics

are controlled, the marginal contribution of services to the variance in

outcomes which is explained becomes trivial. In this context, analysts

often wonder whether had a true experimental design with control groups

been feasible; it might have been found that the consumers even without

services would still have done well.

To examime the influence of consumer characteristics, another round

of variance partitioning was performed; this time sorting out the

influence of consumer factors as a block of variables and the combined

blOcks of variables connutating services and organizational characteris-

tics. We will refer to the combined blocks as the "center factors."

Table E-4 presents the results of this variance partitioning.

One immediately observes that consumer factors explain, by them-

selves, e very small proportion of the variance in outcomes for all the

outcomes measured with consumer data and for most of outcomes measured

with aggregated center data. For most of these outcome measures, consu-

mer factors explain leRs than 12% of the variance. Only with two and

perhaps three center outcome measures; however, are consumer factors

important predictors, and then only when shared variance is considered

ati Well: With the measures of individuals placed in jobs at-square of

7.3 uniqt:e 4- 44.4 shared 51.7% of variance in the outcome), indivi-

duals taught shopping skills (31.3%), and individuals provided with

attendants (14.6%).

That these three kinds of outcomes at-the-center level were pre-

dicted by consumer factors, but not the other outcomes, makes sense,

because they are the center outcome measures precisely where one would

expect service needs to be very differentiated. Other center outcome

measuree housing, transportation, community professionals trained,

cost - may be either generically important for most consumers (e.g.,

finding an accessible house or having transportation arranged) or are

not that related to consumer factors at all (e.g., general training

efforts of other community professionals) the costs of running a
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Table E-4

Ippact of Center* and Consumer Factors on Consumer Outcomes

Outcomt-Keistr

% of Total

Viriance in Out-

come Explained by

Combined Factors

Distribution of Explanatory Power:

% of Variante

Explained

Uniquely by

Ctnter Factort

Explaind

Uniquely by Con-

-sumer Factors

Shared Between

Center and Con-

sumer Factors

tql1-111±1211119.11210 (1.1 st 121)

Obtaiud Housing Modifications 78.3% 71.1% 3,6% 3,6%

Learned to Use Transportation 50,0 43.1 25 4.4

Obtained Attendants 58.2 43.6 7,1 7;5

Learned Shopping/Household Skills 61.5 30.2 9,7 21 6

Obtained Employment 81.9 30.2 7,3 44.4

Professionals Trained About Disabilitio 49,6 46.3 0.1 3.2

Coat Per Consumer Served 54.9 50.7 1.9 2.3

Consumer-Reported ()titans- 990)

Independence of Current

Residential Situation 12.4 8.2 3.5 03

Situational Improvements 31,2 19,2 4.9 7.1

Personal/Social Changes 32.5 24.7 1,2 6 6

Gains in Skills 4242 30;9 3.1 8.2

Aidsi Benefitsi Services 38.0 31 3 1.8 4.9

Gains in Knowledge 41.3 30.4 3-7 7;2

Client Self-Perception of

Independence 17.5 13,2 2,4 1.9

*Center factors combine organizational and service blocks of variables,
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program); It must be admitted, however, that these weak outcome

relationships would not readily have been k_priori assumed at the

outset. Thus, one might well h37e initially expected that certain kiuds

of consumers (e.g., those in wheelchairs or the blind) would find

housing or transportation needs more burdensome than other kinds of

consumers.

A second explanation of the low explanatory power of consumer

factors with txe center outcome data may be simply that the only kinds

of consumer data available at the aggregated level for centers was data

on the consumer's major disability. While that variable is highly

explanatory in the context of VR, it may be that centers are generally

serving such severely disabled consumers that, regardless of the type of

diSability, difficult problems are being presented. More consumer

information might thus be needed in the centers' analyses than the type

of disability to infer the relative difficulty or type of problemo being

presented. Yeti When such additional data on the diificulty associated

with the disability is provided, as in the consumer survey, the overall

explanatory role of consumer factors still remains small.

The sorting of the relative explanatory power of the consumer and

center factors blocks of val.iables surprisingly indicates also that

there is little shared variance explained. Table E-4 indicates that for

each Of the consumer outcome variables, where the data on consumer

characteristics is far richer and more extensive* the percentage of

variance explained in outcomes which is shared by the two blocks of

variables is less than 92. For most of the center outcome variables,

the percentage is below 82. The shared varianCe it; high With the

shopping (22%) and jobs (442) outcome measures. For shopping outcomes,

the shared variance is much less than the variance explained uniquely by

the center factors. Table E-3 shows that the percentage of the overall

variance explained which is due to shared variables is usually less than

232; What is notable and consistent with decades of researe: on voca-

tional rehabilitation is that the iasue of shared variance is greatest

by far with the jobs outcome measure. Few consumers in the Centers for

Independent Living program obtained eLployment, but for those who did,

there was a strong interaction between the individual characteristics
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Arid the services received in explaining the outcome. Even there, how-

ever, the center factors uniquely were able to account for 30% of the

jobs outcome variance, half the total variance explained.

The larger implications of Lhese patterns include:

center factors and especially services are highly and uniquely

important in shaping the outcomes reported by consumers in the centers

for Independent Living program. (We emphasize services because the

earlier variance partitioning showed services to be much more powerful a

predictor of outcomes than organizational characteristics.) Though

ultimately any rigorously definitive test of this conclusion requires a

study using experimental design and control groups, the customary high

correlation between consumer characteristics and services does not arise

centers. Had this been true, one might question whether the

effect of services may be just masking the effect of consumer charac-

teristics This strong and unique contribution of the services varia-

bles to explaining the variance in outcome variance in the center

program is quite different from the patterns found in comparable appli-

cations of this methodology to large-scale national program evaluations

for other populations and services. In analyzing VR services for the

disabled, long-term care services for the aged, protective services :Tor

families and children, manpower services to the unemployed and dis-

advantaged, we have always consistently found a high degree of inter-

correlation among consumer characteristics and servicesi Ultimately,

experimental design was needed it those program areas to sort out the

true influence of services. With this programihowever, since the inter-

correlation is low, the services do appear to have consistently

important impacts on whether higher levelt of outcomes are reported by

consumers

s The lack of high correlation between the center and consumer

fattorS blocks alSO indicateb that, while there is 4 large diversity of

services iiithin centers and a large diversity of services given consu-

mers, there has not yet emerged a common service technology, whereby

services are prescribed in similar ways to address a given problem posed

by a consumer. Thus, while a common model of an independent living

services program is emerging, in the sense of centers regardless or:
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organizational structure providing a large and comparable array of

services, centers internally and across the nation do not provide a

consumer presenting a given set of circumstances (and thus presumably

needs) with a momparable set of services.

This lack of a common service prescription has several possible

explanations. One explanation is the centers and their staffs do not

yet know what works best to solve certain t. 2a of problems, and thus

are continui to experiment even within centers with a wide variety of

service app.- .iches to addressing the problem. With more program

experience, el-aluation and research; a mommon knowledge should start to

develop and thus a common technology may emerge. A second explanation

could be that centers Lake seriously the mandate not to prescribe ft:ir

consumers; but rather to respond to what individual consumers want;

Thus, because consumers differ in their desires for services and under-

standing of how services may help them achieve different goals, there

may be no strong pattern that consumers with common characteristics are

going to be provided comparable services. In summary, then, all three

conceptual dimensions -- organizational characteristics, services, and

consumer characteristics -- independently and significantly influence

center and consumer outcomes. But the strongest influence by far is

from the services provided consumers.

Ths_Impact of Individual Variables

We have reviewed at length in the body of the report the findings

for individual variables concerning relationships to different outcomes.

In Chapter r, we present summary tables of the numbers of outcomes for

uhich thee were positive, negative, and no relationships. (This analy-

sis counts a positive association of a variable with costs per consumer

as a "negative outcome.") In Chapter IX, we present summary tables

showing the significance of associations for each variable, and the

signs of the relationship for those variables which were statistically

significant. We also presented at the end of the chapter some bar

graphs showing the magnitude of the Beta-coefficients (i.e., the stan-

dardized regression coefficients) for all significant variables.
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In reporting the findings of the multivariate analysc- we have

viewed as substantively important any relationship with a significance

level of at least .20. This guards against Type I errors of "false

negatives," where a variable is judged not to have a relationship which

it in fact does. In exploratory research with experimental programs,

Type I errors have high costs, especially when technologies for

accomplishing the desired program goals are still being developed.

Wi.. one outcome variable, whether the consumer experienced an

increased independence in their residential situation, regression

analysis is clearly an inferior method for analysis because of the

binary nature of the outcome variable. Logit or probit analysis would

be preferrable. The inferences made about the importance of variables

with regression analysis are usually the same, however, as with these

other techniques. This is especially so if higher significance l_Arels

(.20) are used, counteracting the bias in estimation of the standard

error with binary dependent variables by the least squares method. It

is the magnitude of the reiationship where the regression technique can

yield misleading estimates, but such magnitudes are nevey stressed in

our report in presenting ths multivariste analysis. Also, the conver-

tions in logit and probit for handling extensive missing data are itill

undeveloped (in contrast to regression methodologies); Misting data fbrk

some observations was true of almost all our variables; Finally, if

reviewers judged that statistical significance testing and regression

analysis made our analysis harder to understand, the complexity for the

lay reader would have been even greater had we added logit or probit

presentations as well.

Finally, to alleviate any concern that the multivariate analysis is

frequently reversing the findings of bivariate analysis, we have

presented in Table E-5 the bivariate (correlation coefficient) and the

multivariate (regression) relationship between each of the outcome

measures and each of the four principal measures of consumer influence.

These relationships were thought to be also of some independent analytic

interest, given the controversial nature of the advocacy for consumer

influence or even control. The table shows that significant bivariate

relationships tend to remain significant in multivariate relationships,
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Table E -5

The ImpaCt of Consumer Participationllifluence
Factors Upon-Outcomes-- Bivariate--enAMUI-tivariate

Outcomes

Percent of
Board Members
Disabled

Center
Director
Disabled

Percent_
of Staff
Di-Bah-led

High Scores
on Overall
Ph-i-l-o-scrohv--

Center-Reported Outcomes

Housing
bivariste + na(-) + -

multivariate + ns(+) _

Transportation
bivariate + ns(+) ns(+) -
multivariate + + ns(+) -

Attendants
bivariate ns(+) ns(+) ns(+) -
multivariate us(+) hi(+) iii(+) _

Shopping
-_

bivariate ns(-) ns(-) ts(-) -
multtvartate ns(-) ns(+) + ns(-)

Jobs _

bivariatt ilis(-) ilis(-) ns(+) -
multivariate - + -

Training Professionals
bivariate ns(+) ns(-) na(-) ns(+)
multivariate - ns(-) (-) ns(+)

Cost per Consumer
bivariate ns(-) - no(-) _

muItivariate ns(-) _ ns(+) _

Consumer-Reported Outcomes

Housing More Independent
bivariate ns(+) + + +

multivariate ns(+) ns(+) ns(-) +

No. of Situational
Improvements
bivariate - - +

multivariate - ns(-) - ns(+)

No. of Personal/Social
Changes I

bivariate - - hi(-) +

multivariate ns(+) ns(-) ts(+) ns(+)

No. of Skill Gains
bivariate - - -

multivariate - - - +

No. of Gains in Aids,
Services, Benefits

bivariate ns(-) - es(-)
multivariate ns(-) - -

No. of Gains in Knowledge
bivariate - _ ns(-)
multivariate - - ns(-) +

Client Perception of Living
More Independently

bivariate iii(-) + 4

multivariate ns(+) na(-) ns(-) +

ns not statistically significant at .20 level
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and even when significance vanishes, the sigt of the relationShip (+ Or

-) tends to remain the same. It is with statistically nonsignificant

bivariate relationships that one will OccaSionally find a flip of the

sign in multivariate analysis, and even then the MUltivariate

analytically determined relationship is also usually statistically non-

significant.
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Table F-I

Services Provided by a Typical Center

During_Last-Tear

Servitt

Median No;
of Clients
Served

Mean No;
of Clients
Served-

Noof_
Reporting
Centers

-(-N-)

Advocacy 80 226 89

MS Training 70 128 95

Peer Counseling 40 121 90

Legal 23 59 22

Professional Counseling 27 43 30

Other Counseling 30 63 59

Housing 55 117 82

Equipment 30 66 64

Transportation 57 148 32

Recreation 38 71 64

Educational 27 65 36

Vocational 30 77 43

Communication 25 90 52

At.tendant 40 104 71

Electronic 11 62 10

Family_Support 20 48 41

I And R 301 708 74

Other 69 176_ 24

Pct; I and R Only Clients 30% 37% 96

Total Direct Service Clients 282 516 120

Total Clients 495 961 118
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Table F-2

OUt-comes Achieved h a T sical Center

During Last Year

Median No.
of Outcomes
Achieved

Mean No.
of Outcomes
Achieved

No. of
Reporting
Centers

(N)

Center-Reported Client Outcome

Housing Modifications 12 24 93

Released from Institutions 10 20 100

Financial Benefits 30 62 32

Learned How to use Transit 20 59 101

Got DriVer's License 2 5 57

Got Attendants 24 52 97

Got Readers 10 64 79

Referred to Services 68 154 99

Able to do Chores 20 37 98

Got Devices 22 56 97

Achieved Goals .-.0 25 72

Got Employment 10 18 84

Registered to Vote 18 97 73

Served on Boards, Councils 8 14 81

Other 16 28 25

Center-Reported-Community Impacts

Housing Units Made Accessible 13 22 83

Accessible Vehicles 2 29 64

Attendants Recruited 27 45 72

Readers Recruited 3 8 41

Interpreters Recruited 3 6 44

Additional Funding Secured $11,588 $146,797 51

Agreements Established 4 10 85

Educational Resources Procured 2 _7 54
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Table F=2 (continued)

F-3

Median NO.
-of OuttOme6

Achieved

Mean No.
Of Outcomes
Achieved

No; of
Reporting
Centers

(N)

Jobs Developed 8 17 62

Communication Devices 4 i0 59

Public Building Made Accessible 6 12 78

Curb Cuts Made 15 32 71

Brained Information Installed 3 14 39

Parking Spaces Reserved 10 22 65

Brailled Elevators 2 6 51

Recreational Pzograms 3 12 79

HeAlth ProVider6 Trained 18 65 78

Other Providers Trained 19 73 84

Other 28 93 16
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Table F-3

Ch-Aracteristics of the Ti3Oical Center

Median-

No of
Reporting
Centers

(Ny-

Total Budget

Part B Funding Award

Pct. Part B of Total Budget

Total Other Federal Funding

Total State Funding

- Pct. State of Total Budget

Total Local Govt. Funding

-_Pdt. Local of TOtal Budget

Total Private Funding

-Pct. Private of Total Budget

Total Other Funding

Budget of Larger Agency

Housing Part B Center

Years Center Has Been in Opera:ion

No. of Board Members

- )s- Disabled

Board Disabled

No.o! dv;Sory MemberS

Tho t Divist

- Z à Adv'Aors Lioabled

No. Of LiMiliitratLra

- Thot:e DisA0.ed

No. of ervice staff

- Thorp)

No. of Su,:7;ott Staff

- Those Disabled

No. of Total Staff

- % of Staff Disabled

$2,250,000

240i000

130;216

.58%

$ 51,650

$ 86,810

_6%

$ 35,000

0%

24;753

02

20,000

58%

5 yrs

12

6

56%

5

5

53%

2

1

3

2

1

10

50%

$3,636,463

323,182

133;932

57%

92,595

129,767

16%

$ 50;206

3%

48,192

6%

55,867

57%

6 yrs.

12

6

492

8

5

44%

2

6

3

3

1

13

52%

111

118

111

23

67

111

37

111

58

58

52

111

36

12/

121

120

121

119

119

121

121

121

120

120

120

120

121

121
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Table F-3 (continued)

Median Mean

No. Of
Reporting
Centers

(N)

No. of Volunteers 6 14 120

- ThOte DiSabled 4 8 120

- % of Volunteers Disabled 56% 57% 121

Cli-Otta Seri-red

Those with Visual Disabilitie6 14 51 112

- Pct. Visual of All 3% 11% 112

- Those Blind 6 42 112

Those with Hearing Disabilities 12 96 112

- Pct. Hearing of All 2% 7% 112

- Those Deaf 5 87 112

Those with Orthopedic Disabilities 87 210 112

- Pdt;_Orthopedic of All 21% 26% 112

- Those, Amputees 5 25 112

= Those, Spinal Cord 18 63 112

Those with Mental Illness 6 21 112

- Pct._Mental Illness of All 1% 6% 112

Those with Mental Retardation 6 14

= Pdt. Mental Retardation of All 1% 4%

Those with Other Disabilities 27 67 112

- Pct. Other of All 6% 11%

Those with No Disabilities 0 114 121

- Pct. With no DitabilitieS 0 8% 117

Those with Unknowil bisabilitiea

(usually I and R-only clients)

43 367 60

- Pdt vith Unknown Oisabilities 14% 31% 115
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